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INTRODUCTION

This is the first occasion on which a full transcript
of the proceedings of an ASF Conference has been
published. Unfortunately, in the past, much of the
valuable and interesting material presented at the
Conferences has been lost to posterity and therefore
the efforts involved in its preparation were largely
in vain. Some of the more scientific papers have
been or will be published in appropriate journals and
magazines but many were never published.
Perceiving the need for a full transcription, Margot
and Peter Matthews took upon themselves the very
considerable task of preparing a permanent record of
the Seventh Biennial Conference. Following, as it
does, so closely upon the production of the ASF
Handbook, this is an example of energy and drive
which we might all envy. The Cave Exploration Group
(S.A.) then volunteered their assistance and have
provided the plates, cover and duplicating and binding
facilities.
It is proposed that in future the host Society
appoint a secretary to produce the transcript, hire
a professional if necessary, and charge the fees to
the Conference. This should ensure that we will not
be so dependent upon the goodwill of the energetic
few. On behalf of ASF I should like to record si~cere
appreciation of a job well done.
.

R.P. \{EBB
PRESIDENT
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THE OPENING
--------....
Roll Webb, President:
vlelcome to Graham's Ca$tle for the opening of the 1968
Conference of the Australian Speleological Federation.

vie have here this morning the South Australian IJIinister for
Lands, Mr. Brookman, who has honoured us with his presence
to open the Conference •. Without further ado I would like to
introduce him Mr. Brookman.
Mr. Brookman:
Major Webb, ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for the
invitation to this rather unorthodox, informal and obviously
very cheerful gathering.
I have opened a ,good
many conferences and sometimes the formality is of s~ch a
heavyweight nature that you spend almost to lunchtime before.
anybody starts talking business. I have noticed this happens
Tlith Ministerial conferences probably more than any Qthers,
but here vIe have a group that I can see are obviously
interested in their own subject and \-Tant to get stra~ght on
to it.
I do first of all want to congratulate you UPOIl your
interest and, as one of the State Ministers whose responsibility is conservation (not the only one, but as oIle of
them) express my appreciation of the interest in conservation and the contribution that you make ,to this object. I
notice that speleology is one of those subjects in which, I
think, there are probably very fe,v full-time profess:i;onals.
You, as I understand it would all have some other major
occupation and this is a private interest of yours so to
speak.

This seems to me a very vJorthvlhile Y!ay of approachin~ any
sort of scientific research, and in fact probably al:l;
scientific research has it s origins in some private endeavour.
Talking amo~you I have gathered that there must be people
with quite a lot of skills from a wide range of disciplines,
and I can see hm'l important it liJould be to have zoologists,
botanists, geologists, and not forgetting surveyors, because
afterall, you do like to know where you're going and/or
i.vhere you've been.
A point I would like to stress also \,li th you is that as a
l'linister of conservation I am particularly gratified that
you are doing this type of exploration work. You are dOing
Proceedings of 7th Conference of the ASF 1968
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it in such a 1'lay that it i,vill be recorded and that everything
you find will be used in the way that it should be used. You
will, I believe, by recording this information help the
protection of Caves from vandalism and general bad behaviour
by tourists and other, vrell vle'll say, odds and ends. You are
inspired by the desire to be first in these places and I
consider that that must be one of the most thrilling aspects
of speleology.
You w~ll appreciate that in conservation we have been thinking
very J,argely of land conservation., We are a State ,\-Thich I
think has a long way to go in proper conservation, or full
development of conservation anyway. Other States may have
their 'problems too, I believe they have, but we as a State do
somewhat suffer by the easy access to most of our areas and
we have suffered, I think, probably by over-developing settlement in past years. We are remedying -this as fast as is
poss1~le to do it;i thin the limits of finance and other
consiqerations but I do note that it's almost impossible to
'set dQwn in figures just hOltl much land should be set aside
for conservation purposes. For instance, an area i,'li th a chain
of mOtlIltains, we'll say the Rocky Mountains, . .vhich is not
nOrIDe,lly possible to develop for any other purpose, can be
preserved for conservation IITith ease, and it adds very much to
the general total of areas that are under conservation
legislation. They now have in the United States an enormous
area Qf conserved parks and other kinds of protected areas.
We are extending our areas very much -' for:i,nstance, it might
sOll.."1.a rather grand but we made the Simpson Desert National
Park some few' years a'go and in dOing 'so added many square miles
to our total conserved al~eas. vlhilenobody ,wbuld pretend that
there was perhaps as great a 'rai3ult' as ',i t ~ould be adding
conserveclareas in places of high value land;
. nevertheless
it is worth doing. \ve are adding to both our arid and to our
wetter areas as much as vle re~sonably can.
I tmderstand that one of your groups is going to Kangaroo
'Islan4; I believe you have three parties going to various parts
of South Australia. As a member of the Board which controls
the F11nders Chase I can say that you are very vleleome there we would like to see any authorised cave exploration, and the
type of exploration that you do ".rill add to the knowledge that
we may have of Flinders Chase. You will find there a totally
protected area and one uhieh ",e feel is quite unique in some
ways - it hasn't got rabbits and it hasn't got foxes, and
apart from some fe ..., other pests like £6ral
oats, you 'VTould
find, Flinders Chase I-'lOuld be relatively unspoiled.
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Now I want to just say one more word about this cave
exploration which seems to me apposite.
That
is that in
a world '\<There - 'V1ell itia e8.sy to be comfortable, it is
pleasing to see people v1ho are willing to go in for
physical exertion and put up with discomfort and hardship
because they have an interest in dOing some exploration..
:Y.,u, I Cal1 see, do put up with qlite a lot of hardship.
Hr. Gartrell sent me the brochures, firstly I think, the
report on Mlllamllang Cave and the other report upon the
other caves on the Nullarbor Plains, and I can see just how
difficult and exhausting cave exploration must be. After all
its possible to do a lot of undersea exploration in a submarine, or go by air somewhere, but in this case, having got
to the mouth of the cave there seems to be no known way of
carrying gear, food and looking after yourselves except
entirely by your own efforts, and I can just imagine that it
i,vould be very exhausting indeed. In fact I find it hard
work getting up and down the wooden steps of the tourist cave
at Kelly Hill on Kangaroo Island. If you've got to crawl
down there and carry your o'\<m lights and gear it must be a
good deal more difficult, but nevertheless very rewarding
'VThen you get there. And in that respect I suppose YQu feel
just as triumphant vlhen you get to the bottom of the cave as
the mountaineer is when he gets to the top of the mountain.
It's rather remarkable vlhat a short distance man can go
underground and it is only it seems in these limesto:q.e areas,
of ,\Thich we
have plenty in Australia, it is only in
these places 'I'lhere man can go underground' any distance at
all.
'
NOvl !wIr. Chairman, I vras talking to Mr. Gartrell and he told
me that you 'would like to collect zoological specime11s or
fossils or any other specimens in the caves on Kangaroo
Island and take them to the Huseum for proper study. "
Now that is exactly ",,>That we vvoulcl like you to do - there is
absolutely no clifficul ty about that at all. Vie have had a
policy which might be described as a little bit stic~in this
matter, but that '\vas a policy vrhich applies to the general
public and not to authorized expeditions, because obViously
in many cases people don't knoi,v I-That they are picking up. ",
If you are collecting specimens and they are being taken for
proper study, "\tJell, that ,is the ,\'lay that they ought to be
used. The other thing is that as a result of your '\"lOrk you
will increase the knowledge, for all time, of the caves which
you are exploring, and because of that, you are making a
serious contribution to scientific research in Australia.

I do hope that you are going to have a good holiday here and
that you I'Jill find a re'\varding expedition at the end of it.
Proceedings of 7th Conference of the ASF 1968
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I understand that there are some h~rd-done-by members of your
group who can't go an~vhere after these holidays but have to
go back to ,\-lork. But an~<lay I '\vish you luck and although I
can't stay for the whole morning I 'I,'lOuld be appreciative if
I could stay,
(I've been invite~
,for some of the
procee~ings for a little longer.
I wish you luck, Happy
New Year, and plenty of interest in the follo\';ring out of
speleoiLogy.
I now have much pleasure in declaring the 7th Biennial
Conference of the Australian Speleological Federation open.

i:'"*********
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CONSERVATION

AND

SOUTH

AUSTRALIA

G. Gartrell

UNDERGROU~1)

*

Say the word IIUnderground" to a caver and a chill will race
up his spine. But say it to the bloke in the street and he
may sho"T a vague glimmer of interest, or just think you are
unhinged. This is about the best reaction you can hope for.
There are much ,,qorse responses. He could think you are being
insulting and hit you. On average, however, a blank stare
will be forthcoming, and from that you may deduce that the
",ord "underground" is synonymous with the phrase "OUT OF SIGHT - OUT OF MIND".

-

-

You have not got a hope of conserving caves while this state
of general knowledge about them persists. It is necessary to
educate people on the one hand, a hard job at any time,
whatever the subject, ru1d at the same time try to convince
them that something \Thich i§. out of sight - out of mind, and
just a hole they might fall into, is to their advantage.
Conservation is in practice a figh.t by a fe,v against man's
expedience and lack of foresight. Nost people will probably
find this definition of it objectionable or feel that it ~
true but applies to the other bloke. Rather like traffic
laws in a "'e:! - we all knov·! that we can drive faster than the
speed limit safely, but vle need laws to protect us from all
the mug drivers around these days. I'm alright - it's the
other bloke again. HOvJever even if not al'Vlays appreciated,
it can be understood by most ';.r11en applied to the problems of
extinction of species, effects 9f insecticides, scenery
scarring, "later catchment areas, pollution, and so forth. '
The Lock Progress Association, like many similar bodies, is
all in favour of Conservation. They just think it should be
done somevThere else though, and don't give a damn about an
existing National Park that they think should squeeze up to
half its size to let in a £ew farmers. Progress of that sort
is often something ,.,e are better off vii thout. Even the
professional kangaroo shooters look up between shots, I,d th
tears in their eyes, ru1d shake their heads sadly at the way
these mugs from the cities, these weekenders, are coming up
and driving the poor old reds to extinction - that other
bloke is a real terror.
But human nature has always been so, ru1d despite all our
ouhlard signs of technical cleverness these days, human
nature has not changed all that much since the dark ages.
We cannot hope to get the majority of people on side by
saying that conservation is directly to protect or assist
species other than man. To most of us, ~ is number one

*

President, Cave Exploration Group (S.A.)
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chap. Man vfOn t t generally realize that such things as
natural balance between species occur, and that even the
little bacteria in his cheese are contributing to his w.elfare.
It is not practical to consider conservation in its most
pure sense. Of course, that means changing ~othing.
Strictly speaking one should stop breathing lest one blow a
fly qff course. Not even I ,.,ould agree to that proposal.
The best and most generally a~ceptable definition (or maxim)
for Conservation is that it should imply - "The widest
possible use, over a long term (emphasise long, most people
have short memories) of all our natural resources, applied to
the benefit of man.t!
The practical application of this is another story. Too
often man with his cleverness at creating fertile land out of
barren wastes, and his enthusiasm to make Nature more
efficient, does not '\veigh all factors before bursting out
with one of his schemes. Even VThen he is consciously trying
to do his best for all in some development project, w'hat is
actually best, in the long range is not always clear. It is
human to make mistakes. In the old days when the human
popUlation was, in balance with the rest these mistakes vTere
not too serious'. One could move on to greener pastures. We
cannot afford the same mistakes today. The World is shrinking
at an alarming rate. Do you realise it was only less than,
'
t'\velve years ago that the' first satellite vTaS launched. ~oday
men have been around the back of the moon. One" hundred years
from no\v, at present rates, it will be 'standing room only ,
and ,that includes the middle of the Nullarbor. Conservation
is not a luxury. It is a necessity, and it is up to this
present generation of people to save what they can, !!Qli, and
to plan our future development so that vIe do have a future.
Well, this does apply to caves. I think that all of us here
today realise this. Really, all that ''le can do to promote
the conservation of Caves is to try and sv18ep away the
ignorance and cob'\vebs of superstition '1hich are uppermost in
most peoples' ideas of caves. Oh dear - we are back again to
that repulsive idea of trying to eclucate people. The ans'\ver
is - just keep trying. A little bit sinks in each time.
I ;;vill nO,\,l revie'\'l a fei,"1 facets of knowledge about caves and
try to give you a bit of perspective.

---

DEFINITION
.

First of all - vThat is a cave? Uh-oh. Trouble already.
They are all different. I can best say that caves are part
of the geography of the countryside surrounding them, and
i,"1ill influence it and be influenced. by it to some degree.
Proceedings ofand
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essence the term "Cave" refers to a natura.l feature, usually
: accessible to man, and usually with, a dark zone inside it,
commonly formed by solution or erosion of rock. The rock is
, most commonly limestone, although significant cavities may be
produced in other materials.
Caves are a comparatively rare part of our surroundings.
Even the biggest of them are small '\'lhen compared with maj or
scenic features on the surface, and the tota.l volume of all
limestone caves in ,the ";lOrld has been estimated to be of the
order of only ten,cubic miles, or less than one ten-millionth
of the total volume otthe oceans., Some town-planning
,
authorities have come up with a figure of 4+% as the minimum
area which should be set aside for reserves. AVeraging this
over the world, or worse still, averaging it over Australia,
which does not over-abound 1'lith caves, we :find that the
proportion of this 4t% uhich would be taken up by caves, if
every cave in Australia was protected, at least by a small
plot of l~d around the entrance, would still be very small.
In regard to, land use, we could comfortably protect all caves
this way. Like trees, caves may be destroyed in a much shorter
time than it takes them to gro,", t so that any threats to cave
conservation are an im~ediate and urgent problem. Unlike trees,
hOvlever, once a cave is destroyed we cannot plant a seedling', in
: its place and repair the damage.
At pre~ent Australian caves are little worse off than those
of most other comparable parts of the world in this respect,
although a few countries have verY,strong laws for the
protect:t,on of caves -:but, as our population grows, so do
those agencies which tend. to destroy caves~ or have 'a.
conflicting interest.
These agencies fall into a number of broad categories. Here
are a fev1:a. Commercial interests" and civil authorities,
concerned vIi th quar~jing, road building and
so forth.
b. Certain farmers and land-o~1ners.
c. Casual vandals and souvenir hunters.
d. Entrrulce dynamiters.
I shall dismiss the last two groups first, and not talk too
much about the first, as other speakers will be dealing with
this.
Casual
Vandals
,
Among th~ casual or organised vandals of recent history none
perh~ps would surpass the illustrious ,English poet,
of 7th Conference
of the ASF
1968
Alexander Fope. In his Proceedings
day it
vIas the
height
of fashion to
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have a concrete grotto in the bottom of the garden,and if
i twas .desired to outdo the J ones's next door, natural
s~alacti tes stuck in the roof "iere a must.
So expeditions
with soldiers to various· caves "rere arra..Ylged, and while some
1,-rould point their blunderbusses to the ceiling, others would
hold a net underneath and catch the bits, a proce1dure which
must have been jolly fine sport. Modern-day vandals are
still with us, but less imaginativeperha.ps, and less likely
to make the pages of history.
Entrance Dynamiters
The fourth group I mentioned, the entrance dyna.Ild.ters, do
just what the name says, first of' all crying out - "This
cave is too dangerous". They are usually vlell intentioned
but misguided. In some ways they are like film censors.
They close a cave to all to protect some Hho are
inexperienced or ill-equipped. Too bad about the cave's
natural inhabitants. A ·better solution in our eyes would be
the installation of a gate, capable of withstanding onslaughts
by modern safebreaking apparatus, preferably with a key
which could be wielded by a responsible person.
;
Imagine somebody bulldozing Wilpena<Pound to protect people
from falling off St. Mary's Peak or getting lost there.
Ridiculous it may be, but if 1:lilpena was a cave, public
pressure or something similar would have cooked its goose
for just the same reason.
.
Some land-owners in this category have a more understandable
if less public spirited reason. If a caVerwere to injure
himself in their cave .they might be legally liable.
Solution: get rid of the cave. No case has been tested in
court as far as I· knoVl, Md it is doubtful if, one \vould
succeed, but the· bad publicity created and bad public
relations generally ,,,ould close caves like tidal. oysters all
over the countryside. Official organizations representing
cavers should discourage members from ever thinking or even
spe8~ing light-heartedly along these lines, and get their
members to sign indemnity forms, 'which may not alw'ays be
strictly legal documents, but are certainly better tha..Yl
nothing.
.

- -" - - -

should conserve caves just because I like them, that is a
good enough reason, but you may '\-,ant better reasons, so here
are a few.

vIe
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-

~

CAVES

They are natural wonders of limited occurrence which must
be saved so that future generations may enjoy the same
pleasures that we get from caves today.
a. In this class lie present Tourist Caves and others of
outstanding scenic potential, which might become shO'\'1
caves in the future. Population growth, ease of access,
and available finance are governing factors in the
development of these caves, but the time to protect
them is now. I should just say in passing here, that
while it is generally recognised even among cavers,
that one of the most effective ways of protecting a
cave is to make it into a Tourist Cave with a lock,
experience shows that there is more to the protection
of a cave than just a gate. A great tunnel, known as
the Binoomea Cut, has in recent times been driven
through the hillside at Jenolan, N.S.v{. to provide a
new entran,c;;e into a couple of caves, including the
Orient Cave. The doors on this tunnel are like great
refrigerator doors, and hermetic ally seal the opening
\Jhen people are not actually passing through. Otherwise, the tunnel '\<lould have created ne'l," airflow'
patterns in the caves, and temperature differences,
and most probably dried the decoration out and
deadened it in a big way. The construction of pathways through caves, and the installation of lights
are also fields '1,-1hich have just as many hidden
pitfalls, but that is another story.
b. Besides Tourist Caves, we should preserve others in
their natural state as ilUnderground vfilderness Are~.s",
to cater for those v1i th a deeper interest in caves
than just the view'ing of pretty stalactites and so
forth. Speleology as a hobby or relaxation, and even
the sport of underground mountaineering are pursuits
equally as valid as their surface counterparts. The
majority of organised cavers are n£! dare-devil nitwits
despite the fact that most newspaper accounts of caving
incidents seem to convey a different impression. This
is understandable, and generally not the fault of the
reporter. Serious cavers are not publicity seekers.
PubliCity can be dangerous, and even publicity "as a
public service" does not always have the desired
effect. Say that a cave is dangerous, and you may
not keep those a'ltTaY that '.vould not have gone there
any'l,vay so much as attract the attention of the daredevils vIho decide to try it for themselves.
Joe Brown and his cousins cross the road every day
'I,1i thout getting into trouble. One day one gets run
ASF 1968
over ru1d gets hisProceedings
nameof 7thinConference
the of the
paper.
We all cross
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the road, and know the risks involved, so when we read his
name in the paper \ve don' t write letters to the paper
demanding that the motor-car be banned or roads abolished. It
is the same in caving. There are safet JT practices and rules.
It ~ safe -'.;ve have very fe,q accidents indeed. But people
don't know much about caving, and when they read accounts of
these aCCidents, they have no personal experience to go by
and so can only believe v;hat they read and get their
impressions that v:ray. Qui te a diversion I must say, but I
cannot emphasize too strongly that publicity is the most
powerful lever in the World today, and the most often misused
or wrongly directed lever at that. It is our vehicle for that
education that I vias talking about, and at the same time it
can be our bane.
Back to "Underground Wilderness Areas" 'You may be familiar vd th that relatively recent idea of the
declaration of "\filclerness Areas" as distinct from "National
Pleasure Resorts", a need \1Thich has become a bit more '\ITidely
recognised lately" both in the United States and in Australia.
A vilderness area is a place where no permanent structures or
roads are permitted and where man is 11 only transient" 'vhere
he must take to his feet and come to terms with his
surroundings rather ,than regiment them. Psychologists
recognise that our need for these areas even as an escape
from urban living is becoming greater as the pressures of bigcity civilisation increase.
Amongst the fe\v areas in Australia at present \1hich fall into
this category 8.J.'1d ",ould be familiar to most of us are portions
of Kosciusko State Park in southern New South vlales, and the
Cradle Nt.-Lalce St. Clair National Park in Tasmania. Closer
to home we have Flinders Chase and Hambidge, and I suppose we
could put vlilpena Pound into this category too. You knovl vihat
a joh it is trying to hang on to these let alone ,getting any
more dedicated.
The idea of Underground vlilderness is just as fundamental as
that of surface "Tilderness and equally important, and
probably ten times as hard to convince disinterested persons
~oot.
'
Problems can arise, of course, \1hen a cave v'1hich should be
protected in this way turns up under land which cannot
similarly be declared a 'vildernes8 area - a tOv.Tn perhaps \1here uncontrolled drainage from the surface may cause
pollution of the cave below.
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The second. main reason for protecting caves is that they
are a distinct and different part of our environment.,
with their own populations of insects, micro-organisms,
fish, crustaceans and soon.
We can divide these up into thre'e distinct categories.
a. Trogloxenes: Partly surface dependent.
b. '!roglophiles: These are cave lovers - they prefer caves
totally'tut could exist without them.
c. Troglobites: These are creatures adapted completely
to life in the cave and not equipped for life outside.
The most common differences found for these compared
with surface relatives is a loss of pigmentation, and
a loss of eyesight, eventually even loss of eyes
altogether.
'
There are well over a thousand species to date
discovered in caves alone~ and.a number of these .have
only ever been observed in one cave •. They have
probablY'evolved in their own cave and never been able
to move outside it. Of that estimated total v.olume of
cave s in the i>1orld of about ten cubic miles probably
eight cubic miles still have yet to·be examined for
evide~ce 'of troglobitic population.
Studies' of these creatures are· still in their infancy
but have alread.y yielded some interesting results an.d
have raised many more questions. than they have
ans"J'ered~

Recor.dedoccurrences' of 'Austra;Li'a"sonly known true
trbglobi te',so far, aneyeless·coekroach; are in' caves
widely separated on the Null'abor' ,Plain. Cockroaches
are 'thought to be slow' ~n c·omparis on \,1:1. th many
creatures to undergo evolutionary changes, and the'
lack of eyes indicates that they have been co:
.ed
underground for a considerable period. They have lost
their eye!?, or at least only vestigial eyes remain,
but have not lost their pigmentation, \'Thereas the
reverse is the usual order. In view' of their
adaptation,.have several isolated occurrences of ,a
species undergone parallel changes with no contact
betueen the groups, . or are the cockroaches vridespread
under the Plain throughout a hypothetical system of
small tunnels liriliing all caves in the region? This
may be extremely far-fetched or it may not. There do
exist considerable complexes of anastomoses in some
areas, as evidenced by the occurences of blow-holes.
Further studies of this are either going to tell us
surprising thingsProceedings
about
the Nullarbor, or give us a
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ne1'l look at the processes of evolution, or else thro'w light
on the biggest coincidence of all time. A parallel
situation may be found in the Uaited States, where two
isolated and only occurrences of the same species of shrimp,
I believe, are in widely separated caves, . conceivably linked
by waterfilled passages running several hundred miles through
the particular band of limestone in which they occur.
A.t ",hat stage does a creature \vi th eyesight ,{hich has
elected to spend its life in darkness begin the process of
losing its eyesight and eyes altogether? Is evolution a
selective accident, or is it reasonable to expect that
colonies of cockroaches widely separated but under similar
conditions might keep neck and neck in their evolutionary
transformations? Hov; fast do these evolutionary changes
proceed? Troglobites, whose specific adaptations are
.
similar for a vlide range of species, could very v1811 hold the
key to our understanding of evolutionary processes.
Trogloxenes
Perhaps the most famous of trogloxenes would be the bats,
studie s of ,,{hich are interesting from many points of view.
Nocturnal in habit, the bats of the South-east sleep in caves
by day and catch about half their weight of insects each
night. Farmers have come to vlelcome the ibis as a friend.
Fevl of them also realise how much the bat is on their side.
The numbers of bats in the huge colony of the Bat cave at
Naracoorte, S.A. has recently been estimated at about one
quarter of its former strength, although I cannot say how
reliable that census 'vas. It is possible the depletion was'
due to a disease, possibly the drought 'TaS responsible,
possibly insecticides - no one kno'\'ls for certain.
Recently a bat banded during a C.S.I.R.O. bat-banding progra~e
in a raihvay tunnel at North Sydney vIas caught in a cave at
Glencoe in the South-east of South Australia, nearly seven
hundred miles away.
Bats employ a sonar system (a sort of sound-wave radar) and
some species emit squeru{s as high as 108 kilo-cycles per
second. In comparison the limit of audibility of human
hearing is generally not much better than around 17 kilocycles per second.
.
Bats have other remarkable attributes, but I hope that I have
already made my pOint. The relatively dry South Australian
caves have a particularly sparse fauna, but make up for this
in other directions.
I refer to the fields
of paleontology and archaeology - or
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Caves with vertical entrances have often in the past acted as
animal traps, and cave micro-climatic conditions, ,\,lhich are so
consistent, "dth yearly variations in temperature commonly of
the order of only 1 F and ,\,1hich have been responsible or
essential for the maintenance of the highly'· specialised forms .
of life found therein, are also favourable for the preservation
of fossil material. In humid caves, fleshy remains are likely
to be attacked by micro-organisms, but in dry ones even these
may be preserved. Bones will be preserved in any case, and
usually in vJell stratified layers of in-fill material.
Within the caves these deposits will usually be free from
weathering effects and disturbances normally encountered above
ground. Often they are rich in material, and may be read by a
trained person almost like a book about our past, \1i tl1 all pages
intact in some.cases. Recent finds of Thylacine (Tasmanian
','lolf) remains on the Nullarbor and in the Flinders Ranges are
examples ot' this.
In many parts of the World caves have been inhabited by prehistoric man, "vlho has left paintings on the '\valls '\',hich have
been amazingly preserved to the present day. Implements made
or.used by them have often been found by excavating the floors
of such caves. In Australia the aborigines have kept fairly
clear of the deeper recesses of caves, with perhaps one
notable exception. Koonalda Cave in the South Australian
s~ction of the Nullarbor :Plain has beonthe site of an·
aboriginal '\'lOrkshop. In the limestone ",alls of the cave,
numerous nodules of flint have been exposed, particularly in
one section, and these\vcre valued for toolmaking.
Anthropologists have noVY excavated this site to a depth of
aroundt'\venty .feet, . passing thro'llgh distinct strata all the
vray, and evidence· from this dig dates· aboriginal occupation
as far back as 18,000 years ago, \·;-hich is I believe, the most
ancient evidence of .this 50.far discovered. 'fIIr. Bob. Edv-lards
of· the South Australian Nuseum.has recently. completed
production of a film on this 'fork i'lhichshould appear on
television Dnd else"irvhere soon.
It is important that I should emphasize most strongly that
some of the most significant caves' in ·this respect have the
least imposing appearance, and much may be lost "Then the fate
of a Cave is left to an untrained or disinterested land-oi'll'ler
or civil authority to decide.
A local surface parallel to this situation is the different
views of the Geological SOCiety of South Australia, ,\'1ho see
the area to the rear and Horth of Hallet Cove Beach,. south of
Adelaide k:q.ovln as the Hallet Cove Badlands as a unique area and
CI.ll invaluable Geological ShOvl-pioce, and on the other hand the
real-estate developers who got their hooks into it and proposed
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bulldozers, paving the way for an American-style shopping
centre and the works.
I should. add that caves are one of the few frontiers left on
earth above the ocean surface where the probability of
unexpected discoveries from systematic exploration is very·
high. Again some of the least imposing caves will not always
be so. A relatively small Cave in Tasmania, although never
just a rabbit hole, which required a 2 hour hike through
almost impenetrable bush just to reach the entrance, became
the focus o.:f attention last year', '\-rhen a couple of cavers
were able to find a 'ltlay past a rock-pile choking one
passage. The cave now has more than 7 miles of passage
surveyed, more discoveries likely, and the Australian record
of a 720 foot deep shaft, which includes' one free ladder drop
of 360 feet. There is, most fortunately, a reasonable chance
of this cave becoming the nucleus of a new National Park.
Although relatively little sophisticated scientific work has
been carried out in Australian Caves to date, the potential
is definitely there, and all that is required is the people
and, time to do it. Systematic exploration is, of course, the
first stage of scientific study, and a necessary basis for all
further ,vork.
C~rtainFarm~s

and

Land~owners

Earlier I mentioned that one agency in conflict with· caves
was a group I called "Certain Farmers and Land-owners".!
should perhaps extend this to include some civic authoritieEl
as w"e11.
.
As I have already said: Caves are part of the geography of
their surrounding country, and are generally formed by water
action. Commonly they trap surface streams and divert them
underground., and occasionally, as in the South-east (and the
Nullarbor) they are so comprehensive and efficient (and the"
country rock is so porous) that little or no evidence of
normal surface drainage patterns exists.
The Nullarbor is virtually unpopulated, and its water-table
vHties bet'veen 250 and 400 feet belo'1,,; the Plain. On the
otner hand - the South":'east is populated and has a water-·
table between zero feet' and 100 feet below the surface, on
average probably around 30 feet. It is the South-east I 'vill
refer to in particular now.
Recently there was an emergency at Kei th, on the main
Adelaide to'r,lelbourne road, ',Then the tOtln water supply
(vThich consists of bores) "faS found to be polluted. The
solution in this case was to forget about those bores and
drill some deeper ones into another layer, but 'vhere has the
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pollution come from? The answer is not all that hard to see.
Man is the answer. He has himself to biame but will look at
everything else first before believing it.
Over the past decade or so, due to the great'South-eastern
Drainage Scheme, average South-eastern water-tables have
dropped by amounts near ten feet. This represents an enormous
volume of water through the highly porous rock. The population
has increased during this time and will no doubt continue to do
so. Practically all water supplies are from bores or else the
Blue Lake at Mount Gambier. The sOUrce of the water in the
Blue Lake is shrouded in mystery, but the rock near water level
is ordinary Gambier limestone, and whether or not the deep down
. indefatigable source of crystal clear water is all that it is
hoped to be, increased pumping of the Blue Lake will increase
the flow of ground-water into the Lake from the surrounding
rock.
Significantly, it was recently reported in the Border Watch,
a South-eastern paper, that the Blue Lake water has been found
to have an alarming increase in its bacterial count, and to be
good stuff to drink if you'd like a bit of gastro-enteritis.
Public health measures have been implemented and kept very hush
hush, but nobody will really get up and go to the source of the
problem. They would be too unpopular. They ,still won't be~ieve
that prevention is better than cure'. Even in Mount Gambier
itself the storm and town street drains run conveniently into
the ,Town Hall Cave. I suppose it could be worse.

Many farmers and others, not having an Engineering and Water

Supply sewer paSSing the house, just drill down until they
find a c avi ty. Some don't even have to drill. When sheep or
cattle die, it isn't necessary to bury them - there are plenty
of holes to thro\,l them down, along wi1ih your old f~nce Wire,
household rubbish and anything else you've got, perhaps the
old car even.

Earl's Cave, Ol1e of a system of largely interconnected and
water-filled sinkholes, with water to a depth of about 200
feet, south of Mount Gambier, was useful after the grea,t
bushfires some years back. Reports vary, but somewhere
between severnl hundred and 40,000 burnt sheep carcasses
were thrown into that unfortunate hole. I don't know which
figure is the closer but it certainly was still putrid several
years ago, vii th a sea of legs sticking up out of green slime.
It is probably this lot that is now finding its way into the
Blue ' Lake germ by germ. The District Council has since erected
a "RUBBISH DUMPING PROHIBITED" sign but on our last reconnaissance that too had been heaved in and in its turn was becomirig
buried by fresh offerings. The Council has since, at our
request, erected a further sign and re-fenced.the area.
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Five Corners Cave - a most extensive system on the outskirts
of :fIlount G81I1bier itself, probably v1i th several miles of
passs~e, and large calcite-flake covered lakes in flatteners
at the water-table connecting large domes, now has a dairy
built over one entrance hole, ,\,lhich is a convenient drain.
This must be seen to be appreciated, but anyone contemplating
doing so is likely to contract some disease to remember the
occasion by.
'
I

VJij~:; going to say that pollution of this magnitude of
surta,:~8 streams would be unbelievable, but that's not so.

I' vGI.\:r'agged everything else in and now I will drag in the
neiv V::.ctoria Square PtDuntain in the cen tre of Adelaide. No,
it isn't polluted, well, no more than usual, but it is one
of the greatest travesties of our time. South-Australia is
the driest State in the driest continent in the World. You
think we ".;QuId value our creeks and rivers. The fountain has
th:,~ee corners, each, representing a S.A. river and one of these
has a statue representing the Murray. Another represents the
Onkaparinga River, south of Adelaide. It lacks something.
It doesnlt smell quite right. If you can walk along the
banks of the Onkaparinga RLver below the Noar-Iunga Abattoirs
i'There the blood and guts drain down from above and vThere the
river actually gives off bubbles of green gas you have a
stronger stomach than I, but you "Ion' t wonder anymore why
~he fish float up dead further downstream.
vlhile this state lasts above ground, what hope have we got
for,a better· deal for Underground South Australia.
Perhaps 'it is not 'generally realised in' the South-east that
the degree of joint enlargement through water action is as
great as it is. \lihere "later in other areas might be filtered
by gravel beds an d passage th:rough a reasonable qu anti ty of
rock, the cavernous and porous nature ot the South-eastern
limestone is such that water may pass for any conceivable.'
distence through it with almost no purification at all.
Household drains situated right alongside water bores - too
bad about the neighbours, any old hole a convenient rubbish
tip, pollution that may trav'el for miles. What a time bomb
the i-lhole thing is. The signs are plainly there to anyone
interested enough to look for them, but Public Health
Authorities' can usually only act on positive evidence, and a
comprehensive study to get this on a large and general scale
'"Tould be difficult -if possible-most time consuming and
expensive. Water underground does not flow in straight lines
any more than surface streams do. It meru'lders along the path
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of least resistance, a path which 8till will not generally be
anything like a straight line even in the porous stone, and
which may change with time, depending on hydraulic heads
driving the i"later and so forth.
I must in fairness add that there are a number. of farmers and
others who ~ aitrare of these problems, and some 111ho do take
an active interest in their caves. Most of the others,
fairly naturally, regard the holes as just another nuisance,
or a convenience, or a magical bottomless pit, and have not
given the matter more thought.
The right type of publicity and education might reach a lot
of these people, and our surveys might eventually provide
sufficient evidence to convince the Department of Public
Heal the Might is a funny word. If there vlere no traffic lavlS
people might drive safely anY1:Jay, but if that vJere not the case
and everyone got killed on the roads, there would not be any
need for tlle laws in the end anY'\'my, so "Thy i;vorry in the first
place. Perhaps if \rfe pretend the pollution isn l t there it will
go away, like spooks in the dark.
As a final point, to win over any animal lovers present, I
probably do not need to say, although I still will, that
pollution of a cave system in this way is almost guaranteed to
destroy any natural community that may have been able to
survive there previously. The constancy of cave conditions
lends itself to the support of delicately balanced ecosystems
to a degree probably unmatched above ground, and any change
in those cOlldi tions i,dll usually have a disastrous effect
upon all members of those communities, whether directly or
indirectly.
.
A simple example of thi8 would be '\'Ihen extraneous bacteria are
introduced and attack a member of a food chain, or say
perhaps, an aCidity, or pH, change in a cave stream could
affect the ability of some species to breed, and again the
chain could be broken. Pollution of one single cave" by one
thoughtless person could conceivably result in the extinction
of one or more entire species with the greatest of ease.
I would be prepared to bet that the situation '!;"!ill not improve
until pollution becomes sufficiently acute to be a major and
widespread health problem, by 'rfhich time it will be too late
for whatever cave life might remain at the moment. I must
add that as far as I knovJ, few of these caves have been
examined at all for troglobitic populations, and the only
cave with a reasonable stream kno'\vn until recently I'Tas named
after the dead cow stuck down one entrance.
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I w'ill not pursue this line of discussion further at present.
I think I should have got the point across by nO\-1. Nor will
I discuss the other major predators of. caves- the quarrying
and public works interests. South Australia hasn't been too
badly. off in this'directio:n so far, although a quarry f6r
limestone on behalf of the Bight"ays Department on Eyre
Peninsula near Lake Hamilton '\-laS last heard to be within
tvlenty yards of a nice and ''1ell ,decorated cave, and likely to
eat it all up. This branch of -(;he subject is best left to
our friends in Ne"T South "lales and Queensland, '\;;]'ho have
plenty of good first hand experience to draw upon.
I hope that I have given some of you some new' ideas, and
re-awakened old ideas in others. If you haven't enjoyed
listening to me at least you will be pleased to know that I
have enjoyed talking to you.
I ,Till finish off by telling you a secret about human nature.
Tell enough people often enough h01i1 good you are and they
will, despite themselves, start to believe you. Cavers are
on the \,1hole a. quiet bunch, i"ho. g~nerally only make loud
noises late at night when they are not appreciated.
Even though we are only amateurs with limited time and money
to follow our interests, th$:;,e are no professionals, and if
we don't do it - no one else does. Many of us do become
experts in our own particular fields. Don't try to play it
down, it's true. We should all strive towards some degree of
expertise in some branch of speleology or caving practice. vie
should at all times conduct'ourselves as ~xperts especially
,,,hen in the public' gaze, and "Thenive realise that we' are' "
experts, or assume the status of experts, like it or not we
also assume '8. moral duty as experts to :take l,lp the case on
beha.lf of caves when they are seen to be getting a rai" deal
from any source whatever.
.
lie cannot hope to interest many people directly in caves

themselves through education, although we will score a few
converts, and it ';lill never hurt anyone. Our greatest hope 1s
to sell to people the idea that VoTe are experts, and that cav~s
~re interesting to ~, and ha~e-value for all, av.en if th~
themselves are not particularly interested in them.
I 'believe that we can get ibis message across much better~. It
isn't too much effort for people to abs.orb the idea, whereas
they might undergo all sorts of traumatic experiences trying
to develop a love for caves through the written and sp,oken
"Tord. Many are -onl~T too pleased to leave decisions to others,
if only they know that the others are there to .be approached.
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We should be prepared to accept the. r€sponsibili ty - and should
be given this - of deciding'the fate of a cave ",hich is in somebody's sights for quarrying say. If it ~as unique features, or
is an outstanding example, vie should say 'so and fight for its
pr'otection with all we have got. If it does not fit this
description we should admit it, but still try to see if
alternatives can be found which will Save the cave and still
keep the other party happy. One thing we must ~~ver do is
accept someone else's half-bru{ed word 'in the matter. If we
have not had a chance to investigate a cave thoroughly before
it is threatened, we must ask for time to do thiS, and then
prepare a comprehensive report on it. This is fair enough.
Here we are at a disadvantage, being amateurs "vi th limited
means and tirne, but vle should not be' shy about that. Let
people know, and perhaps even some financial assistance might
be found in some cases. It certsinly won't if you don't. Even
if we are at a disadvantage vle must keep trying to do our best
for caves. Hever give up. Your efforts 1'1:ill not be entirely
wasted. As the President of the National Speleological Society
of America said in regard to conservation recently: "If you
are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem. I!
I'll leave you with that thought. Thank you.
DISCUSSION
•

Bill

JW~~l1s.

N.U.C.C.:

You mentioned the gating of caves
rather than the complete blocking of
entrances: does this also apply to caves which are say, in
danger of collapse, rather than just dangerous because, say,
someone may fall down the shaft?
Grant Gartrell:

This is a point. It's very difficult to
decide. On the one hand you have the cave in
Claremont where a young chap was rescued recently after having
his legs trapped by falling rock for many hours. This is
generally considered "a crummy little cave" and no one would
be particularly worried if it was completely filled in. But
on the other hand I have heard of a cave in New South Wales,
GrilleCave I think its called, where there has been raging
torment, "!frith various parties practically coming to blows.
Some have been measuring the subsidence, of the roof and
claiming that the cave is in imminent danger of collapse and
must be blocked at all costs. Others say that there is nothing
happening and the cave should-be left alone. Here you have the
two op~n~ons. Anything which is done to close that entrance
off completely,
to my way of thinking, is bad. Fair enough,
put on a thundering great grille, throw away the key if necessary,
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or just stick it in a big block of wax and keep it .in your
Quartermaster's store until the year 1999. But don't change
the cave permanently - it's only one person's opinion, and
natural processes do go on in caves - they are naturally
eroding, things are falling out of the roof. Our personal
experience is that·things don't usually fallout of the roof
very frequently, and you usually hear a rumbling noise and a
creaking and step aside. I think that we should follow some
policy of looking after all these caves.even if they are
intr;Lnsically dangerous. We should rather warn people about
them, make access to them restricted, and make sure people
know what they are up f.or i'lhen they go in there. They are
nevertheless interesting places and we shouln't try and
censor them completely and ban them from the country.
Fred Srulders.

Mr. Speaker, in the South-East
there are considerable problems in the land
development, and one of the chief offenders in some sections
has been the indiscriminate clearing by contractors for the
Woods and Forests Department for the planting of pines. In
many cases. these holes have just been ruthlessly bulldozed
over as just purely an inconvenience. I think this is something to be deplored.
C,~.G.S.AA:

Another question I think very adequately brought out in your
speech is the matter of pollution,~and few people outside of
the cave groups realise and appreCiate how muoh contamination
has taken place. I would like to congratuiate you on that
point.
Grant Gartrell:

Thank you Fred. There is one point I must
emphasise, and that is a·ca.ve isn't just a
complete room, with a door, and that's all there is to it. A
cave is also composed of all sorts of little nooks and
crannies and no.--one \'lould have any. hope of finding out where
these could lead pollution to.
Roly Webb:

Another point1s the pollution of camping areas
1ncave locations. This is in fact a hobby-horse
of mine, and seems to be getting notably ",orse of late. I
don't think speleolQgists are entirely to blame for this,
but I am sure we do add to the rubbish either inadvertently
or through negligence, but I do feel, that it is our responsibilityto try and do something to prevent it or cure it
where we see it. At Bungonia for example near the Grille
Cave my family and I did an emu-bob on one occasion and
collected a mound of rubbish about from here to the wall and
then burnt it (probably during a fire restriction period!)·.
I would make a plea here to everybody that when they see
rubbish about to try and do something about it if the time is
Conference of the ASF 1968
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ourselves.
Grant Gartrell:

I would just like· to reinforce that, and say
that if you're not going to burn, bash and
bury .your rubbish (which is the recommended boy scout and bushwalkers way of getting rid of it "Then there: is no rubbish bin
handy), or if you're not 'prepared to b\ing it back 'in your car
and take. it right home with you which is the best way, ,then
dig a-deep hole - don't just leave, it on the surface where the
local dog is going to come along and .dig it up - he will t - by
crikey he will- a rubbish heap buried like that to a dog is
terrific. I 'have seen this, ten minutes after a p'ile of
rubbish has been buried it's back out on the surface, and 'it's
your fault., .
Don't just bury your O,\,ffi rubbish and ",torget th.ebloke .over
theret go and grab him by the ear if you can catch him throwing
hiB.stuff away·and-run the risk of being punched but try and
educate people actively;and also,if you can't catch him in
time just look after his rubbish too - othe~/Tise you will
probably have:.to pitch your tent over it next time.
Fred Sanders:

I think the base answer to a lot of the problems
which have been brought up is education at a
much earlierstllge. In other words, it is a matter we should
try and teach our children. It should be brought to the notice
. of the Education ~epartment and the general public at large
that conservation ,also begins 1'1i th a good' education On how to
behave and how to live with one another and how to keep· the
place tidy ..... !rhis idea is awakening in many other countries •

.

.

~

Gran.t'Gartrell: . South Australia has recently changed its
Arb or Day", whic'hwas the one· day a year
when '\'Te used to choat out to. the back of the 'school and plant
another tree, .to a more general idea of a IIConservation Day".
So that shows the idea is awakening 'elowly.
.
•

:.

Elerl

P,

..

H~ilton-Smith:

It ,I can comment on the problem of .
teaching. conservation to young children,
abstractions such as conservation are pretty hard to teach and
you just can't start teaching them to young children. You know
it's been said and I think there is a lot of truth in it IISunday
Schools have done more to' drive people away from church than
anything else"".because they try to drill into little kids ideas whicb.,
will inevitably be rejected once those kids start thinking in
abstractions, which is, somewhers,'3 around fifteen-sixteen years of
age.
i

Now the point of'all this is that I thiruc we need to do a bit
of real thi:r:-king,and educationalists need to do this too, about
how one does educate people about conservation. It's not just
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a matter of telling them because if you do just tell them
about it '1:lhile they're children they are much more likely to
rebel against it and go to the opposite extreme rather than
build it into their own behaviour. It's not nearly as simple
as just telling people.
I "vould like to make the observation
that in New South vlales ,,'le now have a
Conservation Advisor to the Education Department. He is' at
present going around the schools in N.S.i'I. to find out how he
can develop a conservation programme for the next decade.

Jorill Dunkleyz SUSS:

Roly Webb:

The thing about teaching children is that children
are great mimics and although we are very few, the
. best way that we can teach is by example. Wherever we go '\,,;e
must set the example conservation-vlise~'
Mr. Brookman: I said I wouldn't mind a second.helping before
.
you finish up this session so I would like to
observe (I might also mention that I'ID l\1inister of Tourism)
that I'm very pleased to knovl that we have subsidised you a
little. bit. I have noticed that having had an interest in
conservation for quite a number of years and been in public
life, that it is easier for a camel to pass through the eye
of a needle than it is to gain complete approval from conser.
vationists.
It is impossible, and I think that what Mr. Gartrell raised
this morning vTaS of tremendous interest to me and I am sure
that everybody here learnt something, but it only goes to
show that whilst there are a great many things which should
be done in the future to prevent any evils, and which can
probably be done now to arrest some that are already in
progress, there are some others which I think probably we'll
never be able to solve, to be quite realistic. These are the
problems particularly associated ,Ti th close settlement. This
Onkaparinga River for instance - ''le have already so
upset it by putting a large reservoir on it that it doesn't
run very frequently below the reservoir, and we are putting
another reservoir there to catch extra water still; on the
other hand the abbatoirs have gone in for evaporating ponds
and they are doing something about the pollution that \flaS
undoubtedly most offensive.
The matter of the bulldozing over of holes (I presume that's
not a disrespectful word, to just call it a hole, because it's
a hole in the ground) the matter af bulldozing them over and
clearing forests is the sort of thing that I think could
easily be prevented, and I would be quite happy to take up
this sort of thing ,\"li th the Conservator of Forests; my
colleague the Minister of Forests would be interested in that.
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Now, one other 'comment, this question· of Nati.ona.l Parks. I .
want to draw your attention here to one point which wor.ks
somewhat in favour of National Parks and that is that the
dadicationof National Parks Can be done simply by proclamation by the Government. To then alienate a National Park
which is dedicated you would have to run the gauntlet of
qui te a large legislative proc.ess and go.> through both JIouses
of Parliament and so on. And whilst we donlt get much
publicity for this, that National'Parks are 'being added to all
the time, I jotted down·.the proclamations which have been made
within the last nine months : .the Flinders Ranges, the Coorong
(several thousand acres), a quarter. of million acres aut in
the far west in the county '-ley - that is in dry country, York
Peninsula, additions to Mowbray Creek, and five hundred or so
acres at Goolwa which we had to buy back from a private owner.
What all this is leading up to as far as I am concerned is
that you here have all got ideas and you're all diSCUSSing
problems from a conservation pOint of view so· why not assemble
them in the form of suggestions and come along, perhaps
Mr. Gartrell or a committee' with him, come along and discuss
with me the various suggestions which.have come out of the
Conference. I'd bo happy to do that. They' could be categorised
so that they could be divided up: bullets to the Highways Department, rockets to the Forests Department, and so on. If you'd
like to assemble those after the Conference Mr. Gartrell you
will be very welcome, and I personally would think that we
might be able to get some very concrete benefit from the
suggestions that you' are making.

**********
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A summary of, and some observations
on, the major conservation issue in
New South Wales in 1967-68.
l!iTRODUCTIO:N
Colong is a classic example of the conflict between
conservation and exploitation. Associated Portland Cement
Manufacturers (Aust.) Ltd. plans to quarry limestone in the
Colong Caves Reserve, init~ally at Church Creek, but conservationists see the area's proper future as part of the
Kanangra-Boyd National Park.
The case for conservation in this area is not based solely on
the caves - Colong would be worth retaining in its natural
state even without them - b~t they do form an important,
integral part of the region as well as having their own
intrinsic value.

The Colong Caves Reserve is located in the Southern Blue
Mountains, 62 miles west-south-west of Sydney (170 miles by
road). It is 20 miles south-south-east of Jenolan and 15
miles north-north-east of Wombeyan Caves. It is well within
the Proclaimed Catchment of Warragamba Dam, an area vlhich is
considered to be the finest potential national (wilderness)
park in N.S. '\11.
LIMESTONE OUTCROPS·
Massive, high grade limestone occurs in the Reserve at three
localities.
The largest outcrop is at the junction of Lannigans Creek and
Caves Creek, at the southern end of the Reserve. It contains
the main Colong Cave System, with over 4,000 feet of passage.
The outcrop is a mile long but it is trisected by the steepsided gullies of Lannigan's and Caves Creeks. Its maximum

*

Sydney Speleological Society; Observer for A.S.F.
Co-ordination Committee on The Colong Committee.
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width is about 2,000 feet and it reaches a height· of 650
feet above the creek. Although, strangely enough, the mass
of this deposit has not been assessed in any available
official report, the' exposed portion 1.'lould be in exceSs of
100 million tons. Analysis by the Department of Mines in
1958 showed it to be the purest limestone in the area, wiih
99.1% calcium carbonate and only 0.1% gangue.
There are two small outcrops at Billys Creek, totalling
about 6 million tons. Analysis: 98.1% CaC03, 0.7t/o gangue.
Investigation has revealed only a few small caves.
In the Church Creek - Mount Armour locality, where the
present controversy is centred, two outcrops can be superficially distinguished. The larger, more northerly one is
cut by Church Creek, on the southern side of I<Thich the
Cathedral Rocks rise sharply to about 200 feet. The limestone continues to outcrop almost to the top of Mt. Armour,
a thousru1d feet above, and is exposed again just south of
the summit. A sample yielded 96.4% CaCO; and 2.2t/o gangue.
The latest estimate of reserves in this locality (excluding
the small outcrop on the northern side of the creek) '\'las
given by the ~linister for Mines on 2nd October, 1968 as 30
million tons.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Reserve, covering 1400 acres, was first dedicated in
1899 for preservation of caves. This "laS a direct result of
a report by Department of Mines surveyor, Oliver Trickett,
who vias responsible for most of the caves reserves in N. S. W.
He included in this Reserve, not only the well kno"m
Lannigans (Colong) Caves limestone but also the then little
knovm outcrops at Billys Creek and Church Creek.
In 1928 the same area was made a Bird and Animal Sanctuary
and after applications for mining leases were refused in
1939 as "inimical to public interest tl , it "Tas re-dedicated
"for Public Recreation and Preservation of Caves". It was
also included in the Warrag'amba Wildlife Refuge, proclaimed
in 1962.
Few areas of Australia probably enjoy as much apparent
protection or have had their value to conservation as often
recognised as the Reserve at Colong. However, none of these
dedicatioll[-3 exempts the Reserve from the provisions of the
1906 Mining Act, under which it is treated as Crown Land.
As far back as 1928 it was suggested. that this area should
be a national park. Defini te plans were put fonrard in 1932
and again in 1962. In 1966 the present Government announced
that it would establish
a national
park covering about
Proceedings of 7th Conference
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area. For an undisclosed reason (which can. only have been
,that the mining leases were not finalised) it vias not
. included among the twelve national parks established under
the National Parks and Wildl:Lfe Act, 1967. Despite more
,rec~nt statements indicating the Government's approval, it is
still not a national park.
FORMER NINDTG PROPOSALS
Attempts had been made to obtain mini'ng leases in the Reserve
in 1939 but these were refused. (Apparently the Department of
Mines was more aware of the need for conservation in those days
than it is today). However, in'1955 and 1958, despite
opposition from conservationists, other appiicants,qere more
successful and three leases were issued. However, the
interests controlling these leases were unable to exploit
them and they were' subseq~ently taken over by A.P.C.M. In
January, 1968 the Government granted a new lease to Common, we al th Portla.Il:d Cemen t" a subsidiary cL A. P. C. M. Almost
immediately about 5,000 acres was excised f~om·the proposed
national park - apparently so that the Government could claim
(as indeed they did) that the mining leases were not in the
proposed park.
.
Local conservationists reacted to these two actions as never
before and the Government, and particularly the .lo1inis,ter for
Minc:3, was swamped with letters of protest. Objections came,
not only from cons~rvatibn societies,bushwalkers and speleos,
but also from professional' organisations such'as the Institute
.ot Architects, the Labour Opposition and the Government's own
party.
'
Conservationists s,ought..an .opportunity to have the dispute heard before a' Nining ~larden (a Mines Department official with
no power to enforce his decision on the Minister) but a.s no
objection had 'been lodged within fourteen days of the
application this poorsubsti tute 'for a democratic process w'as
den1edthem. (Note t:Qat the only places 'where notice of the
application was given we,re, 1. A calico Sign pinned to a post
somewhere on the side of Mount Armour and 2. The notice board
at the office of the Mining Warden'S clerk at The Oaks, 50
miles from Sydney). Even after the statutory period has
elapsed, the Minister may authorise the Warden to hold an
enquiry - this he ste,adfastly refused to do •
.' THE' PRESENT PROPOSAL
A.P.C.,M.' s subsidiary, Metropolitan,.Portland Cement operates
a cement ,manufacturing plant at IJIaldon, near Picton, at present
supplied with limeston,e by rail from its quarries 60 miles away
at Marulan, near Bungonia. It is A.P.e.M.'sintention to
of 7th Conference
of the ASF
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of the area precludes the use of road or rail tJ:'ansport so
the company plans to construct a 39 mile pipeline (at a
stated estimated cost of $13 million). The limestone would
be transported through this as a slurry. The only source of
water near Church Creek is the Kovlmung River, one of the few
unpolluted streams in the State and the major watercourse of
the proposed national park. Despite official denials, it is
believed that it 'would be necessary to build a dam on the
Kowmung, if not initially, then vvi thin eleven years - by which
time the rate of output is planned to be approaching 1 million
tons annually.
.
THE COLONG CONMITTEE
On 21st Nay, 1968 the Ninister for Mines wrote a letter to a
Sydney daily newspaper setting out the Government's reasons
for granting the lease. As a result of this letter, and a
general desire for a better co-ordinated campaign, a meeting
of representatives of 50 conservation and allied SOCieties
was held at Sydney University on 29th May. It unanimously
passed a resolution strongly condemning the Government's
action in granting the .lease, and also set up The Colong
Committee. It consists of representatives of the National
Parks Association, The National Trust, the Wild Life Preservation SOCiety, the Institute of Architects, the Federation
of Bush1,valking Clubs, the Nature Conservation Council, A.S.F.
and others.
In its first six months the Committee has:. 1.
2.

3.

4..

Obtained the services of a Public Relations C'onsul tant to
help publicise the campai~1 and inform the public of the
issues involved.
.
Obtained the services of tv-lO solicitors to investigate
and advise on legal matters.
Commissioned a Consulting Engineer to investigate aspects
of erosion, siltation and pollution of the Warragamba
Catchment vrhich might result from the proposed mining and
associated works., His report is extremely critical of
the weak conditions in the lease concerning erosion and
the failure of the Department of Mines to consult the
State Soil Conservation Service in this respect.
Commissioned a Geologist to investigate alternative
deposits of limestone in the region which could be mined
without seriously affecting the national park and are not
known to contain large caves. His report contradicts the
Minister for Mines' claim that these consist of only
600,000 tons, stating that in fact these deposits (in the
Murruin and Little Vlombeyan Creeks area) total in excess
Conference
of the ASF 1968 has, as a result,
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amended his estimate to about 25 million tons bu:t. still
denies that these deposits are economically exploitable.
The Committee is at.present in the process of expanding its
membership and increasing its activities.
CHURCH CREEK CAVES
Oliver Trickett, on his visit to Colong in 1899 was told that
a cave at Church Creek 'Vlas "not particularly interesting" so
he did not visit it. A vTri ter in the Sydney Morning Herald
in Nay, 1910 mentioned caves at Church Creek: "The hill
(Cathedral Rocks) is a limestone one, and no doubt honeycombed by caves. It has since been ascertained that you
Can walk right through the old subterranean river for a
distance of two miles H • Recent investigations have so far
.failed to reveal any caverns of such proportions.
The area was visited by speleos. in 1965 but results were
not. very .encouraging. About seven sinkholes, the deepest
reaching forty feett were located. Difficulty of access
discouraged further investigation until recently when a road
built by the mining company was found to be. trafficable.
In two trips, in July and September this year, thirteen
"separate caves were located. Their lengths range from about
15 'co perhaps 1200 feet and the maximum depth reached is 90
feet •
.oC4, the larg~st cave, is the most interesting. It is well
decorated throughQut much of its length, particularly in '
the larger chambers. " There is a flowing stream in the main
passage which is 25 feet below the dry bed of Church Creek.
The'presence of '. the stream augers well· for cave life bui; so
far little investigation into this aspect has been carried
out.
A number of caves in the area are inhabite.dby bats of the
Eastern Horseshoe and Bent-vringed species. The extremely
rare Brush-tailed Rock Wallaby (Petrogale penicillata)
inhabits small caves in the limestone. It is proclaimed
"rare fauna" in N.S.W. and is in danger of extinction.
The wallabies formerly inhabited the limestone at Lannigans
Creek but have apparently been frightened away by, the large
number of visitors. Their obvious preference for limestone
indicates that Church Creek may be their last stronghold in
the Blue Mountains where the only other kno1vu colony is in
a captive state at Jenolan Caves.
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On 2nd October, 1968 the Minister for Mines issued a stateIllent regarding "Colong Limestone", as a result of new
negotiations ivith the cement company. The outcome is, that
under the guise of "consolidation", the company is to get a
nevl lease of 580 acres (covering nearly all the limestone at
Church Creek) in place of four former leases totalling only
120 acres. The guarantee deposit on the new lease has been
increased from $2,000 to $100,000, apparently in an attempt
to satisfy conservationists; 'and the area surrounding the
lease has been returned to the national park. The lease
conditions are, however, still considered to be unsatisfactory particularly as they would be, for the most par~,
unenforceable.

One condition, in four parts, purports to protect caves:
"14. (a) The leasee shall comply with any directions in
connection with its blasting operations that may be issued
from time to time by the r·1inister for Mines for the purpose
of minimiSing damage to any limestone caves "r1 thin or
adjacent to the area demised,"
(b) and (c) relate to the
erection of barricades to prevent public access to caves
during blasting. " (d) The leasee shall comply with any .
directions \vhich may from time to time be issued by the
Minister for Mines to prevent or minimise spoil or other '
material from blocking off entrances or openings to caves
~'Ti thin the area demised provided that the r-iinister .for Mines
s~all not be obliged to issue any such directions if he is of
the opinion,thC\t the blocking of any particular entrance or
opening to a cave is necessary' for the proper conduct· of '
quarrying operations "yvi thin the area demised." (My emphasis).
All of which moans that the conditions do not ensure
preservation O'f caves - this depends entirely on' the whim of
the Minister for Mines at any particular time.
THE FUTUB;E

The Government's case is based purely on economic grounds and
it is apparent that it believes 'these should override any
aesthetic considerations and any moral obligations it may have
to ma.intnin public reserves established by its more far- '
sighted predeccssors~

It is the Government's intention to make 'Colong limestone
available to A.P.G.M. to supply the Maldon plant which, on a
capitalisation per ton output basis is the least economic cemen1
manufacturing plant in N.S.W. This plant has been subsidised
by previous Governments to the extent of over ~4 million
uhich was 'vri tten off from a $9.2 million Rural Bank loan
after the company incurred
losses
exceeding
~3 million. More
Proceedings of 7th Conference
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Colong

contracts might not be let to companies using imp0rted
Tasmanian cement. This in fact amounts to indirect assistance to A.P. C.1\1. 'V'rhich thus has its competition reduced.
Colong limestone for Maldon is ru10ther indirect form of
Government subsidy to A.P.C.M.
The present Government has tried to infer that the Church
Creek deposits (-""hich the cement indus'try has done without
for so long) are now essential for the survival of the
industry and mining in the Colong Caves Reserve, formerly
officially described as "inimical to public interest" is now
declared "in the best interests of the State".
If mining is allowed to take place at Church Creek, it \-rill
not stop at the present lease. Once the area is worked out
(in perha~s 20-30 years) the compan.y would have a very strong
argument tcapital outlay on pipeline and plant together with
a much larger workforce than is presently employed) for
extending its operations to the rest of the limestone in the
Reserve. Indeed, if caves are destroyed in~is reserve and it is inevitable that they will be if mining proceeds - a
very dangerous precedent ".rill have been set which could
endanger almost every other cave system in N.S.W., sinco most
are "protected" by the same type of reserve.
Increasing public awareness of the situation and the issues
involved, reflected in groYling support for the Colong
COill";ci ttee, will eventually resul t, it is hoped, in some form
of public enquiry which could consider the case independently
of political pressures. In the meantime the dispute has
unfortunately,but of necessity, become '8. political one.
Perhaps only if it sees some threat to its own future
arising from this issue v1ill the Government take action to
terminate the vandalism. of the Colong leases.
SOME OBSERVATIONS
Ferhaps the first mistakes were made in 1955 and 1958 when
conservationists were unable to prevent leases being granted
in the Colong Reserve. More recently, there would have been
opportunities to have the latest two lease applications
contested before a Nining Harden if vle had knovfl1 about them
in time. As a result of the realisation of the ludicrous
method of notification of applications, some thought is being
given to how the Mining Act could be amended to ensure that
there v'lould be adequate notification - perhaps by notice in
the Government Gazette.
As a long term measure it would appear to be desirable to
get as many caves. reserves as possible incorporated into
national parks. EvenProceedings
thenof 7th
protection
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difficult. In the meantime, the adoption by St~te Goyernments of a general policy of protection of caves in caves
reserves would be a step in the right direction, though an
extremely unlikely one at the present time.
Colong is not the first instance of its type ~.( cf. Mt. Etna in
Queensland) and it is by no means the last. Our society'is
obviously going to require cement as a basic building
material for some time and unless those most interested in
caves and their conservation can find some way of directing
mining into areas of minimal aesthetic and speleological
value, it may not be many decades before wc are left "lith
only tourist areas from VJ'hich Governments derive actual'
financial benefit.

DISCUSSION

Does the Colong commi tte'e intend to stop at Colong or do they
intend to go beyond this case and try to force the Government
to introduce better safeguards against this kind of thing?
Greg f'liddleton:

It's amazing hOvl many people have asked us
this qlestion. Apparently they have concluded that this business is going to finish soon - we
envisage that this fight for Colong itself could go on for at
least another four, perhaps ten, years, ru1d this is the
expected life of the present committee.
Regarding other things, this is a pretty big fight as it is,
and, as I say, we have spent about $2500 as it is on this
particular is sue and I don't knmv hOv1 much "le vdll spend in
the next ten years. vie certainly haven't got the capacity
for expanding our interests to include other particular
things. Regarding these amendments "lhich we vvould like to
have brought in, the National Parks Authority, the National
Trust and other such bodies also "Tant these and they will be
working for them irrespective of eny action tal>:en by the
Colong Committee. The Colong Committee itself is having to
restricti ts activities to this pc\rticular case , it's big
enough in itself. For example the other thing we don't like
in the area is the Yerandery silver mining which is likely to
start up again in the next fe,v years but although it has been
suggested that we tru~e this up too we are gOing to completely
ignore it. That's another fight again.
Proceedings of 7th Conference of the ASF 1968
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Fred Sanders, C.E.G.S.A.:

One interesting point which was
brought up was the restriction on
importing cement from Tasmania. I think that would be rather
a sticky one under the Constitution, wouldn't it?
Greg:r.1iddleton:

This has been questioned, but the Attorn-eyGeneral had denied that the Federal Constitution does restrict this strictly as it was stated by the
Nevl South ';Tales Premier. He indicated that t..1.ere was a
possibility that contracts would not be issued to companies
which were using Tasmsnis,l1 cement, so that i tls not a direct
embargo "i,'lhich, the Federal Constitution disallows. It's a very
indirect sort of thing in which preference justwouldntt be
given to such companies - only for Government contracts of
course. HO'\lleVer there "i,vas a column in the Sydney lilorning
Herald 1'Thich made a very biting attack on this on the grounds
of infringing Section 92 of the COllsti tution. "vIe feel in fact
that New South \vales ,,{ould be better off if it could import
this cheap'er cement from Tasmania.

**********.
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Queensland, as a State, holds few records, but it appears
that it may be establishing a new one - that of cave
destruction.
Limestone caving areas in Queensland are few and far between.
Two areas occur in the far North, one at Nt. Etna, Central
Queensland and one in Southern Queensland, between Stanthorpe
and Texas. Conservation problems exist for the latter two.
The construction of the proposed Pike Creek Dam in 1972 will
inundate the Texas Caves and eventually destroy them as the
dam silts up, and a large area in Northern N.S.W. and Southern
Queensland will be caveless.
The caves are not numerous nor extensive. Ten major Caves
exist, the largest two of these have 1500 feet passage length
each. Total passage length of the ten caves is 4500 feet.
Russenden Cave and Crystal Cave are particularly '\-Tell decorated
while Glen Lyon Cave boasts the only permanent underground
river in Queensland.
If the caves are of no great extent why are they worth
saviug? Any reason why caves are of value is applicable in
this situation because they represent the only significant
caves in such a large area.
The caves have value from an educational viewpoint. Three
Officers from the National Parks Section of the Forestry
Department and the Irrigation and Water Supply Commission made
a three day inspection of the caves. The I.W.S. officer
referred to the educational value of the caves in his report.
A by-product of the conservation campaign and the associated
publicity is that several groups of school children have
toured the caves. The area represents the only area of limestone scenery in South Queensland.
The caves present an opportunity for scientific research.
Fossil collection has been performed by U.Q.S.S. members for
the Queensland Nuseum. "Russenden Cave" presents the
possibility of integrating a vertebrate fossil zone with spore
bearing stratified succession.
Detailed cave surveys have been performed and investigation of
factors responsible for cave formation can contribute to the
study of"geomorphology of the area.

*
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University of Queensland Speleological Society

People in the district visit and explore the better known·
caves and many more people are now visiting the caves
follow'ing publicity of "Russenden Cave n • In the report
referred to previously, Russenden Cave is stated to possess
potential for commercial tourist development. However,
distance from centres of population probably precludes its
present development. Hence the caves do possess recreational
value. The proposed dam would also offer recreational
facilities but the area is already served by a dam and the .
recreational facilities of the caves exceed any comparable
recreational benefi~s of the dam.
The most potent reason for attempting to save the Texas Caves
is because they represent an example of our irreplaceable
natural heritage vlhich is unique in a large area.
Conservation activity commenced in July, 1968 after U.Q.S.S.
had heard of plans fo'r the dam's construction. Henry Shannon,
at the time a hydrologist with the Irrigation and Water Supply
Commission, prepared a report to the Commissioner on groundwater as an alternative to Pike Creek Dam. We immediate~y
contacted the Illinisters for Conservation and Tourism in New.
South Wales and Queensland. This 'tias the first they had
heard of the caves. A petition was pre~ented to the Queensland Government and one to the N.S.W. Government asking that
t;he decision be delayed until a detailed economic analysis
had been performe"d and that if other alternatives could be
found, the, area declared a National Park.
vie were able to obtain good television, radio md press
coverage including an article in the viomen's Weekly. Several
U.Q.S.S. members spoke at Conservation symposia a.]ld we
produced Conservation Bulletins No. 4 ~~d 5. The former was
distributed to IllOSt Australian Speleological Societies and .
Queensland Bushwalking C~ubs, all Queensland and N.S.W. tate
parliamentarians and conservation bodies and community leaders.
Bulletin No. 4 is a general outline stressing the application
of the.conse.rvation concept to the caves, a brief look at the
economics of the project and suggesting alternatives to the
dam at its present site or the utilization of underground
water. Bulletin No. 5 presented a more detailed economic
survey_ The conclusions of No. 5 1.tlere that "the project
should not proceed unless a rigorous benefit/cost ana~ysis
showed .it vlould be . profitable and that if the irrigation
project proceec1eddespite the'adverse findings of such an
'analysis, the scheme would be heavily subsidised by the
community in general for the. benefit of particular int~res~s
at the expense of the nation as a whole". We feel that the
project is not economically viable ro1d combines poor
economics with vandalism.
Proceedings of 7th Conference of the ASF 1968
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Our preoccupation \1i th economics may appear a strange approach
to a conservation problem. However, the reasons :favouring
retaining the caves aren't very powerful. The more abstract
concepts' of conservation are understood by fev" people not
actively concerned with conservation problems. The reaction
toecol1omic arguments has been poor and in the future we will
probably place more emphasis on the cOl1s'ervation concepts.
REACTION TO THE .CAIvIPillN
Several parliamentarians, mostly of non-government parties,
reacted with enthusiasm to the Bulletins. The Australian
Conservation Foundation refused to support us in any 'ivay. f.ly
personal opinion is that the few people vie dealt with are more
concerned with biological conservation than an issue vIi th
·social emphasiS. vJe received little support from the
Duke of Edinburgh 'l.vho vre had contacted.
After initial good publicity the newspapers commenced quoting
the Border Rivers Committee as the authority on the matter.
Thisgr'Oup consists of local politicians, graziers etc. vlhose
interests are well defined. They are vlaging a campaign to
discredit U.Q.S.S., and to ensure that the dam is built on its
prese!lt site. Our pleas for an investigation into alternative
sitos for the dam appear to be ignored. A newspaper situated
in the irrigation area presented a vicious, emotional attack
on us while the Stanthorpe paper situated close to the caves
appeared to support the conservation of the caves;
We received moral support from several speleological societies.
However," generally' speleologists have not materially supported
the campaign.
Public reaction has existed - the 4000 signatures on the
Queensland petition testify to this. The campaign has not
caught public imagination despite the fact that "Save the Texas
Caves" is a familiar catch-cry.
The Government has had inspections made of the caves and is
investigating the underground 'I1ater situation. It is also
seeking advice on "the present interest in and use of the caves
as a tourist and recreational facilityn., The alternatives
presented have been of water or a fe'!:T caves and no investigation of alternative dam sites has been initiated. The
Minister for Conservation (i.e. conservation of uater and hence
irrigation projects) \1ill recommend action to the Government.
intends to continue 'ivith the campaign, although the
outlook for the caves is pessimistic. Further distribution
of the t'\10 bulletins and more publicity is envisaged. A film
of the caves has been Proceedings
commenced.
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vie are seeking pressure on the Government from the public and

groups. H01v can "tl:le A.S.F. member societies and indiv1dua,le
assist the campaign? We feel that letters to the ~1in1sters.
,for Conservation and ne'\vspapers in both states involved would
help. Note that the project is jOintly sponsored by the
Queensland, N.S."l. and Federal Gove.rnments and hence the
campaign is relevant to the" New South \¥'elsh speleos. ' ,'A
petition to the N.8.W. government has been prepared and
signatures are required for this petition. Although the
effect of the petition on parliament is probably of no
significance, it isa good talking point, and newspapers take
to it readily. Being a University Society money is a problem
and tvlO conservation campai{;rrls have used most of our 1968
funds.
Out of the campaign has come a realization of the lack of
government concern for conservation of natural phenomena
which are not particularly spectacular end the absence of
o'onservation concepts on the part of much of the public.
Applied to caves, if these individual conservation problems
re-occur for different areas, finally the few remaining areas
1':111 be forced to be'ar a pressure of people that they will
be l.ll'lable to '\yi thstarid. The solution lies in public
education and the responsibility rests upon people with an
awareness in these matters - the speleologists of today.

'.

,
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With regard to the Texas Caves, Mr. Bourke has left out the
very important economic arguments against irrigation projects.
You will find that if you have got an economist in a corner
. and talk to him about 'irrigation that he will be pretty
scathing about any Australian irrigation project, the first
reason being that these things cannot COver the actual cost
of construction of the dams and headworks, and therefore are
costing more than they are worth, and next, that they are
generally growing unprofitable crops to boot.

*

University of Queensland Speleological SOCiety
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We are

in the position of havirig to win a cave conservation
battle in a State where people do not understand what a dave
is, and to try at least to corr~ct,the impression that we are
standing in the way of the nation's p~osperit~. The economic
case against the project is so strong that this project should
be rejected regardless of whether there are caves or a beautiful
valley there or not. It has got no real merit of its own.

Now, even assuming there was any use for irrigation to provide
water for the valley', which is doubtful, water-can be provided
on my figures for 17135 of the cost of the dam,which is $400,000
as opposed to $40,000,000. We are able to offer this one to
them as an alternative. It so happens that there has been
comparatively little development of underground water for
irrigation in this valley. There are two reasons for this one is that people in this area have less initiative th.an is
usual in the country, another is that most blocks being grazing
holdings it is simply not worth their time to irrigate. But
very few people in Australia are able to resist the temptation
of getting a large wad of government money spent in their area,
and they will push for the project, regardless of whether it
1is a sound investment or otherwise, and this dam is a very,
very bad project. It is even uneconomic by comparison with
many Australian irrigation project~ and that is really saying
something. However, assuming that they did really have an
economic use for irrigation and even if the water from
underground was not sufficient for their requirements(and it
is) the underground water can provide 60 thousand acre feet
of annual assured supply. The dam would provide 45 thousand
acre feet plus another 25 thousand from the other streams in
the area which could be operated in conjunction with the dam,
bringing it up to 60 thousand.
However, they are proposing to build another dam on the Mole
River which would provide twice as much storage capacity as
the Pike Creek dam. So they are planning to produce this one,
which would be more expensive granted, but it would be possible
to build this dam and provide even more water than they require.
So you would have this situation where the underground water,
plus the Mole River dam would provide more water than they
originally thought
available in the area, and for less money.
Also Pike Creek is not without other dam sites on the creek.
There is another one about five miles upstream of the caves
and several more above that. They would not provide the
regulated supply of 45 thousand. acre feet but they would
provide a fairly substantial portion of this.
So in effect we are rejecting this dam site and also putting
a limit on the Dumaresq dam site which is considered impracticable at the moment.Proceedings
This
would result in sacrificing
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something like 10% of the ultimate water supply capac;i.ty of
the Border Rivers catchment. This could not be called an
unreasonable sacrifice for preserving any feature of natural
beauty let alone a place which is,for southern Queensland,
and in effect most of northern New South Wales as well,
actually unique.
Imagine that Church Creek was the only cave system you had,
and its destruction was imminent. Just let that sink in a
bit. The Texas Caves are the only caves that we can get to
reasonably easily on an ordinary weekend that are in a
reasonable state of preservation. The. only ones. It is a.
superlatively beautiful area in its own right and would
probably be worth preserving even if there weren't caves ..
there. Yet the government of Queensland and New South Wales
look like destroying them for a project which is economically
unjustified.
Now the record which is established here .is not so much the
worst bit of vandalism perpetrated by any government, but the
most pOintless. Never has there been less justification for
vandalising a beautiful valley.
Not being economists ourselves we have assembled the economic
criticisms we got from published works of economic specialists.
vie were assisted in the work by an Agricultural Economist who
is thoroughly familiar with the economics of irrigation.
The following quotation summarises the situation pretty well
once you can penetrate the jargon. "We will at times assert
that certain policies are mistaken, that is that they
incorrectly represent what we believe the correct social
preferences are. In such cases the political process will be
regarded by us as having failed though it remains possibly
amenable to correction. The subsidy to irrigation, for
example, will be regarded in this light because it ultimately
can be justified only on the basis of a preference to
particular interests which we cannot believe others would
generally concede once the fallacies and obfuscations
surrounding the policy were stripped away".
This
1 s applicable to Australian irrigation projects. On
the 1963 Queensland report on this particular thing, it is
proposed that the maximum charge for the water would be $3.00
per acre foot. The actual cost of the water is $12.00 per
acre foot - thus the subsidy would be $9.00 per acre foot.
Cost increases since 1961 may by now have brought the cost of
the water to $14.00 per acre foot. You have about 200 farmers
down this valley~ these farmers would be receiving a pension
of something like $1,500
each por year. These people are not
Proceedings of 7th Conference of the ASF 1968
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even pre.pared to pay for the water b~t they are prepared to
drive us out of our one decent caving area. They will not
even think of shifting the dam site. They sat there not
using the underground water which has been there all the time.
It is rather difficult for us to keep our heads screwed on in
these circumstances - we have succeeded in dOing it, as all the
volatile materials have. been steamed off and only a crude oil
residue is left. vie do hope that we can get a little bit more
than just sympathy. Particularly some· suggestions. We are
rather busy and th~nk that the Colong people might have some
suggestions as to how we can get other people involved in the
campaign. We think we have done reason~bly well considering
the immense mental block we have to get over.
**********
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CONSERVATION OF MT. ETNA AND DISTRICT
9.IDIlRAL QUEENSLAND

R.K. Headland, B.Sc. *
Presented by: L. Johnson **
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I have prepared this lecture with the aim in mind of completely
examining the issue of the conservation of Mt. Etna in Central
Queensland as kno\vn to me at this time. It 'Hill necessarily
duplicate some of 'V.fhat other persons and myself have previously
written; I believe this is justified in order to 'get it all
under one roof'. Thus this treatise will be complete on its
own but ,.,ill make frequent references to publications listed
in its addendum. I therefore request the indulgence of those
of you already familiar \'li th the case.
The treatise Shall for convenience be divided into sections
very ~uch along the lines of the University of Queensland
Speleological Society's BUlletin No. 3 "'which I prepared in
September 1967 and is now' almost out of print.
INTF.JDUCTIOn
-.. -------.....--.......
My kno\·rledge of and interest in the Ht. Etna conservation
campaign dates from. mid 1962 "Then the University of Queensland
Speleological Society commenced activities which it has
continued to date to secure this end. The mountain remained
untouched until late 1965 'when machinery "ras installed and
later quarrying con~enced. Subsequently very large amounts
of limestone have been removed and quarrying continues. Already
much damage has been done to the area, however, it still remains
recoverable. ,I am strongly of the opinion that the total
economic and social effects, both immediate and long term, of
the destruction of the mountain \vill be very grave and impossible to rectify. This could easily become, dependent on
official and other action, one of the \Jorst eX81nples of gross
exploitation of natural resources, totally without regarcl of
future development, natural beauty, rare Australian animals
and plants, indeed regardless of the country and community in
general - or an example of conservation in its widest and best
aspect. The justification and elaboration of this opinion
constitute the remainder of this treatise.

*
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LOCATION" AND PHYSIOGRAPHY
Maps of the area indicating its location with respect to
Fauna Sanctuaries and its position in Australia are included
in the appendix.~
The mountain is situa..ted about a mile
north-east of Cammoo railway station on the main line seventeen
miles north of Rockhampton. The cavernicolous area is
determined principally by Recreation Reserve R444 and Portion
120.Parish of Fitzroy. Other important areas are 'Limestone
Ridge' one mile south of Mt. Etna - Recreation Reserve R272
and Olsen's Caves Portion 2371 also in Fitzroy Parish. Other
than the main railway communications are provided by Highway
One, wi thRockhampton, a maj or .city eighteen miles south with.
a popUlation of 46,052 at the 1966 census. The highway is
the major longitudinal road connection between North and
South Queensland and carries very heavy traffic. Locally,
roads connect the area with 'The Caves' township and the
local countryside.
The mountain is a substantially isolated peak ~bich has highly
caver11icolous limestone outcropping over its northern aspect.
It rises about 800 feet from the surrounding plain to an
altitude of 988 feet. The opposite 'Limestone Ridge' is about
300 feet above the plain. It is visible for many miles in any
direction and provides a view' of Rockhampton from its summit
where a Trigonometrical station is established.
Illining leases number ML 281, 307, 326 and 340 have been let
over the mountain and numbers ML 236, 243 and 306 over
t Limestone Ridge'.
~'li th one exception of ML 306 of Mt.
Morgan Mines the leases are held by Central Queensland
Cement Proprietary Limited.
HISTORICAL
".
The caves on Mt. ,Etna and in surrounding districts have been
knovJn since almost a century ago. The original' owner of what
are now Olsen's Caves recognised their great beauty and haS
since the last century had these caves open for public
inspection. Publications describing early history and
discovery of the caves have been prepared by the present
owners.
The first commercial exploitation of the caves vIas the
extraction of bat guano by early German settlers for use as a
fertiliser from a small number of caves '. Relics of this are
provided by tramways,- rusted buckets, navigation markers and
in some cases names (Johansen's Cave, Flogged Horse Cave, an·
allusion to the method of p0i.1er ing the tramway , etc.).
During the second world '\lIar the area was used for munitions
storage and CommandoProceedings
training
for activities 'behind enemy
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In 1920 the ti'10 recreation reserves '\vere proclaimed to protect
the cave areas and provide access for the people for 'purposes
the name indicates. It is only during the last ten years that
this action has been reversed by the present government and
the minera11eases granted.
In late 1966 Cammoo Park Caves \vere opened to the public by
Councillor J. B. Hinz of the Livingstone Shire Council. In
his opening speech the manager mentioned the caves were found
in 1886 by a young girl, Miss .Charlotte Kohn, but were never
opened to the public. Councillor Hinz in his address stated
'As time passes this area of Queensland v;ill be host to a
growing number of tourists ••• ' and the success of the new caves
venture has amply. demonstrated this to be the .case.
Prior
quite
them,
do so

to the closure of public access to the Recreation Reserves
large numbers of persons regularly visited the caves on
frequently during week-end days, and have continued to
where possible.

CONSERVATION ACTIVITIES TO DATE·
The first records available indicate that members of the
University of Queensland Speleological SOCiety, during
exploratory investigation of the area in early 1962 about a
year after the SOCiety's foundation, heard locally about the
threat to the mountain. I can recollect that apart from
tryLlg to obtain general information on the area, little
specific conservation activity took .place, as the possible
exploi tation ""\IlaS . then fairly remote. 'Perhaps the mqst significant work in early 1963 involved discqvery, mapping and
biological collection. At the Austr~l~~ Speleological
Federation'S 1964 Conference the first comprehensive report
was prepared, and distributed. This provided a general case
for the conservation of the still undamaged I·it. Etna,' mainly
on the basis of preservation. of Macroderma gigas, a rare bat,
to be described later, & initiated action w-hich resulted in
Mount I'lorgz:.n Nines voluntarily ceasing its qu:?:rrying near
Johansen's Cave in the intere.sts of conservation. Early in
1965 the Rockhampton Naturalists Soc:ie ty and Central Queensland Research and Development Bureau became associated vii th
the campaign.
The first contact with the cement company was in May 1965 with
a reply to a letter to the Editor of the Courier Mail. The
original letter by Mr. B. Kay stated that the cement company
intended to quarry the mountain and thus cause irreparable
damage to the caves. It v;ent on to justify the opposition to
this action.·. The reply is very important in this case.
Mr. ·D. \loodcroft, Manager of the company, denied that 'quarry
operations would destroy
caves
Proceedings ofnatural
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caves did not lend themselves to mining operations'. It is
very interesting to compare this vii th \V·hat actually happened
less than six months after these statements were made and in
the light of an 'Application for Exemption' for a period of
six months dated 19th Nay, 1965, in which it is stated that
'on 25th Harch, 1965 the company entered into a major contract
with Noyes Bros. Pty. Ltd. for the erection of quarry· equipment and installations on the leases •••• Nining operations
will commence after the installation of the equipment'.
The UniverSity of Queenslru1d Speleological Society investigated
legal proceedings about mid 1965 but found this avenue to be'
futile. On 12th ~fay, 1965 the !l10rning Bulletin, Rockhampton,
published a letter from the President of ~he Rockhampton
Field Naturalists Club Vlhich ended 'This mountain should
never be destroyed for its limestone'.
The first of a series of conservat.iol1 bulletins published by
the University of Queensland Speleological Society appeared
in Nay 1965. It included a general description of the area
and problem and stated in part 'why must the quarries be
sited where they I'Till do the maximum of· damage?' On behalf
of the society the following recommendations "tV·ere made:
1.

Mt. Etna be left un.distw:'.bed and preserved as a National
Park.
.

2.

The northern section of the ridge containing Johansen's
Cave be preserved.

3.

That quarrying be carried on in the site of Pilkington's
Quarry (now· unworked and leased to Central Queensland
Cement pty. Ltd.) v'There the existing caves have already
been destroyed.

Pilkington's Quarry is situated in the southern end of Limestone Ridge and was purchased. by Central Queensland Cement
for ,s120,OOO.00. This circular received several letters
e:xpressing support and assis tancs.
On 5th August, 1965, Nr. P. Bridge of the Vlestern Australian
Speleological Group wrote a letter giving an excellent statement of the case to the two Companies, four relevant Queensland State Government Departments and the University of
Queensland Speleological Society. It emphasised the precedents for such destruction of natural resources for ephemeral
development and the betrayal of trust involved in selling parts
of the people's heritage to business interests. I am unfortunately unaware of the results of this letter.
Proceedings of 7th Conference of the ASF 1968
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The University of Queensland Speleological Society Newsletter
, of Au~st, 1966' contained a comprehensive article by
M~. M~J. Graham, one of the founders of the Society, and this
together \'1i th the completion of th e cement factory and
c ommencemen t of quarrying marked the beginning of the most
recent concerted conservation efforts. The University of
Queensland Speleological Society commenced active enlistment
01 support by letter, with disappointing results. Two further
bulletins were prepared, No. 2 on the bat population by
Dr. P.D. Dwyer and No. 3 by myself.
On Thursday, 27th July, 1967 at 7.45 p.m. the Central Queensland Speleological Society was founded as a result o~ a public
meeting called by the Mayor of Rockhampton. This. society has
been quite active as regards conservation and has very great
advantage in its location.
During July and August, 1967 two major newspaper items about
the problem were published while Dr. Dwyer and myself broadcast over tl7.e A.B.C. in the matter. This resulted in several
more organisations including the Queensland Trades and Labor
Council becoming interested and actively pursuing the aim, all
some\v'hat independently.. Dr .. McMichael of the Australian
Conservation Foundation later contacted the Cement company
requesting them to refrain from nlining certain sections of
liiu9stone which are considered to be important for the preserva:tion of caves and the substantial bat populations inhabiting
them, they are proceeding with the matter. On 4th October,
1967 I received a telegram from Dr. Everingham, the newly
elected, A.L.P. M~mber for Capricornia expressing support and
requesting" fur~her informat.ion, and he .has subsequently been
o~ great assistance in the ma1iter at Federal level.
.
.
.
-

,-

The Australian Conservation Foundation held a Symposium at
the University of Queensland on 14th .and 15th October, 1967.,
The registrar gave permission 'for Dr. Dwy'er, Mr. Shannon and
myself to give an hour long lecture and slide show on the
problem. This was very '\ITell received and gave more impetus
to the programme. Similarly, the Humanist SOCiety of Q:ueensland receivl':Jd a lecture and expressed support in December,
1967 and various branches of the Australian Labor Party have
. done: likewise ..
One result of this increase' in activity '\Ilas the establishment
by the Quoensland State Government of a Departmental Committee
consistll1g of Officers of the Lands, Forestry and Mines Depart, ments to; investigate 'the future" of Mt. Etna Caves system and
the question of mining there on' and the first meeting took
place towards the end of December, 1967. The UniverSity of
Queensl~1d Speleological Society was able to submit a report,
of 7th Conference
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inspection of the area. The Committee continued to examine
the problems and discuss it v:vi th the Cement Company vlith a
view to obtaining surrender of parts of the leases immediately
surrounding the caves. Several days ago the Society was
advised by the State Government that the Company "TaS not
prepared to surrender a.ny of the lease" Despite this unfortunate result the ComIni ttee obtained several important undertakings from the Company, notably that it would 'leave a
barrier of not le ss than 66 feet between their vTorkings
and known caves'. Also 'vlorkings are being directed to keep
clear of possible cave structures'. Regular inspections by
the local Inspector of r'Tines viere instituted and as at 16th
October will continue to be made.
In October of this year the U.Q.S.S. '\vas advised that
quarrying had been extended around the mountain to the north
in dangerous proximity to Bat Cleft. As a result of this
intelligence the SOCiety wrote again to the State Government
Departments and contacted Mr. Sherrington, the state r.1inister
for Salisbury, who has taken a. great interest in the matter.
I also telegraphed Dr. Everingham in Canberra 'uho vvas able to
speak during adjournment in the House of Representatives at
2 minutes past midnight, 10th October, 1968. He referred to
a six v18ek old unanswered. question and made many allusions
to the value of pure SCience, he referred fUrther to the
actions of the Cement Company as being 'high-handed, contemptuous and specious in their arguments' and that the
matter was very urgent if worse consequences are to be
avoided. Dr. Everingham's excellent statement vTaS reported
over the A.B.C. National NevTS and in National, Queensland
and local nevlSpapers. Following this, Mr. Shannon of the
University of Queensland Speleological Society, Nr. Young of
Central Queensland Speleological SOCiety and myself commenced
writing to various editors of nevlspapers.
To date, this virtually sums up the matter although each day
is bringing more developments. The Queensland Government
Nining Journal No. 805 gives some interesting data about the
qU3.rry~

IJJ lmestone mined during quarter (to Nov. 1968) 38,456 tons

Value $133,500;
Production and development concurrently on 3,4 and 5 levels.
No .. 6 has been prepared for initial drilling;
Average ntwber of employees - 15.'
This issue is, I believe, one of sufficient importance to
transcend any political boundaries; however great assistance
has been lent by Mr. Sherrington the State Member for
Salisbury and Dr. Everingham, the Commom-J'ealth ~1ember for
Capricornia, both ofProceedings
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this I iihink that it is of interest to quote two sections
from the A.L.P.• ' s 'Platform' VII Science and Technology;
Natural Resources-'Australia's future, and the wellbeing of·
its people, depends on the scientific development of its
natural renouIO.es. Development is not mere exploitation; it
means wise use of natural resources'·. 'Enough of both kinds
of resources, (renewable and non-renewable) and particularly
of our natural landscapes, must be reserved for social,
cultural, educational and scientific purposes.'
CONSERVATION - REASONS AND JUSTIFICATION
The reasons why I deem conservation of the mountain to be of
very great importance have for convenience been divided
previously into five categories and I shall again follow this
division. This is to be regarded as purely arbitrary and by
no means are the compartments t watertight' •. It is very
important to remember throughout the very great importance of
cement to the economy, about which I will say more later. I
have designated the categories i. Aesthetic, ii. Geological,
:tii. Biologi'cal, iv. Economic, v. Tourism a.nd Recreation, and
will discuss them in order of those headings.
AESTHE T'IC

Caves are very rare in Queensland.·· The two maj or areas other
than Mt. Etna, Chillagoe and Camooweal, ·are separated from
major centres of population by large distances and roads of
doubtful quality. The third area near Texas in the sDuth east,
is of a far smaller nature, fairly inaccessable .and may be
innun,dated by a ne'\tl 'dam in the near futu~e •. Apart from
smaller outcrops the ne.arest ~ntersta1:ie caves ,of note are at
Kempsey, 300 miles south. of the border in. }·fe,vSouth Wales.
Thus the only example of significant cave development oV.er
.two thousand miles of Australian coast and about seven
hundred miles inland (limited by Kempsey, Kathrine and Cape
York). The caves on the mount~n provide the best examples
and most highly developed formations 0'£ all the caves in the
area.
Apart from the intrin?lic fascination of these subterranean
recesses themselves, they contain most beautiful examples of
decorations of crystalline carbonate of lime. These take the
form of stalact'ites, stalagmites, helicti tes (stalacti tea going
sideways, etc.), straws (stalactites hollow,'3/16 inch thick
and up to six feet long),flowstones, columns, terraced gour
pots and many unclassifiable varieties, many glistening in a
perpetual film of water and still growing. Owing to the very
slow rate of formation and changed climatic conditions these
decorations are for all practical purposes, t9tally irreplaceable in common with all
similar
cave
They have
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damaged by blasting. They have been compared favourably
with the best of the formations of the Southern wetter caves
although on a much reduced scale and are, as far as is known,
the only example of this phenomena in Queensland.
To pursue the description of formations and their claim for
protection is, I believe, not justified in an address to
this. body whose members will cownonly be far more familiar
than myself 'Vri th the matter.
GEOLOGICtd:
These caves are formed in a vertical pattern rather than the
more frequent horizontal one and as such they warrant special
study as to the general origin of caves. Their nature and
formation has been suggested as being due to reactions
occurring during leaching from organic detritis from a rain
forest equivalent through a pluvial period of a glacial
cycle. I regret that as I am not a geologist I cannot
amplify this rather interesting theory.
BIOLOGICAL
The most numerous species inhabiting these caves is the bat
Hiniopteris schreibersiiwhich I shall discuss under the
heading i Economic'. Other bats do occur v"lhich are dependent
on these caves both for breeding purposes ru1d normal
8,cti vi ties. Australia has among its place:::ltal (nonmarsupial) mammals very few which are indigenous. One of
tl:ese is the bat ~JlaCrOderma~i~as. The genus Macroderma is
not found outside Australia an is one of only tv10 genera of
bats that are uniquely Australian in their origins. 1.1§,groderma gigas is peculiar amongst bats in its carnivorous
habits. At one time it vvas 1tJidely distri buted over the
Australian continent; today it is only known as small
colonies from a f6\1 scattered localities in Northern Australia. Observations at the Rockhampton caves have shown
that a breeding colony of about 100 Hacroderma gigas recurs
annually in spring and summer in Johfulsen's Cave. During
the rest of the year these bats are dispersed in small
numbers through the larger caves of Mt. Etna, being found
most commonly in caves that have several large entrances and
hence relatively well lit interiors. No populations of
Nacroderma gigas are known south of Rockhampton and none of
the recorded colonies appear to be as large as that found in
Johansen's Cave. The rarity of this species within Australia
generally, combined vd th its being a uniquely Australian
m8l!lmal of a class very rare in Australian indigenous
mammals merits its conservation at all times. The presence
of a relatively large and apparently well-established colony
of Nacroderma gigas based on }It. Etna caves and adjacent
of 7th Conference of the
1968
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to date, suggests that populations of IvIacrode"rrna gigas "may "be
highly localised and dependent upon particular areas that are
appropriately cavernicolous. In contrast to Niniopteris - to
be described later - conservation of Macroderma gigas is not
dependent soley upon conservation of specific caves; rather
it depends upon conservation of entire cavernicolous areas.
Numerous anthropods - notably insects - occur in the caves.
Nost tend to be anomolous and consequently interesting. A
cave ,,,,hich, except near the entrance, is perpetually dark,
has a high humidity, constant temperature, little air movement,
differs very greatly from the e~_ronment outside it. Consequently cave inhabiting anima.Ld are very differently adapted
to those on the adj acent surface. Often fu ey are unable to
live outside caves. The food chain series of cave animals is
notable, in the closed community that exists in caves there is
li ttle interchange of material 'vi th the outside. What there
is, hO\-lever, is uti:lised many times by different animals and
plants (fungi) before being reduced virtually to gasses.
Their ecolo~y (environmental study) ethology (behaviour) and
morphology (form) is usually very specialised; its study gives
information about the actual adaptions which all animals,
including man, make changing environments.
Cave adapted animals can rarely live outside their caves in
the very different environment; thus destruction of the caves
,,;ill render lliany of them extinct. Little study of the r1t.
Etna caves fauna has yet taken place; enough hm",ever to show
it is very important. It.is hoped it will be preserved long
enough for 8ui table investigations to take place. rlluch
similar work has been done in Southern cave faunae and has
proven" very significant.
"
To what extent other speCies in the region (i.e. bats ~uch as
the eastern horse-shoe - Rinolophus megaphyllus, and the sheath
tailed bat - Taphozous, the aense population of brush-tailed
rock wallaoies, the marsupial native cats, the scrub turkeys,
etc.) are dependent" upon this partic ule,r area cannot at
present be ascertained. It is of significance, hOlvever, that"
the l'-lt. Etna area represents a moderately rugged coastal
upthrust of cavernicolous limestone that has no equivalent
elsewhere in Central Queensland. This topology has permitted
development of an unusual rain-forest habitat (semi-evergreen
vine thicket) in a latitudinal range where rain-forests of
any type are poorly represented. It is possible that this
habitat is the w1derlying factor permitting continued coexistance of several of the local animal species.
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To many persons, notably those involved in primary industries,
this vlill be the most important reason for conservation of
the area and involves the bent-,"inged bat Miniopteris
schreibersii.
Previous studies on bent-winged bats in Australia have been
carried out in south-eastern Australia (in Ney! South Wales,
Victoria, and South Australia). These studies have revealed
that the survival of IVliniopteris schreibersii in southeastern Australia is dependen t upon a fe'~l caves that are revisited year after year by huge colonies of bats (10,000 to
200,000) for purposes of rearing young. These breeding
caves are of special structure, with enclosed chambers or
domed ceilings, such that the.y retain air that has been
warmed by. the constant activity of the bats themselves and
in this way can be converted into giant incubators vvi thin
"'hID h the young of each year can be leared through to
inclependence. Any damage to these caves vlhieh prevented them
from retaining warm air would prevent survival of the young
and would ultimately lead to ex'tinPtion of large populations
of bent-winged bats. Banding st~dies have shown that the
bent-winged bats of many different caves and mines, scattered·
over a relatively large area (typically a maj or ,"vatershed
area) rely upon a single traditional breeding cave.
Destructioh of any given breeding cave vTould therefore mean
ultimate extinction of all the bent-winged bats in a much
larger area than that of the immediate environs of the Cave
itself.
,In New South Vlales the Willi Willi Caves (near Kempsey) serve
as a bre!i:lding cave for populations of lli.niopteris schreibersiiaild r·1iniopteris australis lnhabi ting the IJIacleay River
watershed. area. Knowledge of the significance of breeding
caves for these bats, and of the implications of destroying
or damaging such c2.ves, was sufficient to prevent a mining
lease being granted for' phosphates in 1963.
Work to date at ~lt. Etna has revealed that a cave known as
'The Bat Cleft' serves as a major breeding cave for both
Hiniopteris schrej.bersii and Niniopteris <;lustralis. Estimates
of colony size indicate that about 100,000 adult females of
these two spec~es move to the Bat Cleft each year to give
birth to, and rear, their single young. This means that in
late December, after the young are born, nearly 200,000 bent\-linged bats occupy the one cave. The structure of the cave
is, as in southern latitudes, such that it may be w'armed by
the activity of the bats and thus reach temperatures
appropriate to the rearing of young. No other caves are
knovm upon r-lt. Etna, or in the general area, that provide a
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similar structure and nor are other major cave syste~s known
anywhere within 400 miles of Rockhampton. Even if suitable
caves did exist· elsewhere, however, it is unlikely that they
would be used as breeding sites in the event of the Bat Cleft
being desroyed. Experience vJi th a variety of animal species
(e. g. seals, penguins, egrets, passenger pigeons) has shovm
that species relying upon traditional breeding grounds may be
inherently unable to abandon them for enother place no matter
ho", intensely they are exploited by man. Conservation of
species such as these Cru1 only be achieved by rigid protection
of their breeding places. rUning activities currently under
way at Nt. Etna are about t mile from the Bat Cleft. If
mining continues then destruction of this cave is inevitable.
Even at the present distance it is possible that blasting may
lead to collapse, or partial collapse, of the cave. One rockfall is know"n to have occurred since mining began. Destruction
of or excessive damage to the Bat Cleft '\vill mean extinction of
the breeding colonies of bent-uinged bats. This in turn will
mean extinction of the entire populations of these tvJO species
which are dependent on the Bat Cleft for reproduction. These
populations probably number between 400,000 and 500,000 bats.
Mucli of the area surrounding the mountain, indeed most of
Central Queensland is dependent on agriculture and grazing
induztries and is thus engaged in constant battle with insect
pests destroying crops, grasslands and forests. Many varieties
of i!l$8cts are involved, the most important being the moths
(Boctuido.c, etc.) O"\.ving to -their larvae caterpillars. The
moths, 'the reproductive phase of the pest, -fly prinCipally at
night and generally remain concealed during the daylight periods
avoiding birds and numerous other predators. Control of many
of these pests is maintained in cultivated areas by insecticides,
however in larg@ rural areas this is upeconomic and frequently
imposs;i.ble. Thus natural predator-prey relationships become
the most important population control. The bent-'\dnged bat is
exclus;i.vely insectivorous, it catches insects in flight; and
furthermore it is active only at night. Thus it is seen to be
the major predator of moths. It has been" reliably estimated
that over one ton of moths amounting to perhaps six million
individual moths are eaten by the bats each'night.
The extinction of "the bat would very rapidly remove this very
powerful control on moth populations and could very probably
-lead to a cataclysmic increase in their numbers. It is to be
expected that this w'ould severely affect all primary production e:nd could \-lell make the difference between success and
failure in some of the borderline primary industries. These
industries are of much greater importance to the State and
directly affect far more people than does the quarrying of
limestone.
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1Q!illISH AND RECREATION
The tourist potential of caves in the area is indicated by
the SUCCess of present caves open to the public. These
(Olsen l s Caves and Camrr.loo Park Caves) have had access made
ee.sier, have been fitted '\d th lighting and as a result prove
very popular. The area is situated very close to the main
northern road, the Bruce High,·ray and vd thin cOllvenient
distance of the City of Rockhampton. As previously described,
there is virtually no cavernicolous area so accessibly
located in Que()llsland. The caves thus present a very unusual
tourist attraction to the area. In beauty and form parts of
them are easily comparable to the Great Barrier Reef. It
has been mentioned above that the caves on Mt. Etna are far
superior to those at present open to public inspection.
Numbers of them are hOvlever of slightly difficult
accessibility, although as in the tourist caves this may be
eased. It would be an important and irreparable loss to the
district i f this notable tourist att~action v/ere to be destroyed at a time ,,,hen the very important tourist industry is
undergoing rapid expansion. The permanent popUlation of the
statistical division of Capricornia is 96,030 (1967).
Caves as a source of recreation apart from tourism appeal
mainly to a minority of the population, such as members of
this Society (UQSS). In Rockh£l.mpton the newly established
Central Queensland Speleological Society, the Rockh81l1pton
Naturalists Society, the Boy Sc'outs and numerous members of
the general public have sho",m interest in the caves and their
conservation. vii th more publicity as can probably be expec-ted more persons will become involved and realise the asset
these caves are to Rqckhampton as liell as their individual
beauty.
PROBLENS ARISING

F~LQf'l COl~TINUATI.0.N

O:P QUARRYINg

The quarrying of cavernicolous limestone is in itself a
dangerous occupation. Blasting into rock vrhich is not known
to be reasonably homogeneous has le d to many Serious and
misdirected blasts. One may refer to an incident at Ashgrove, a Brisbene suburb, uhere houses i'Jere virtually shelled
wi th rock from a quarry - some of the hot:.ses were up to half
a mile avmy, and similar instances not unlike this involving
'sholling' of houses have been reported near Nt.' Etna.
Collapse of caves may, if in a quarry face, preCipitate very
l2.rge 2JJlOtmts of limestone from the mountain above on to the
plant 2nd vlorkers below'. Similarly it is possible, espeCially
1'1hen higher levels are vlorked, for collapse of the quarry
floor o'\dng to blasting and v;reight of machinery ~ It is noted
that Ht. Morgan Pty. Ltd. experienced great difficulties in
its quarry near Johansen's Cave. Enough limestone 'leaked'
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into caves to p:tove an economic J?roblem, and explosions
proved embarrassingly large. Fortunately the dangers of
continued blasting illere realised and operations ceased.
Quarrying of cavernicolous limestone often results in the
separation of very large blocks of the rock - too big generally
to handle. Further reduction of these - by blasting - on the
quarry floor may be necessary. This is also a dangerous
process and is quite uncontrollable, apart from its being of
doubtful economic value.
It is considered that these factors may, especially when more
cavernicolous areas are encountered, result in serious personal
injury or per-hap's death to the viorkers at the quarry. This may
not necessarily coincide vri th an explosion but could occur
after perconnel return to the unfJtable quarry follovling
blasting. The stimulus of machinery may initiate it.
Very good evidence for these hazards was prov.ided by the N811ager
of the Cement Company ill 1965, who previously'quoted 'Areas in
which there 'VIere caves did not lend themselves to mining
oper2~tions' •
ALTEm~ATIif:E§'

The Q.evelopment of a cement industry in Central Queensland has
beAn a particularly important factor in the economic development of the area. The Compal1,;y has expenc:,ed large amounts of
money in buildint; its Parkhurst factory seven miles north of
Rockhampton. It is veryimporta.nt for me to indicate th2,t
conservation of Ht. Etna vdll not stop the availability of
limestone for ce:.nent production. T_~ere are many other sources
of limestone available 'Ivhich are far less cavernicolous than
Ht. Etna a..'1d even Lime~Jtone Ridge and hence far s8,fer and more
desirable to qUf\rry.
The publication by the Quee:lslalld State Department of Nines Limestone Resources of Queensland - lists several areas ,"lh:i!: 11
could be considered as alternatives for limestone supply, some
closer to the factory than Ht. Etna, v1hich .is ten miles
dista,nt. The only advantage to cOlnpelH::ate for the dangers of
qU8,rrying is its f3uperior bulk 8..nc~ physical shape. HOI,Jever,
the bulk is far 'Oelo'\! the total of other limestone resources
in the district.
Examples are provided by the Glenmore outcrop only four miles
from the factory, vrhich is classed as 8. Eiaj or deposit of ready
, accessibility. It has a ,ddth of 450 feet and an exposed
length of fifte en chains, the estimated to:1nage available to
a depth of 100 feet is of the order of five million tons.
Quarry operations removing 2,000 tons have previously been
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carried out at Glenmore. A larger area of limestone occurs
beside the Fitzroy River at Limestone Creek Siding. It is
tW'enty-seven chains in maximum vvic1th and is believed to contain immense quantities of limestone, reserves are however
some1r,hat liilli ted by the river level. Quarri es in this
deposit ;,'Jere itlorked many yes,rs ago. Numerous other areas
more distant are recorded such as Ulam. J:llarmor, Raglan and
Ambrose. Other cement factories have found it possible to
economically utilise limestone -from fairly large c;istances
(Calcium to TOii'1l1sville - 29 miles rail~ IvIud. Isla..'1d to Darra 24 miles boat, 2 miles con:t;inuous belt).
Much of the alternatlve supplies may not prove quite as easy
and convenient as Ht. Etna to quarry and may seem less
attractive to the Cement Company despite considerations of
blasting cavernicolous areas. However, the disadvantages
resulting from this will be, in my opinion, far outweighed by
the advantages accruing to the people and industries, indeed
coo.ntry and community of Central Queerslend and thus
Australia, both present 8..nd future.
Some restricted parts of rilt. Etna have been found to be less
cavernicolous than others; there appears to be increasing
cavernicolousity as one moves north from the present quarry
areas (The quarry is at present moving in that direction).
It has been suggested that quarrying can continue on the
extreme southern section of the outcrop yielding at least
enough for the Conpany to rec over expendi-cure for the
existlng installations and preserving the remainder of the
mountain. This has not been v;ell investig8ted but m8,y form
a possible grounct of compromise bearing in mind the
destruction already extant.
CONCLUSIOES
I have described vrhat I knovJ of the conservation of the
mountain and surrounding area and endeavoured to justify my
opinions on the matter. In summary, I believe conservation
is justified by the economic and SCientific/aesthetic considerations. I recognise that the production of cement is
vital to the ec onomic development. HOvfever, the necessity
for utilisation of Mt. Etna for this purpose is mitigated by
other limestone outcrops knolvn to be available. Unfortunately
large amounts of data and informc..tion are lacking hence the
hypothetical aspect of many of my suggestions must be
remembered. I remain convinced that the continued destruction of the mountain "I.,Till lead to very grave and serious
problems for the district. I am particularly mindful that
no\'1 (Decelllber 1968) the female bats are congregated in .Bat
Cleft giving birth to their offspring an cl so dOing "l.vhilst
blasting, quarrying, etc. continues on the mou,·,tain.
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For the reasons stated above I bel.ieve .in the public interest
the q u2_rrying of Mt. Etna should cease permanently a...'1.d _
immediately, the area being declared a National Park.
I remain of the opinion that the r:".atter is in a very late
state.
Ladies and Gentlemen, Thank you.

**********
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EASTERN MAINLAND AUSTRALIA
SHOWING Motnf.l' ETNA AND
OTHER CAVE AREAS WITH DISTANCES
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The sanctuary boundaries (as at December 31, 1957)
are delineated by dotted lines.
SANCTUARY INDEX
No.
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

Sanctuary

Area in
Aores

National Park Reserve 642, Parish of Hewittville, Rosslyn
Head
100
National Park Reserve 641, Parish of Hewittville, Double
Head
28
National Park Reserve 643, Parish of Hewittville, Bluff
122
Point
National Park Reserve 644, Parish of Hewittville, Mulambin
20
Sanctuary at Emu Park Water Reserve, Emu Park
68
Seeonee Park, Rockhampton
585
Hunter's Farm, Glenmore, via Rockhampton
349
Picnic Point Reserve, Rockhampton
145
The area previously known as Jardine's Lagoon, Rockhampton
20
Subdivision 11,Section 10,Parish of Archer, North
10
Rockhampton
Diggers' Park, Rockhampton
96
Murray's, Yeppen and Crescent Lagoons, Rockhampton
600
D~ck Pond, Gavial, via Rockhampton
320
Native Birds Reserve, Gracemore
1,400
1,216
Property of S.F. Robertn, Warren, via Rockhampton
"Waterview," South Yaamba
570
Part of Fitzroy River, Eelmont Creek to Alligator Creek,
via. Rockhampton
2,880
Mount Hedlow, via. Rockhampton
2,137
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All Islands are
sanctuaries

The sanotuary boundaries (as at Deoember 31, 1957)
are delineated by dotted lines.

SANCTUARY INDEX

No.
84

85
86
87
88

89
90

Sanotuary

Area in
Acres

State Forest Reserve 20, Parishes of Maryvale and Byfield,
via Byfield
28,135
Yemeappo Station, Yaamba
3,020
Hedlow Creek, via Rockhampton
3,600
The Grounds of St. Faith's School, Yeppoon
54
Property of C.W. Wright, via St. Lawrence
10,752
Torilla Plains, via Marlborough
149,200
Polioe Reserve, Marlborough
48
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Cave Detection
Last year I published a
subject, but restricted
intention to extend the
some different methods,
disadvantages of each.

rather journalistic article on this
to electrical me thods. It is nOyl my
previous article, and to conside,r .
'\vi th reference to the advantages "and'

All possible systems have one thing in common - they must be
portable', s~nce measurements must be made in the field. This
condition immediately restricts the complexity of apparatus.
and its pOvler requirements, since batteries tend to be heavy"
and ,in general, the more complicated a piece of equipment,
the larger and heavier it gets.
It is then required to construct some piece of equipment
which will accurately delineate the interface between limestone and air. Across the interface there .will be changes in
conductivity, dielectric constant, magnetic susceptibility,
elasticity, refractive index, and specific gravity i.e.
density.
I shall be.1ow consider each of these changes fora feasible
and practical method of cave detection.
l'v1EASURElVIENT 01' CHAnGES IN CONDUCTIVITX

The conductivity of any substance is a measure of the ease
with which electricity flows through it. The first requirement for the use of this property then is some portable
source of electric current and the means to apply it to the
test area. Since there is no immediately obvious reason '\"hy
direct current (d. c.) should not be used, i:le shall define our
pmver source to be dry cell batteries • Dry cell because
they are relatively small and light compared to accumu,lators,
end because a check of c onducti vi ties snOivS that pmver
,
requirements will be small, obviating the need for the. extra
energy of accum,ulators. To apply the current to the test
zone, we shall drill small holes into the rock a.."'ld affix
contacts.
Having current passing through

~~~:~~!m~CF;iu~~;r:!i~re \\I:~;;~\ ~\I~liJ \
area, and hence its conduc ....
tivity. Then the lO'tlTer the
conductivity, the larger the
Figure 1
airspace. We therefore need
electrica.l meters for measuring , Four~electrod~ Method
currents and voltages. ODce a
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measurement has been made, everything is moYed to a!1other spot
and tr..e prOCeE.iS repeated.
Advantages of this s:rstem are th&:t; it is fairly simple and
cheap to make, and that interpretation is relatively easy.
Disadvantages are that it is of low ra...l1ge in depth and that
the area covered is very small.
We can increase the coverage area by extending the outer
electrodes sho~m in Figure 1 on out of the page. Increasing
the depth r~ge can best be done by changing to the plotting
of equipotential lines 'ihere deviation from parallel represents
a change in conductivity. Lines
converge into a cave, diverge
from gold 1:1ines etc. This is
-- _. - - - - - - - - - . ______
€ ...... 'f'Ci'.:.rlt.41
LI"r:-.~
the .J:!jqu~po lIe.i.'l t"~l1T
~c"
1'!ethod of
... ____ -__=:
____ -

G

'1':1"

.,• •

what is called Potentiometric
Surveying.
Advantages of this system are
that it is simple, coverage is
good,i'~i th good depth range,
and. that it is accurate.

.

'
----.
.
:
.
----.
.
.
-1
-.------. .:.::'- :"1- --- -

_..:..... _ - - ~ jc:-:.~
_ . . " - - -- -"
.

---- ......

-.".~
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~

- .. - .... -
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Figure 2

Equipotential or
Parallel Wire Method.

Disac';umtages: Interpretation is harder than with the fourelectrode method; it requires more equipment; power requirements are higher -'it needs a minimum field stren~h of 0.25
volt/foot of uire separation (Experimental figure).
Comments on this section: -Conductivity systems &.re simple
and cheap, and reasonEtbly n.ccurate. How'ever it is fou,nd that
polariza"(;io~1 of electrodes can occur, causing loss of efficiency.
These can be annulled by the use of a.c., but apparatus then
gets expensive and large. I have a pOliler supply giving 200
volts peak to peak at 2 Kc/ s, but its pOv.Ter requirements are
enormous and. its use is almost out of the question for field
work, since packed for use it vleighs almost 25 pounds.

The s;ystems discussed belo,\'>]' depend upon the fact that 1'1hen
electromagnetic radiation strikes a change of dielectriC, part
is transmitted and part reflected. This is best demonstrated
by holding a sheet of
"MTR
I~( "Ro.
plate glass to the light.
», Fj?7
Of course, rock is opaque
to light w'aves. Howeyer
it has been shovm that
_~" --\,._/-~ . .,.
limestone is virtually
/"
c.~",:
Figure 3
tr~. .'1.sp'
. aren-c to radiation
\,
at freqy. ences of aboutProceedings of 7th Conference of the "ASF
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(At 100 Kc/ s, the I'Tavelength is 3 Kilometres). Therefore at
any interface, there will be a certain amount of the signal
reflected. Not much, but a sensitive receiver could detect
it. Vie therefore need a 100 KC/s transmitter and receiver,
or, preferably ma:'1Y receivers. The next proble1:1 concerning
us is the range betvle en the transmitter and the interface.
There are t'V10 feasible ways of doing this.
(i)

By time lag bet~:T8en

(ii)

By the phase re18~tion bet,leen the tr::msmi ttecl and
the received signals.

transmis sion and reception

This first method requires clocks capable of measuring in the
microsecond to nanoseconc: range (10- 6 to 10- 9 seconds).
These are triggered on by the transmitter and off by the
receiver. Such timers are expensive and hard to come by. In
addition, over the ranges in vlhich I;ve are interested, the
triggering pulses vlould probably talw gS long to reach the
clock I:1-S to traverse to the interface and back, thus introducing inaccuracies.
The other possibility, phase shift, depends upon the fact that
t:le vlavelength ()Km) is a good deal longer than the range we
are interested in (0.01 to 0.1 Km).
Since at each point betvveen the transmitter and the interface,
the phase of the
transmitted signal
is different, knol'ling
the phase at the interface is eauivalent to
kno'\ung J. ts rcUlge.
Re,18:mbering that '.:hen
e le c t r om 2'_&.,11e tic
radiation is reflected,
an instantaneous 'ohase
0 00
~l'l~A~
re~;1~0
.;....:....- - - Lv - - - - - - i » "__
'-,
.... .L U OI" 10
,_,1.-_ U'-',
. .ve measure the l)hase
al1c:;le at the receiver.
ligure 4
Subtracting 180 0 gives
Phase Relationships
the distance of the
receiver from the
transmitter in terms
of radians. Knov-Ting the ·wavelength .in limestone, calculating
the distance bet\'Jeen the tr8.l1sm.i tter and receiver v.ia the
interface is a matter of simple geometry. This then leads to
the cave depth in metres. The easiest method of phase
detection is of course uith the oscillosc ope, 'tvhich is,
1.mfortunately, not really portal)le. Alternatively, a 100
KC/3 signal generator "lTi th a varia"t.lle inductance or capacitance

,.,.--'~'--"
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on the output calibrated in degt'ees of phase shift vlould do.
After the detector and transmitter have been sy:nchronised,
the receiver cmd phase detector outputs are mixed, and the
inductance tuned for maximum signal strength. The phase
angle is then read off.
Example Df Computation:
Suppose the phase detector reads 300° for maximum signal
strength.
0
.
0
Subtracting 180 leacls to a phase distmlCe of 120 for
Xr·lTR - interface - RCVR.
120 0 is a.667ft radial'ls.
\'Javelength of 100 KC/s in limestone is l! \1here n is given by
1
11
the relationship n = ~ = U, so L1 = 1.03 Km.
Whence O.667n radiens is equivalent to a distance of 0.343 Km.
i.e. xr·1TR - interface d.istance is 172 metres.
Supposeal1gle of incidence to the interface is 45 0 , then perpenclicular depth of cave is 172. sin 45 0 or 121 metres.

(i)

Range is only li11iteo. by depth of lime~)tone, power
output of transmitter, and sensitivity of receiver.

(ii)

Onc_frequency trs,:rlsrilitters
easy to construct.

D11<3

receivers are fairly

Disadvants·Bes:

(i)

O1ving to thE? long '18.velehgth,. t 1w phase relationship
degrees per metre is very small. Accordingly, El. very
se"118i ti ve and accurate phase detector (or else an·
oscilloscope) is needed to give accurate ranging.
The low coefficient nf reflection reauires that a very
sensivitive receiver be used. HOI",ever, note that as
the angle of incidence :Lncreases, the coefficient of
reflection increases. F'or 10';' incident angles it increases
slowly, then more rapidly as the angle increases to
larger values, until the limit of one,il1he11 the angle
of incidence is 90 0 • Consequently· it may be possible
to reduce the pol,Icr requirer.o.ents by increasing the angle
of inc.i(1ence to,. say, 45 0 •

(i) and (ii) above require the use of directional anten.."1ae,
",hich at tl1ese frequencies could \OTell be large and cumbersome.
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Comments on the above sect.ion: Vii th the exception of the
directional aJ1tennae, all the apparatus required could be
made portable, although perhaps heavy. The greatest problem
is the pO\'ler supplies for the electronics • Valves \'lould be
preferCl:Jle to -cranuistors in the transmitter becauso of the
larger signal voltage mving they can handle. This requires
at least one 200v p·ower sup, although the receivers could be
transistorised. I{ovleve r, it is not strictly necessary that
tIle transmitter be r!=)located once 1,Iork has started. The
rGceiver is portable, and can be moved instead, the shift of
either being equivalent. So long as the transmitter - interfs,ce .... receivel~ range does not exceed 0.5 Km (1·L1), no phase
amhigui ty can result. '

Under this section '\'re shall c omdder such systems as use
waves reqv.iring a material meclium for l)rOpagation. Of
p8"rticulo"r interest are sound and shock I:laves. These are
bounced off' the change of medium, or allovled through it and
timed over a lmovTll distance.

In neither case, unfortunately, is it practicable to use
phase detection for ranging,. ovr.ing to the comparatively short
vTavelengths of sound ',raves (in lirnestone the audio range is
approximately 0.2 l11Gtres to 50 metres; in air the viavelengths
are approximately 0.1 of these).
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When a sound \'?ave is bounced off an interface, the coefficient
of reflection is considerably higher than for radio ',raves, as
the velocity changes are higher. Consequently the returning
signal is easier to detect. If therefore "'vfe can design a
unidirectional transducer for applying sound . . .laves to the
grounc., '1:10 can ,Jork as in the previous section. Some form of
narro,\\ beam microphone al1.c1 an amplifier is required to increase
the intensity to a usable value. However such microphones are
available, although expensive, and the design of high gain,
10v1 noise cw!lplifiers is relatively easy (see at e'-ld of
article).
'
. . .lhether \\Te bounce the signal, or time it over a given distance
to detect thG cave, vTG still need to knov1 the time lapse
betw'een transmission and reception to knO\'! hO~T deep the cave
is.
Constructing a clock which Horlts in milliseconds up is fairly
simplo. Ch'ling to the 1011' velocities involved it can be coupled
to the transmitter by coaxial ca'ble with only slight loss in
~wcuracy, (over 100 metres, electric21 pulses t3.lte 0.3 uS
\'1hile sound 'Haves in limestono take 25 mS, a loss in p.ccuracy
of m'ly 0.001%).
Tit,:i:rlG the signal through the cave requires that equipment be
up on opposite sides of a hill that the apparatus is strong
eno'.),;h to penetrate.
Tha'[; imposes a severe
li~itation on that
method.
SElt

Furthermore,
attenuation of the
signal at the air-limestone interfaces
will be such a8 to
render it highly
improbably tl'! at part
of the signal ,:Till
reach the receiver.
However this effect
would result in a
zone of si1enc8 corresponding to tite
cross-sectional area
of the cave, which could
be used to deter~ine
the location of thE) cave
and its vertical cr088section.

Figure....§.
Zone of Silence
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It would also be possible to carry out the above experiments
using shock ",raves, detected by a seismograph. To increase
the sensitivity of the seismograph, an interferometer system
could be used. HO'vrever, the use of shock iilaves vTould
necessitate some form
of shock pulse, such
as that produced by
explosives. Short
pulso explosives
(i. e. short rise rold
decay t.ime of pulse)
are essential to prevont masking of the
shock front by the
\
back of the pulse.
'.

..,.._--,
I

-~

Figure '1
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Advantages: (i)

The clocks for these intervals are not too difficult to
c oYlstruc t.

(ii)

A good seismograph is relatively cheap f:\nd simple to
Illake compared to a pho..sG detector or a 100 Kcl s
1 watt transmittor. So too is the interferomoter. The
instant and magni tucle of the shock front is determined
by IJeasur.ing the fringe [!hift as seen in the interferometer.

Disadvantage i.:!.,.:
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(i)

P.8:ve Detection
S'hort pulse explosive have a very fast burning time.
The fastest non-nuclear burning rate I knovr of is that
of R.D.X. ( (CH2N.N02)3) 1'1hich is 8600 mls. This is
no-(; available on, the market and hence is expensive to
Ob'tain. The next is PETN vli th similar subs:-t;ances.
Ni tropril is both the cheapest and -Ghe easiest to mac e
(in a concrete mixer is standard) but it has a long
pulse compared uith R.D.X. and I'ETN. Consequently the
main disadvantage of seismic detection is that vThen
explosives ar8 available they are not satisfactory over
short ranges, and those that are ideal are virtually
impossible to obtain hOI'lever the figures belOl'/
O~umerical Example:
Consider the use of shotgun cartridges.
These have a charge approximately 1-.5cm
long, and a burning rate of about 500m/ s.
C on sequently the burning time is 3 x 10- 5
seconds. 1;Jith a velocity of SOU:ld. in
limestone of 3500 m/s, the shock pulse
v[ould have a length of 10 cm. Assuming
thc. t the length of the pulse is negligible
l)rovided it is less than about 5% of the
total distance, a minimum range of about 2
metres is available )
show that if the energy output of these cartridges is
sufficient, and if a suitable means of discharging them
is available, they may be usable. I ,,,ould be interested
to learn if anyone has satisfactorily used these cartridges for seismic '\vork.

(ii)

Farmer Brovm and Co •. may not like ounce charges· of·
R.D.X. going off on his property every hour or so.

(iii) Seismographs are heavy, since the inertial mass may
easily be 20 or 30 Kilogrammes.
(iv)

A souncl trEmsducer capable of putting high output into
rock may be difficult to make •

. Comments on this Section: The size an d weight of the seismograph precludes the use of shock 1'rmres in cave detection.
However, with a s~itable transducer, the ~eflection method is a
fairly simple one for use in the field.
IvlEASUREHENT OF ClIANGES IN SPECIFIC GRAVIT',£
Basically the mean specific gravity of an area determines the
local acceleration due to gravity, g.
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Neglecting local changes due to inhomogeneities in the crust,
the acceleration Lt any latitude L, and height h in metres
above sea level is given by:
g = 980.616 - 2.5928cos2L + 0.0069 cos 2 2L - 0.0003h cm/s 2
HOi'!ever slight alterations are induced by the prese nee of
air spaces in the rock. An instrument to detect these small
changes is called a gravi -Gometer. One such, suit able for
amateur construction, is the Cavendish Pendulum. In vie"!'v of
the size, Iveight and c omplexi ty, and hence price, of this and
similar instruments, they are not re9,11y suitable for use in
detection by speleological societies, and consequently I shall
not cover them any more fully in this paper. Any person
considering experimenting in this field is recommended to
read. the article on the Cavendish Pendulum in the IlScientific
American l ! for September 1963, pages 267-280.

In this section "\,re shall consider the effects on the Earth t s
magnetic of a body of limestone and air. Hmv air is paramagnetic, limestone is diamag11etic, consequently there will
be a slight bunching. of the natural field lines about a
cavity, a slight rarefaction about solid rock. Any caves
vfill therefore bhOi'i themselves by an intensificat.ion of the
Earth's local magnetic field.
An instrument ;ihich ''fill detect such
Ch8l1ges in magnetic fields can be constructed about the Hall
Effect. This is the name given to a phenomenon which occurs
when a current flows through a thin strip of conductor in the
presence of a perpendicular magnetic field: a potential drop
is observed perpendiculEcr to both the applied e. m. f. and the
magnetic field. E.H. Hall carried out his original experiments in 1879 using copper strips, finding a perpendicular
potential drop of less than 1 microvolt. It has recently
been found, 5ho"\llever, that this can be augmented by a factor
of up to 10 by USing semiconductors instead of copper.
J

Especially suitable
are alloys of indium
and arsenic.
The transverse
current depends upon
the normal current
flow in the strip
and on the field
strength, v,Thile the
trans\rerse potential
depends inversely

Hall Device as Fluxmeter
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upon the thickness of the strip. It is common then to make
Hall Devices only a fey! thousandths of an inch thick.
In Figure 10, El. suitablo 2,mplifier for the fluxmeter is shovm.
The potentiometer R is used to adjust the output to zero in
any given field. Changes in the field strength then sh011 as
positive or negative changes on the voltmeter of Figure 9 positive for para changes, negative for dia changes •
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Figure 10
Amplifier for Hall Device as Fluxmeter
The ma~1etic field in the Hall Device may be intensified by
using ferroI!lagnetic strips overlapping over and under tile
semiconductor strip as in Figure 11.

Figure 11
Flux Amplifier for Hall Fluxmeter
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The probe can be "supersensitjzed" by the follo'tving steps:
(i)

Adjust R for peak response as the probe is reversed in
the Earth's fielcL, and rotate to the null-position.

(ii)

Adjust zero controls so that t"lN-O peal:s are equal in
amplitude.

(iii) Rotate probe to null point.
(iv)

Increase gain of amplifier v.ntil null potential is 5mV.

(v)

Energise Hall Device viith a. c. of 400 cl s, then
increase current in Hall Device to 200 filA.

The sensitivity of the instnuilent at this stage is 2x10- 4
gauss, or 0.1% of the Earth's magnetic field.
(The above figures are for the BH700 Hall Device, marketed
"by F."vi. Bell, Inc., 1356 Norton Avenue, Columbus, Ohio
43212, U.S.A.).

vii th the ferrite intensifier descr.ibed above, the field is
applied along the long axis of the strips. The probe is
aligned for use "iili th the Earth's magnetic field and flux
measurements made across a grid over the test locality.
To align the probe with the field lines, rotate it in
horizontal and vertical axes until the maximum flux reading
is obtained for t11e test pOint.
To minimize magnetic effects in ·C"1e mounting, an aluminium
the oo.oli te lllOunt -.'lOuld be sui table.
Tl1e ~dvantage of this system is that apart from tile expense
of the circ'Ll.i try it is very simple and cheap. The electronics
C8..n be buil·c into a box 6 it X 6:1 X 8" \Vi th a milli2J11meter at
one end an 6. 'lrTeighing perhaps 5 pounds. Hence it is eas ily
portable.
The .disadvantage is that Hall Devices are at present
unobt8,inable in Australia, and must be impor-ced from the U.S.,
Baking tllem expensive.
Comments on this section:

If a Hall Device such as the

BE700 can 'De obtained, the above represents probably the

simplest method of detecting and mapping Caves frol'rJ. the
surface possible.
It is ho-uever ir.mossible to determine the depth '!Ti th this
systEm, so otber·· methods
must be resorted to for that.
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MEASUREFJEI~1

0]'

C}lANG~L:gJ D;r~1::BCTRIC

CONSTANT

The main use of dielectric constant is the measurement of
capacitru~ce.
It is therefore feasible to use the test zone
as an element of tuned circuit in an oscillator.
Figure 12 ShO'HS a Colpi tt's' Oscillator, for v·rhich the
frequency of oscillation f i8:1

f

= 2n

+

Suppose C1 were formed of two long parallel vTires strung
across the test zone. A measurement of the resonant
frequency is then a direct measurement of the capaCitance,
and hence dielectric constant of the area.
The adV8.l1tag€£l of this systen
are that it is lli1Y~i£~:J:Y.
very 2ill~ple, merely requiring
a Colpitt's OSCillator,
several :tards of wire, and a
200 volt d. c. pOvTer supply.
The (ij.sadvanta$e is that
!lli1i.':"f?m.alj"c all.:y: it is very
COl!llJlicated, and determininc the difference in K .
beti'ieell limestone (8.5) a.nd
air (1.0006) may be
extremel:~r clifficul t.
SUHMARY
--.......

Figur~g

Colpittls Oscillator·

---..-......

Over the ')revious pa.ges ,VG have considered ten feasible
methods for detecting either C8yeS themselves or the more
general case of an interface betiveen changes of .medium. Of
these ten, the simplest is t)lat usin~ the Hall Effect to
detect che.nges of ms-e;net1c sUf:;ceptibili ty. This is not to
say it i~: the most convenient - that is probe.bly the parallel
vrire method under ;\ Cond.uctivi tytl. The parallel \-lire method
caa accuratel y detect and 1~18,:l? caves over an area only liroi ted
by the e=cperj_menter's pOi.rer supply, and measures the depth
simultaneously.

My own opinion is for the parallel wire method, followed by
the Hall Effect method and radio rei'lection ",d. th phase
detection ranging.
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I would vielcome comr:lents from)ersons interested in this field
can reach me care of the Natio:1al University Caving Club,
P.O. Box 4~ Canberra, A.C.T., 2600.

VJl10

J .B. Clark

PhYEJical & Nathematical Tables.

F.~".

Theoretical Physics.
Solid state Physics.

Constant
A.J. Dekker

Encyclopaedia Britannica

E. Norman Lurch

Principle's of Electricity and
NagiletisrD.•
FW1damentals of Electronics.

Scientific American

September 1963 and. July 1965.

G. P. Harmlell
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A,PPENDIX

Cave DeteciiiC2,t!
;A.

Propert;z

Limeston..Q

Units
1.29x10-3

Specific gravity
Refractive index
at 100 Kc/se (n)

2.92

Coefficient of
reflection at
100 KC/ s. (r)
Resistivity (p)
Conductivity (0- )
Dielectric constant
at 100" Kc/se (K)

gramme s/ cr:(

1.00

0.24

4x104- 7x10 4

ohm-cm.
mho/ cm.

2x10- 5

8.5

1.0006

:fiiag:18 tic

susceptibilit1 at
10C KC/ s. (X m)

Velocity of sound
at oOe.
~lavelength

Kc/s

emu! BB.

3500
11480

331

1087

metres/sec.
feet Isec.

of 100
kilometres.
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_ _ _.;.,;;;000..._
........................

A ,SHIPLE HIGH GAIN ANPLIFIER

VIlr

R4
C4.I

C7

-.

0-1
V in

---

C1

R8

...---

.--_.

~--.-

-~---

--

V out

R1
R6

2

°5

-=-•
0.1
10
5000
16
50
16

°1
°2
°3
°4
°5
°6
°7

0.1

~

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

,uF

/ pF
~
~

t.;:
'fF

12
680
68
8.2
680
47
2.5
6.8

Valve is a 6GW8 triode-pentode
VIfl

-

300v d.c.

Vin

-

0.1V p-p

~imwm

Vin tor no distortion
Norml VoUt = 15Ov- p-p
Norml gain - 63.5 dB

= 0.6v p-p
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ohm
Kohm
Kohm
Kohm
ohm
Kohm

Kohm

(10 Watt)
I
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&:PENDIX C.
,
"

When electromagnetic radiation passes through a medium of
finite conductivity it is attenuated. A rrleasure of this loss
of amplitude is given by a factor called the skin depth which
is constant for any given l:'laterial, an cL is definecl as the
di~ta.:nce in ~:lhich the amplitude of the i,'{ave is attenuated to
e- 1 (0.378) of its initial value, and hence in which the
intensity (actually measured by the receiver) falls to e- 2

(0.136).

D

1

1

= (a-n ufP

D is skin depth,
,
u is permeability of free
space, i.e. 4n.10- 7
f is frequency in cycles
per second.

Consequently, in limestone the' ,follo'\ving values apply:-

g

1:
27
1·1c/s
8.5 Mcls

2.38 metre,s
3.84· metres
5.8'6 metres

3~ T Nel s.

100
10
1

35.6
112.8
356

Kcls
Kcls
Kcls

metres
metres
metres

Therefore, c.t high frequencies, any signal received over a
distance in excess of a fevl metres has almost certainly been
preferentially trai.l.s:ni tte6 through minor cracks and fissures
in the rock, and, al thotl.{:sh the results Ilill be consistent and
reproduc:Lble, t:ley 'IIill only be accurate, or even predictive,
'\'1hen the c1irecti::nl of the fissuring 1.d thin the limestone is
precisely Imovm.

**********
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COMIVlENTS BY AUTH.Qli

CHM{GES IN CONDUCTlYITY:

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

The depth coverage using the equipotential method is
usually about 10% less than wire spacinge
The field strength used should not be greater than 2.5
volts per foot of 'l.rire separation.
For measuring the equipotential line I have been using a
Model 8 Avo with a sensitivity of 50 micro-amps.
The way you take the measurements is to have the meter
connected between two movable pegs, put one of the pegs
in the ground between the two wires and then search for
a position with the other peg so that the meter gives a
zero reading i.e. both pegs are now on a equipotential
line. The next step is to shift the rear peg out beyond
the front one to locate the next equipotential point. And
so it goes on till the whole of that equipotential line
between the two wires has been found. The succeeding
positions of the pegs are of course surveyed so that the
equipotential line can be plotted on the map. The pegs
are then moved across a reasonable distance and the next
equipotential line plotted in a similar way.
Polarisation of the pegs is not usually a problem with
this method
b3cause the leap-frogging method of moving
the pegs tends to cancel its effect out.
vlorking with wet soil is usually a problem because it
effectively shorts the circuit and you can't get underneath it to get reliable readings.
The easiest way to attach the two outside wires to the
ground is of course to put in tent pegs every ten feet or
so and just tie the ,.,ire to them. However if you' re in
straight out limestone outcrop I've found it best to
actually tape the wire straight to the rock. It's still
better to get them into soil if you can so even if you
have a pocket of soil in the rock then so long as the
soil is not separated from the rock, put the peg into
this.
The traces I have generally been working on are just over
300 feet in length and 180 to 250 feet in width, giving
a depth maximum of between 150 to 220 feet.
A further experimental figure is that to get straight
equipotential lines in homogeneous rock. To achieve this
the test length should be at least it times the test width.
Otherwise the equipotential lines tend to curve as if the
outer wires were more like point sources.
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9.

The average spacing between successive peg readings would
be about 20 feet.
10. To avoid interferance from a water-table, the depth of
penetration should be reduced by bringing the two wires
closer together.
11. If one looks at a section ar:the rock end on to the two wires
then the area of rock traversed by the current turns out
to be approximately a square with rounded corners so that
the depth penetration is about 10% less than the
separation between the two wires. It also means that you
can plot equipotential lines as close to the wires as about
5% of the separation.
12. The smallest cave you can detect gets larger as you go down
because of bias towards the surface. The smallest cave I
have been able to detect about 30 feet from the surface has
been about 2 feet across. I think that at about 100 feet the
smallest cave would be maybe. 5 to 10 feet across and deeper
than 300 feet you definitely wouldn't see anything less
than 10 feet across.

**********
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I. Wood

'*

This paper vlaS first considered "ivhen lodging my application
to at~end this Conference. At that time I felt that I might
be in a position to present. a short paper should the
Confel;'ence organisers need papers or require a "fill-in" in
their programme. I was somewhat dismayed to find myself
allocated a definite time slot in the programm~ as I did not
find time to fully analyse the material in the intervening
period~
So r"ather than present a full scale paper on the
Meteorological conditions· which prevail
in the Wyanbene Cave,
I am merely going to report on the work which has been carried
out SQ far, present the results, point out some of the more
obvious features and make one or two postulates.
The study of meteorological conditions in Wyanbene Cave is a
projeqt of the members of the Metropolitan Speleological
Socie~y.
I am collating and analysing the results for them.
There 'have been two meteorological studies carried out so far,
one in May 1967 and the other in February, 1968. Both were
taken over 30 hour periods. The graphical results are depicted
at the end of this paper. Information collected regarding
moisture conten t in the cave atmosphere has not been included
due t~ lack of space. ''let bulb temperature readings were
taken during both studies however.
The surface stations consisted of automatic recording ThermoHydrographs ru1d Barographs, standardised at the
begin~ing and end of each study with the instruments used in
the Cave stations.
graph~,

The cave stations have been manually operated over the full 30
hour period, the reason for selecting such a period being to
observe the Diurnal and Semi-diurnal atmospheric cycles, should
they reflect their presence in the air movement inside the
cave. The equipment used in the cave station has been of
necessity more sensitive and accurate than the surface station
due to the fact that variations in meteorological conditions
are much smaller in magnitude within the cave than their
surface counterparts. In these studies, the instruments used
weres a 10" dia. Aneroid Barometer reading in inches of mercury
to three decimal places; a mercury in glass ~nheit thermometer reading to 2/10 of a degree and estimata_le to 1/10th;

'*

University of New South Wales Speleological SOCiety
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and a Sling Psychrometer
The 10" Aneroid was standardised
against a Fortin Mercury Barometer before and after each
study. The mercury in glass had been standardised against an
Australian Standards Laboratory thermometer.
0.

There are severe limitations in the instruments used and the
methods of recording. 'rhe automatic recording instruments'
are very insensitive and produce results which are often
difficult to interpret. They really only indicate trends
occurring in surface conditions.
The major limitations underground are derived mainly from the
recording and not the instruments. The fact that observers
spend some time in close proximity to the instruments brings
about undesirable effects. Body heat is transmitted to the
instruments via fi!lgers and breath whilst recording and can
alter values in excess of the variat.ions occurr.ing naturally.
Consequently, whilst care is taken not to handle instruments,
to make observations rapidly; and to place observers sufficient
distance away from the instruments, the limitations to the
results remains a continuing unpredictable hazarda To obtain
more consistent results would require equipment far more
sophisticated than that being used at present. Apart from
the difficulty in obtaining such equipment, the finance
required would probably preclude any moves in this direction.
The Wyanbene Cave consists essentially of a single river
passage punctuated ivi th a series of chambers along its length.
There is only one knovm en trance, that being situated above
the Efflux. The limestone is of Silurian origin overlain with
conglomerates and shales and forms part of a series of limestone deposits trending approximately North-South, 25 miles
south of Braidwood in the Southern Highlands distr.ict of New
South ~vales.
The ridge containing these limestone deposits forms the
divide between the watersheds of the Shoalhaven and Deua
Rivers and rises to a height of 3600 feet above sea level.
The Shoalhaven Valley to the west falls gradually to 2400
feet and the Deua Valley falls sharply eastward to a heigpt
of 800 feet above sea level. The entrance to the cave occurs
where the limestone exposes itself in a ridge running northwest into the Shoalhaven Valley. Southvrard the limestone
again is exposed in the main ridge facing the Shoalhaven and
contains Bushrangers Cave and other small caves. Evidence of
limestone on the Deua side of the divide is indicated by a
series of dolines and limestone cliffs high on the ridge.
The only other maj or cave apart from the v{yanbene Cave ,- the
Ridge Mine Pot-occurs at the base of these cliffs, close to
the Wyanbene trig station (see map). This is a vertical pothole having a maximum Proceedings
depthof 7thofConference
112of the
feet.
Other dolines and
ASF 1968
minor depressions occur along the main line of the cave.
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Meteorological observations were taken at the "Keyhole", a
constricted ar~a of approximately 12 square feet some 200 feet
into the cave. Air velocities were taken in the Keyhole using
two anemometers, one having a range 10-500 f.pom. and the
other 100-2000 f.p.m. Air flows below 10 f.p.m. were recorded
as "low". Dry and wet bulb temperatures and atmospheric
pressure were determined some 20 fe'et away in open cavern
space so that air movements would not affect readings.
The maximum velocity of air recorded on both occasions was
approximately 1250 f.p.m. although the directions of movement
were opposite~ in Eay 1967 the direction being inwards, and
in February 1968 being outwards. The two graphs exhibit
similar trends of fluctuating velocity in that they have
periods of approximately 24 hours.
Caye dry bulb temperatures show a similar periodic trend,
although not so apparent due to the smaller variations in
readings. The maximum and minimum temperatures recorded in
the first stud~ were 56.5 0 F. and 53.5 0 F. respectively, a .
variation of 3ur. The maximum and minimum temperatures
reoorded in the second study were 610]'. and 570]'. respectively,
a variation of 4 0 F. Ambient maximum and minimum temperatures
observed in the first and second studies were 62 0 F. and 280]'.,
rul~ SSoF. and 580F. respectively.
The first study was therefote taken under quite cold conditions and the second under
hot conditions.
Plots 'of the variations in cave pressure are shown. In study
one, the maximum pressure reached was 30.12"Hg and the minimum
29.96"Hg, 1IJ'i th nodes at approximately 6 hour intervals. A
general fall in pressure is indicated. In study. 2, similar
pressures are observed, the maximum being 30.05"Hg and the
minimum 29.90" Hg. !Jodes again appear at nominal 6 hour
intervals, however t!ley are not so evident •. A rapidly falling
pressure gradient i.squi te evident.
Surface pressures in both studies show similar trends and
values to those observed in- the cave.
Normal diurnal and semi-diurnal cycles are evident in both
sets of readings.

--

As stated above, both surface ru1d cave pressure recordings
exhibit semi-diurnal and diurnal cycles (with periods slightly
less than 24 hours). It is evident that the trace of pressure
within the dave exhibits a Pha.se shift of some 1t hours, i.e.
the nodes of maximum and minimum pressure occur up to l~ hours
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later in the cave than they do on the surface. This phenomenon
was observed in the caves of the Nullarbor Plain where a 'phase
shift of
or 1t hours also exists. It is interesting to note
that the same phase shift can be observed under widely
different cave conditions; the river passage of moderate
dimensions at Wyanbene and the enormous caverns of the
Nullarbor. Investigations into such parameters as ratio of
cross-sectional area at observation point to average crosssection or to distance from entrance to point of measurement
could prove interesting.
.

i

Dry bulb temperatures on the surface and in the cave show a
one to one correspondence in both sets of observations in that
variations in surface temperatures are reflected in the
recordings of cave temperature. It is of interest to note the
40 F variation and lack of time lag in the second study.' Here
the direction of air flo't'l was outward. Air moving through the
cave has presumably passed along at least 2800 feet of passage
sometimes in low, wet crawlways and other times at very: low
velocities across large chambers. It would be reasonahle to
expect virtually no variation in cave temperature and considerable time lag if air drawn from the surface enters at
the far end of the cave. It is possible, of course, that air
bleeds into the cave at several points along its length,
probably in the high avens. It should be pointed out though,
that the trend in the plot of cave dry bulb during outflow
is less obvious than during inflow and is undoubtealy ~ue to
the fact that air entering the cave from the efflux ent.rance
has had less time to be affected by frictional contact with
'tvalls and water surfaces.
.
A relationship appears to exist between atmospheric pressure
and cave air velo'city in the May, 1967 studies, where ~co
incidence of nodes of minimum pressure is reflected in ,the
velocity graph. The relationship is not apparent in tqe
February study. Further investigations would be required to
establish if any relationship exists between these two
conditions.
Movements of air into and out of the cave are quite exlensive.
Calculations based on the velocities recorded and the Qrosssectional area of the test point yielded volumes of air
passing the test point in any 24 hour period to be 18,000,000
cubic feet and 16,200,000 cubic feet in Studies 1 and 2
respectively.
As this cave resembles in many ways the long, narrow slot
model of single entrance similar to the Nullarbor Plains deep
caves, application of Wigley's theory to the results,
allowing 10% porosity for the Silurian limestone (arbitrary
figure) and·· allowing an a'Terage cross-sectional area of 500
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square feet, yielded a cave length of approximately 9 miles.
As the known length is in the order of 3000 feet ~ith a
maximum of possibly 4000 feet, then this result becomes
obviously impossible. Alternatively, using the known length
of ;000 feet, calculation yields an average cross-section of
6000 sq. ft. It appears then that this theory of cave
breathing can be discounted.
Consideration can be given to the relationship between movements of air in the cave and surface temperatures. In the
May 1967 study, rises in outside temperature produced a
negative inflow of air into the cave until at maximum surface
temperature, airflow into the cave had stopped and a slight
reversal of direction had occurred. Similarly in the Second
study~ increases in surface air temperature induced increased
outflow of air from the cave. Falls in surface temperatures
incre~sed inflows and decreased outflows.
Further, in considering the relationship between the relative temperature
differences between surface and cave conditions, we find
that ~n the second study the surface temperature is always
in excess of cave temperature and the. flow is outwards,
indict3-ting· that the cooler, denser cave air is moving towards
the lower entrance. In the first study, the situation is more
complicated. The surface temperature in this case both rises
and f~lls above and below the cave dry bulb temperature. For
most of the study it is in fact equal to or below cave
temperature.- During this period flow is inwards. For the
short period:where surface temperature exceeds cave temperature by a few degrees, airflow was weakly outwards.
Again this inflow can be attributed to warmer, less dense
air rising upwards in the cave, drawing air into the cave.
At this stage it appears that the· most obvious relationship
explaining the movements of air in Wyanbene· Cave is that of
convection. However, this pre.sents difficulties in that
only two entrances are known, both located at the efflux.
Recent discoveries in the cave have_ located large, high
chambers. One in particular, known as the Gun Barrel, is a
cylindrical vertical tube of unknown height, the floor of
which consists mainly of shales indicating that the overlying
shales have been reached by upward mining of the limestone. On
the ~urface, several shallow dolines lie along the direction of
the cave, however their exact location with relation to the
cave remains to be determined. The Ridge Mine Pot and its
associated dolines is also within contactable distance of the
furthest points of the cave. This cave, essentially a high
aven, has two side passages. One trends north, directly
towards the Wyanbene Cave, the other west. Again the exact
location of the cave is yet to be determined, however, it would
be reasonable to postUlate that surface drainage collected in
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the vicinity of Ridge Mine Pot feeds the vlyanbene System, and
that air enters the main Wyanbene Cave through as yet uriknown
or impenetrable entrances in the Ridge Mine Pot, associated
dolines and other dolines along its strike, producing a
system of airflow in the vJyanbene Cave based on the convection
of air. This may be mOdified in part by the fact that the
cave conforms in some respects to the Long Slit Model giving
rise to the significant lags in observed cave pressures.
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Mike WeQh:

You mentioned the possibility of further
entrances up the hill; this can possibly be
substantiated because therets a rockfall chamber which runs
back, about 1400 or 1500 feet into the cave, where we found
a rather battered collection of bones, probably a fox, and
there appears to be no way a fox could have got that far
from the known entrance.
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From your map do I take it that Ridge
Mine Pot is on a different watershed

Ian Wood:

Yes, there are a series of pots on the Deua River
but the only one which has broken through to the
surface is the Pot itself.
Glenn Hunt:

That valley which runs north and south, it
hasn't got an active stream in it has it?

Ian Wpog:

No, with theWyanbene Cave the "later runs right
out to the entrance then disappears into a rockpile and doesn't run out the actual efflux itself, except in
very wet weather. The area outside is swamp for a few miles
and a stream does rise about a mile away, 'but I don't think
it has been proved that this is the rising of the Wyanbene
Cave.
Glenn-H-un1:

In connection with Wigley's paper, he used this
time lag between the outside air pressure and
the air movement to support his theory that a large volume
of the air rushing in and out of the cave is from the bulk
of the rock itself, that is from the pore spaces within the
rock, and yet here you've got the same, well a similar time
lag and yet in very compact limestone. How would you
interpret this apparent contradiction?
Ian Wood:
,

I haven't determined exactly what the time lag is
and ,\'fill pave to analyse the results more fully.
Bu..t ·there must be,porosi ty 'in the rock, and the walls of the
cave must have friction, and the flow in the cave is very
turbulent due to the very rough nature of the cave, so I think
we cQuld expect a time lag due to many factors. ,In this case
though, the porosity of 'the rock would probably be fairly .
negl:i,ble. '
"

-..-

Ted AndersQn:

It seems clear that you ought to be able to
fit Tom Wigley's theory to this if you recall
that he correlates rate of change of external pressure with
the velocity of air flow in or out of the cave. Looking at
your graphs, Ican't see any correlation between the ,air
movement and the rate of change of pressure. As you' pointed
out·there is a much more obvious correlation between air,
movement and temperature which is quite significant, but I
think i~ rate of change of temperature which is more
important, and I wonder whether you have plotted this out?
Ian Wood:

I did do this on the first set of results just,
after I took them. There is one point I should
mention here by the way, and that is that this is a project
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ran Wood con:\::

which is for the Metropolitan Speleological
Society, and most of their club members have
done a lot of the observational '\vork, in fact all the first
set; I was present during the second set but it is really the
members of M.SoS. who are carrying out the project.
.
I could also add perhaps that I know how much
effort is involved in getting sufficient data
for just that small blackboard. It also seems clear th~t
pot too much will come out of this without more data. The.
present data, is over quite reasonable periods relative to
what 'lire have done on the Nullarbor, but the condi tions ~t the
time were too stable over that period to give any indic~tion
of what the variations over that period might be; the mQvement is in for the whole of one period and out for the whole
of the other.
'
~Angerson:

No, I don't think so; we're interested in ac~ual
variations; the fact that it never goes into :the
"out" phase doesn't matter. You have the peaks and valleys
irrespective of where the base-line is. On several occ~sions
on the .Nullarbor we didn't get any change from outwards 'to
inwards flow and this had very little bearing on ~he calculations. Actually the relationship of these nodes with
other factors - nodes in the other observat.ions is what
matters. It's purely relative.
.
Ian Wood:

Ted Anderson:

I think the important thing is that you ~ave
complete reversals in the rate of change 'of
pressure and these, if I remember Tom's paper correctly, fit
in quite well 'IITith the reversals in velocity.

Qlenu...Hunt:

I think anotner factor which we have got hElre,
is the effect of temperature, which is an overriding effect, and superimposed on this we've got the effect
of pressure. Although Tom's model doesntt quite fit this,
as temperature is the overriding influence, the graphs ~how
that external air pressure does have some effect on air movement and the fact is that these delays or lags which were
registered in Mullamullang area:).so picked up here. Yoq have
got some correspondence between the situation at Mullamqllang
and the situation at Wyanbene, although the importance of the
two factors has been reversed; in r-Iullamullang external air
pressure is the most important, and here, temperature.
lan Wood:

If we go a little bit further ~~d look at the plot
of actual air movement, and these are very much
stylised as the points are scattered over a wide area, there
do appear to be minor peaks which also occurred in the
Mullamullang observations. We did think at the time th~t
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some of these minor fluctuations and sudden
reversals could be due to the Helmholz
pulse influence as .well,but there \la nIt enough information
there to confirm this. The same minor reversals have
occurred in this set of readings also.
.
Q1enn Hun!:

I presume that no simultaneous observations
have been made at the entrance of Wyanbene Cave
and at Ridge Mine Pot to see whether you get this fl9w-in at
Ridge Mine Pot and flow-out at Wyanbene Cave?
.
.
We would like to do this but unfortunately we
don't have the capacity, we just don't have enough
equipment to do it. It would require three complete ,sets of
instruments which are difficult enough to get now, unless
somebody is kind enough to donate some.

~n.Wood:

Yes I think this would be a worthwhile venture to undertake.
One of the maj or problems in doing this sort of work is tI..at
you have to take the readings over about a thirty hour cycle
to get all the possible variations, and to get people to sit
in caves for 3 or 4 hours in a drafty, narrow passage when
the temperature is about 55 0 F. and the velocity 20 miles an
hour is getting extremely difficult and the number of starters
is getting less and less. I can assure you that yo~ get
extremely cold.
Has any \'lork been done at the junction between
the two caverns?
Ian

I think this is
nearly impossible. Although
I've not been past the point where we took the
observations I know there. are large chamber's with vast' amounts
of mud. and one section is.a water-crawl where you are well and
truly' in the water andgett.ing-:t;he ins.truments through these
place/? would be just about impossible.
.
.,
.
~ood:

N~,

. **********
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AND

lVlURRAY__ QAVE.

liIDf

CQQ.LEliA1i _ PLAIN

S 0l!J~L.JJ}:J!E.§

J.N. Jennings, I. Narucivell, *
C. Pratt, R. Curtis, J. Hendum
ABSTRAQ1

**

The drought culminating in 1967-8 opened watertraps in Hurray
Cave to permit the re-exploration and survey in January 1968
of a further 1000 feet of the main passage. Previous
explorations of which oral tradition persisted are now known
to have taken place in 1902-3 and some details of the early
visitors are presented. The characteristics of the extension
are predominantly ep1phreatic in nature and about half of it
is episodically functioning in this way at the present time;
the 'It.rql.tertraps along it are inverted siphons in the strict
sense and located at the sharpest changes in cave direction.
The exploration limit consists of a rockfall beneath a doline,
"",hich appears therefore to be in part a collapse doline.
Bene8.th tllO other dolines the cave has no sign of collapse,
thouCh tall 2.vens reach to'Vfards the surface; these dolines are
due to surface solution only. The fonrard part of the cave is
ove~lain by a short, steep dry valley; the relationship
between the two remains problematic but there is good reason
not to regard the dry valley as the determinal1t of the cave's
lochtion. The evidence is no,,\], stronger for a~1 earlier
hypo-i:;hesis that the cave 'ltIRS formerly the outflo", cave of
nearhy River Cave, a perennially active stream cave. It also
seems likely that the episodiC activity of Hurray Cave is due
to flood overflo\v from River Cave.
The hydrological regime of the cave is compared ivi th
precipitation rec ords of the nearb;y stations. The episodiC
flol'J through the cave does not require an abnormally vTet
winter; :it can follov'! fairly quickly after complete emptying
of the vlatertraps and approaches an annual evellt. Opening up
of th<;; \vatertraps is a much less frequent event. The available
data do not permit determination vlhether 2. series of Imf rainfall years is necessary or a ;3ingle pronouncedly dry year is
sufficient. On either count it seems prObable that the cave
openecl up tvlic~. or mOre times bet'i:Ieen the knOlvn occasions of
1902-3 and 1968 in the period 1909-53 vihen the cave 1,1as
infrequently visited.
.

*
**

Canberra Speleological Society
.

Full paper published in lielictite ~ : 23-38 (April 1969)
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EoG$ Anderson

*

I thought I had best make some vague sort of introduction to
this I1thing" with a few general comments about cave lighting
on asJightly serious sort of veino 'Vlhat I am mainly interested
in is large caverns. The problem originally arose with the
caves out on the Nullarbor and this is the type of 1,vork I have
got in mind; I am not parti.cularly bothering about small cave
shots.
Betore we go very much further 1111 give a few general
comments about cave lighting. There is always the old
tr~di tional way of course, "l,fhich was used on the 1963 Nullarbor
trj,p, and 'Vlhich involved getting about 10,000 trogs with 10,000
trqglamps and set them wandering off about the cave, leaving
your camera open for about 20 minutes. Although this is very
effective it does not produce quite the results most photogr~phers are after.
Basically, there are two ways of approaching this problem of
ligL.. ~::'ng a large cavern" One is stringing a lot of small
1i q :_4.; sources around the cavern and addj.ng them all up, or,
yoq can go about it by having one, or perhaps two, much
larGer sources, and the effects are very much different. I
have never used this multiple-source technique myself, and it
is interesting to note that most of the people 1,vho have used
it 38em to be the professional photographers. I don't know
wh~ther there is any significance in this or not, or whether
they're just brought up that way. I believe myself that the
single or perhaps double large source system is, for the
average cave photographer who has not got a professional
baqkground, a much easier system to handle. The actual
placing of these light sources is nO"l,llhere near as difficult
as when you're trying to balance up the light from six or
seven flash bulbs or carbide lamps or what-have-you spread
around the cave. So from here on I'll drop the multiple
technique, as I say, I have not used it myself. Nevertheless
I will say that with a very experienced photographer in this
technique, he can I think, produce far more interesting
photographs if he employs this lighting skilfully.
The problem of lighting a cave or a large cavern is somewhat
different to the normal sort of problems that studio people
come acrosSe If you like to think of it this way, you are
vi;rtually ,\'lorking inside out. If you look at the books on
lighting for photography they show you how to light objects

*
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within a room or studio or something., For example, I
remember one book introduced the subject of lighting by
showing its different effects on a very simple object,
namely an egg, and showed how the lighting could produce
various modelling effects.
Now, I have the feeling that when you're photographing a'
large cavern you're inside the egg tryin~ to photograph the
inside of it, and this is a totally different problem. The
problem of getting the proper perspective is totally
different 'l,vhen you are working from inside something, and
are trying to photograph just the walls, or eve,n the ceiling,
When photographing in a cave and trying to get a three
dimensional effect by means of shadows, it is generally
conceded that you must get your light source away from the
camera. This is fairly obvious: if the light is near the
camera there is very little shadow, the three dimensiona1
effect is lost, and the photograph looks very flat. For:
tunately in caves like the Nullarbor caverns this is not
impossible - you've got a fair bit of room to work - you'can
get the light away from the camera, which is more than ypu
can do in most New South \iales caves.
.
However there is a much greater advantage than this, altpough
it hasn't been taken too much notice of in the past, and:
that is that by placing your light appropriately near the
walls of a cavern, perhaps a little behind the camera or: in
some cases in front depending on the particular cavern, it
is possible to achieve a much better than normal distribjJ.tion
of the light down a 16ng thin cavern. This is not as impossible as it sounds when you remember the effect of the
relief on the walls.
The walls are not smooth but have indentations in them, ~o
if you. place your light quite hard against one wall, much of
the light grazes that wall and you can control the amount of
reflection off it in the foreground of the photograph. You
therefore avoid overexposing the foreground excessively.'
Putting it another way: imagine the projections in the wall,
each throwing a shadow. Now if the light is so placed that
the shadow from the first bump is actually long enough to
reach the next bump then there is a very small amount of
light reflected off that wall. The whole wall is virtually
in shadow. By this means you can control the actual spread
of the light down the cave.
There is of course the effect of reflected light from the
other wall of the cave bouncing from side to side but it
does not travel too far because of the square-law effect. .'
The light drops off as
theof 7thsquare
of
distance, so this
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large caverns such as on the Nullarbor where
be 50 to 80 ft, the effect of this reflective
reduced. However in some cases it is sufficient
light right down the cave, and fairly evenly.

The problem that then arises 'of course, if you are using a
single source to throw light 400 ft or more down a cavern is
that you need a light source with a pretty high intensity.
There have beeh'various ways of overcoming this problem in
the past. One of the simplest I have seen, apart from the
stt;U1dard flash powders of course, used a similar form to this
except that you just use magnesium powder and potassium
chtorate. This is a somewhat explosive mixture, it produces
an l enormous" amount of smoke (considerably more than the'
"D,tprotodon" ), and unles s you mix it on, the spot it is a
pr~tty highly dangerous sort of thing to be carting around in
any quantity. But it's worth thinking,about if you are doing
wh~t cavers seem to be dOing these days, that is, rushing off
to the Uullarbor for the weekend and not having a Diprotodon
haqdy.' Magnesium and pot.chloratewill at least give you
so~e photographs.
The next obvious advance of course is the "Diprotodon",
burning a continuous ,jet of pure magnesium powder, which
inqreases the safety, factor somewhat - eventually - after a
lot of'painful development. I'took a diprotodon of ours on
thE;t f963 trip but I was always so busy opening shutters on
all the catleras and operating'them that 1 had someone else to
overate the diprotodon - '1 think that was wise judging
bythe'lan~age used at the moment of ignition.
Th~re is another method for lighting caves which, I came across
in an American journal and it had all sorts of fabulous
claims; one of these was that it reduced the smoke proplem
of burning magnesium by some, considerable, percentage,&it was
cl?-imed to be someivhatcheaper. 'This is' the use of 11 Thermi te"
powder, . which is a mixture of aluminium and iron oxide. It
is commonly used for 'welding railway lines. I think the,fact
that 99% o'f the energy is put out in' the form of heat, not
light, is sometimes disturbing. However I decided to investigate this and as I was going out to the Nullarbor after the
Perth Conference we loaded up the Land Rover with many pounds
of aluminium and Thermi te pO"Vlder from hardware stores all ,
across the country. I had done some previous :tests at
Naracoorte to determine the colour temperature of the powder
and discovered it was somewhere down near 2000 0 Kelvin. This
is a little qit disturbing, because by the time you put
enough blue filtering in front of the lens to bring it back
to some'\vhere near normal you need quite a few ·pounds of
Thermite powder to achieve the same result as you do with a
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diprotodon.· However it was reasonably successfuL and some of~
the best photographs I've got of' the Nullarbor were 'done with
this Thermite powder. It was cheap, and the smoke was
reduced, I think, to a fairly definite extent~
That brings us z:1ow to the next possible method, and tha.t, ,is
the Macroflash. This' amazing device causes no smoke
,
whatsoever, has a variable intensity ~ you can chose whateV~r
guide number you wish quite simply, and the principle of ~he
thing has been used for a long, long: time by many people.
That is,simply burn your magnesium in a sealed, control1~d
atmos'phere and achieve ignitio:n by e'lectronicme:ans. , YO\l,1
fuen have complete rel±ability~ This of course sounds all
very e,xpensive but my particular tJIacroflash only cost me
about ~5.00 to const,ruct. '
,
A Macroflash actually consists of a deep aluminium bowl with
six PF100'flashbulbs,II1ounted with their bases around ,the, riin.
and pOinting towards the centre of the bowl. The ' b~ttery.
capaci tor' power supply is mounted ori the back of the bowl.
'It's quite simple really, all 'you need is a small fortune, to
spend ori bulbs. The battery consists of twonlne volt
batteries in series and the 'capacitor is 1000 uF. That:i,s
abou.t al~ there is 'to, it.
.
As an example of the guide number, this particular model with
six bulbs .in it and using Kodachrome X gives a guide numQ,er
of 390,1:ih~t is, 100 ft at' F4.' This is usually all that,~1Il
re,auired' in the Nlillarbor caves because although most of 'the
cave',shots are' a lot'~<?nge~~han thfs you 'don't. want' to ~v~.r
expose th~ foreground,:andthedropp~ng o:t;f of l~ght in ,the, ',' '
distanc,e ~elps' to g~vethe .~e.rsp~ctiye: e~f'ect. When you ;lQok
down a .c,a~e you rtQrmally ·.e±p~c.t ,it to ,get darker in ,the
':
distance.
'.,' , . "
';'
D'ISO'US 81 ON ,
,

Evalt Crabb, 'HCG:

.

1 take it tHe bulbs are connected in
parallel and that enables you to get ~way
with using an .18 volt bat~ery. Norm~:L practice with mul~iple '
flashbulbs is 'to connect them "in series. 1 'would,also:"." :,~,
question yourguide'humber:'I am quite used to using these, ,
bulbs, that is PF100/97' s with 50 ASA film. and generally rate
these with a guide ~umber of 270 for a single bulb and use
this figure in many industrial applications. You, ,may, ,be
u~ing,a. lower guide number because 6f the lower reflectance
of cave walls.
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Anderson:I got my figures from two sources: one was
~he leaflet which comes with these things,
and I checked these figures with two other sources of
literat~re, one a general p~phlet on al~ of Ph11ips bulbs
and thesp. seem to agree fairly well. I must admit I forget
now whether the guide number was in feet or in metres but
anyway the results obtained bear out that I was getting the
guide number I was using.
.
T~e

Ev~l t_CtabbS

The last thing that I want to raise is a fairly
nebulous idea I have built up while you were
showing the slides and that is the different effects of the
dil>rotodon and this.thing. I noticed ,the Macrofla~hseems to
ov~rexpose ~he foreground ~ather more than thediprotodon.
I
th~nk perhaps the answer to this is in the oharacteristics of
f1~ emulsions and in patticular, reciprocity departure.
The
di~rotodon gives quite a long exposure time and I wonder if
yo~ break through a certain "inertia zone" (as far as exposure
lev,el goe~ evenly right through the length of the cav~with
th~ diprotodon.
You don't have this departure with the flash
bulbs as the exposure time is close to that for which the
fi+m is bal~edc You will get the more even lighting with
th~ diprotodon and perhaps a diprotodon with a lower level of
li~hting will give a rather more even lighting throughout the
cave than the earlier ones which gave out quite a blast of
light.
fed Anderson:

There is enother factor which comes into this
I think; 8.111 that is that the particular
dlprotodon I was aSing was somewhat different to the present
small models~ the flamecf that thing was about :5 to 4 feet
lomg, about :3 feet higtl aild a foot thick (the unit was built
li~e a sub-machine gun),and in faot you could no longer
co~sider it a point source.
This may help to distribute the
li~ht better.

-

j

AlfA Hill, CEGSA:

What was the exposure of those early
models? They were only about a second or
tw~ exposure time weren't they?
The thing emptied itself
al~ost instantaneously.
'

Ted Anderson:

Mine d1dntt~ Mine burnt anything from one
second to half-an-hour ••••• after it was
dropped on the ground.

For Axposure times grea.ter than 15 seconds, the reciprocity
fa:U.ure colour shift is towards blue for I8ylight
Kodachrome II. The diprotodan has a colour ,temperature below daylight which
creates a shift to pink, so the two colour shifts tend to canpensa:te each
pthe£.
Ala.n Hill, CEGSA:
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I do think a line that may be worth following
is to now use different films with the
diprotodon. You canlt measure this reciprocity departure
with these funny light levels and under such peculiar
conditions. Perhaps by sticking mainly to the Kodachrome
series of films, we may in fact be using the worst films tor
this application. I would suggest this could be a line worth
experimenting with.
QI~:

**********
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A.I~EUR

IS

A USEFUL ASS,]!T TO
~ajor R~ P. Webb *

SPELEOLQgl

The aim of this lJ8.per is to demonstrate that the amateur
speleologist is of considerable importance in the development
of Speleological SCience. In fact it '!frill be shO't'ln that
vii thout his assistance, the accumulation of scientific know'ledge of caves would be severely retarded.
DEFIlIITI Ol~S
Before starting out to prove this statement, it is necessary
to define the terms used so that there vlill be no misunderstanding caused through ambiguity.
For the purpose of this paper, Speleology is defined as a
complex amalgum of disciplines embraCing the branch of any
science ';,Thich deals v1i th the properties of natural cavities
in the earth's crust or the inhabitants of those cavities.
From the above definition, '\,;hen mention is made in the paper
of '-~he sCientist', the person referred to is anyone with a
gelJ.L:"ne scientific interest in caves or their contents, 'l:lho
has had formal education in one of the Speleological
disc:Lplines. He, then, is the 'professional' even though he
may receive no Y0hluneration for his labours, as opposed to
t the a~:l1atetl:'..:·t
~~;,' ~·r;·:·:.~ed to in the title of this paper.
Theamateu~: 'L'~' '~ loJ.;I:ilber of the proletariat of caving society
'\'1ho has ha!:. 1~_··'·,~'jJ.lal training in the sCiences but t,.]'hose
interest in (;;-,.C,',',-. has been created by any of a variety of
non-scien tific: G f:imuli; physical exercise, the spice of
danger, escapj mu or sheer idle curiosity.

Between the black and. 'l:lhi te of scientist and non-scientist,
there are a llUlllber of people ,\'1ho might be described as grey.
It is not proposed to deal '!fli th this category of person here,
not because their contribution to speleology is insignificant,
but because, for a simple person like the author, they are an
unnecessary complication which does not affect the validity
of the thesis.

There has been, 1(; ";"S PU-8t 1 a tendency for the scientist
caver to vie,'l n0t~,-H,~"i..2ntist3 at best somewhat patronizingly
and at ~:iorst aG 8. form of vermin 1:1hic11 slowly and inexorably
reduce all caves to smooth walled sellers of no scientific
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the deterioration can be slovled down and much additional
data gathered if the reserve of energ-y available in the form
of the amateur caver -vvere harnessed and used efficiently. To'
demonstrate this, it is proposed to deal with the subject'in
the follo-v"ling manner:
Firstly, to outline some of the problems which the scientist
meets in his quest for information;
Secondly, to demonstrate that lack of knowledge rather than
wilful destructiveness is at the root of many of the amateur's
transgressions; and
Thirdly, to suggest a solution "Thich could help to correct
the problems outlined in parts one and t1,'1o.
These arguments will demonstrate the place of the a~ateur in
speleology and how professional and amateur can work together
to their mutual advantage and for the benefit of speleology
as a 1,·lhole.
THE PROBLEI,lS OF THE SCIENTIST
In speleology, there are a number of problems confronting the
scientist in his quest for data ,\'1hich are not ali,rays present
in other fields. For example, it may be perfectly satisfactory for the geologist to vvander about the countryside
collecting rock samples on his ovm, though I understand he
prefers to employ students to carry his specimens, but if
the speleologist is to gather his specimens and samples, he
'l;lill need assistance before he can even enter all but the
simplest of cave systems. In all probability he would prefer
to do his field uork in company with a fellow professional
of the sa.ine discipline, but, \·[hen one considers the breadth
of speleology and the limited number of speleologists, the
chances of achieving thi.s are very poor,
Time, closely allied "Vd th chance, is another problem.
Looking for caves is
like looking for a needle in a haystack and a great deal of time may be lost before underground investigations can even begin. The most fertile field
for the speleologist is the virgin cave and these do not grow
on trees, if you ilill pardon the metaphor. Not only should
the cave be in pristine condition for best results, but, .
depending on the subject being investigated, it must also be
the right sort of cave. A dry cave, no matter how full of
bats, is useless to the hydrologist and a smooth Halled river
cave is of little use in the study of crystal formations.
Therefore, the chances of a scientist. discovering 8. ne'\'1 cave
containing the conditions v1hich he needs are reduced to
perhaps once or tvrice in .a lifetime. Science cannot wait
that long. Ivlany searchers
are required and the more the
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As in geology, before any ne""! discoveries can be fully
iv-ritten up, ,their location must be surveyed and mapped "",ith
at least reasonable accuracy. Only in this "v"lay can perspective be obtained and the true import of the discovery
revealed. There \'rill be a requirement therefore, to survey
Caves and no matter how le~rned the sCientist, he cannot hold
both ends of the rJeasuring tape at once. He will need
assistance for this task as well.
An essential for the progress of any science is free interchange of knovrledge aI1d ready 8.vailabili ty of existing
documentation. Speleology although a broad field, is
restricted in the s,ense that it interests a comparatively
ferl people. Because of this, public libraries and similar
institutions do not contain a great wealth of information of
use to the speleologist. vlhat is needed, and what in fact
have been established wherever there is active interest in
caves, are societies and caving fraternities of one type or
another. In order to be viable and '\vorth'Vlhile, these ,
societies need office bearers who need little i f allY
scientific knouledge to carry out their tasks effectively.
Though 1Ile often find the scientist officiating in various
capacities, these jobs take time and detract from the most
ef~icient use of his hard earned knowledge.
These tasks are
best fulfilled by amateurs.

The prpblems roferred tonOi'! will be those caused by the
amateur as i1ell as those ,'Thich confront him.
There is, of course, a 'ratbag element' among cavers as in any
other field of human activity. Gaping with this problem is
beyond the scope of the paper and apart from personal e~~ample
and active discourageLent of vandalisrn,prohably little can be
done to overcome it. It is ventured to suggest hOirever, that
most deJllage to caves is caused inadvertentlY through accident.
We cannot avoid the latter, but much can be done to alleviate
the former. Lack of information and, i'That is more to the
point, lack of know'ledge of hOvl to gain information, is the
amateur's greatest problem. In the follovTing section a method
of overcoming this problem 'Hill be suggested.
The problem of maintaining interest in the amateur is one
. . ,hich is perhaps not often considered. Some schools of
thollgl1t ilOuld propose that the amateur should be discouraged
rather than encouraged. The thesis proposed here is that the
amateur is a useful asset to speleology and it therefore
follows that effort spent in maintaining. his interest lTould be
a sound investment.
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The number of cavers, both amateur and scientist, who are
active members of caving clubs and societies are few when
compared with those who have enjoyed caving in the past but
have drifted away to other interests. Those drifters represent loss of capital and most of them drifted because they
became bored. Having crawled through a few dozen caves, all
the others are much the same from the point of view of the
superficial observer. vfhat is needed is to open the eyes of
the tyro, to show him the wealth and diversity of caving and
provide him with the wherewithal to continue to widen his
horizons. Above all, he needs an interesting and worthwhj,le
task to do and the knowledge of how to do it.
This will
keep him out of mischief and ensure that he does not commit
sins through ignorance; more importantly, it will maintai~
his interest in caving.
THE CUBE

We have discussed a number, though by no means all the
problems confronting the professional and the amateur
speleologist. Now let us see what can be done to solve these
problems. There is no panacea for all these ills, but the
cure suggested could go a long way to giving speleology more
vitality with which to face the future. When the problem~ of
the amateur and the scientist are considered together, the
two sides of the argument are seen either to generate each
other or to be counter-balancing. The answer then lies in
unification of the two sides to cancel out the opposing
forces and reach a state of equilibrium.
The scientists l problems are basically caused by two things:
the need for assistance; and the ignorance of the amateur·
The amateurs' problems are caused by the need to be .usefu~lY
occupied in an interesting task and by the need for infor~
mation. The scientist needs labour, the amateur needs
information. Conversely the scientist has the information
and the amateur has labour to offer.
In the past there has been haphazard use of the resources
available. The scientists have clamoured, often unheeded t
for people to go on trips to gather water samples or dig ror
bones. The amateurs have attended occasional lectures and
read what literature' is available in the layman's tongue to
broaden their knowledge. This process is primitive and can
only maintain speleology at subsistence level. What is
needed is the proper organization and effective use of the
information and manpower available. It is suggested therefore, that societies, as controlling bodies, should produce
and follow regular training programmes in various branches
of speleology. They should enlist the assistance of the
scientists in their group
to give a series of lectures
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various br~~ches, of speleology. The number,of lectures and
theircontont ~7ill vary according to the subject, (five or
six might be a reasonable number spread over three months)
but they must be pitched at the layman's level, they must be
made as interesting as possible by the use of slides,
specimens and other training aic1s, and they should be designed
to teach the amateur those' things which 'Hill make him a useful
field assistant and fire him \vith enthusiasm to learn more.
"lhen a series of lectures is complete, or even at appropriate
stages during the series, field trips should be organised to
consolidate the theory taughta..'1d demonstrate its practical
application. Not all the subjects \'Iill interest everyone,
ana that is as it should be, but it could,be ,almost guaranteed that the scientist \:'ould reap, 8.S a. rew'ard for his
la~ours, sufficient enthusiastic and capable field
assistants t'o enable him to carry out his "Jork effectively.
In any case, the results will be directly proportional to the
effort invested.
CONCLUSIOl'{
The paper has demonstrated that the scientist has problems
,\Ihich can be largely solved by the provision of a semi~skilled
labour force. The scientists and their accumulated knowledge
are the life blood of speleology and it has been shovm that
th~ amateur caver can supply, vd th training, the labour' force
vThj,ci1 vrill ,keep the pulse of spe le ology , throbbing. \1i thout
the 8,mateur, speleology \vould 4io or 'at best subside into ,
suspended animation. With 'the amateur, developed and guided
by the scientist \U1der the, auspic,es of the soci~ties" "
speleology can clevel'op into ,a; dynamic sqien,c'e. I,t ,is therefore subnii tted that the amateur' i,G e~ valuable as'se.t to
speleoloB"Y •

DISC1J8.SION

:t think this, paper is Pfobably one of the
most significant L've heard at an
A.S.F. Conference and also one o.f the most significant ones
I've read, because I think you' hav'eput your finger right
on it '\':he n you s ay that the re is a ten dency for scientists to
think that their non-academic fellm"l,s aren't ,terribly qualifiect
to help them. At the same time I think it's al$o true that a
lot of unqualified people are rather hesitant to. undertake any
,\,i"ork in cO":,,operation vTi th some of their more qualified

John Dunkley. S.U.S.S.:
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colleagues because they don't kno'V'f '\-,here to start. IS d
rather hoped v1hen I saw that this was going to be a paper at
the Conference, that 'Yle might be able to have a fe'l,v people
here who could give a supplementary paper on hO'V'l the amateur,
can be of assistance in various branches of speleology. I do
rather hope that w'e might be able to get some discussion goin~
and although i'Te haven't got the papers at this Conference or
the personnel to present them, I hope that in the future we
might have a fe'V'f more papers to carry your lecture on in
greater depth in particular sciences.
Roly Webb:

I rather felt that various individuals
have made efforts in various directions; not
only this but most things that happen in speleology are
extremely ,haphazard - speleologists are extremely haphazard
people. We were speaking about poor old Edie Smith today,
she was one of the greatest of these haphazard people. She
hated any form of formality 'and so forth. I don't know
'l,'lhether we, as her children, have inherited or w'hether i ~s
just inherent in human nature, but it seems to me that if
only i!J'e could get orga.'Yl.ised, not necessarily as a military
body, but at least get organised in some fashion or other we
could do so much more in the limited time available to us.
Elery

Hamilton-Smit~

If I could just take up John Dunkley's
suggestion: firstly, to comment on
what I think is one of the real barriers and problems here,
is the ineptness and incompetence of certain scientists. And
I suspect that there is a very major area of problem on this
side rather than on the speleos side.
11 ve been involved in a very large number of moves 'l,vhere
various speleosocieties have tried to make use of scientific
personnel. Some of these naVe been extremely successful and
some of these have "been extremely unsuccessful. Speleology
is, in itself, a fairly p.i:ghlyspecialised science, and'the
fact that a guy is a biologist or a geologist or something
doesn't necessarily mean he knows anything about speleological science and it may be that he's a bloody sight more
ignorant than 90% of the amateurs. He's ,also quite likely to
be a peasrult-type person in regard to ethical issue~ or
consei~vation issues: I could name one certain 'veIl kno'Ym
biologist who cleaned up ab out tvio-thirds of the population
of Victoria's rarest bat in one fell svlOOP 'with one cartridge,
and probably cleaned up about 2000 juvenile Horseshoes ivi th "
the next few cartridges. I could continue but I won't - it
makes me sick.
So I think there's a problem here and vIe have got to think in
terms of a real t'wo vlay system. We can contribute to helping
the scientist adapt his special know'-how to the speCial
issues of speleology.'
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Just picking up briefly on John's point, I won't stay on my
fe'et too long or it will be· a second paper already~ the
amateur has made an enormous contribution to cave biology in
Australia already. Most specimens have been collected by
am~teurs - I don't quite know ''There Roly rates me in this
(Roly: Dark greyt). In fact, apart from the i'lork I've done,
a very large number of people, some of them are here today,
have collected a very large number of specimens, many of which
have been pretty si~1ificant and valuable specimens. There
has been an awful lot of donkey work go in on some of these
by various speleos and this certainly, is one' major area of
co-operation.
.
Alan Hill, C.E.G.S.A.:

I feel that Roly has created a slightly
ne", line of policy wi th this ts.lk. I
was impressed by it myself, but I do feel that to this point
in our discussion we have been generalising a little bit. I
was wondering if we could bring the discussion at this stage
to '\-That positive steps we can take to bring this about. vie
are looking for a more direct interchange between the
scientific people and our own people. C.E.G.S.A. does try to
fo1lo-;" a little bit of this policy line: in our general
meetlllgs we try wherever possible to get scientific people
along to give us talks - we ask them to us - one at a time.
Out of this we get most interesting, learned people. They
realise they're amongst amateur types and they can speak
down to us and we can communicate with them. This is only
one vi ay • I'm wondering if there are any other ''lays people
could put forward here that "Te. could tal,e advantage of later
on. Another effort that C.E.G.S.A. put over,· with very mixed
success It m afraid, a' few years agol 'l(le tried to introduce a
summer school at one of the camps over a period of several
weekends not too far out of Adelaide, ~;here \'Te tried to bring
in authorities on a mixed varje tyof scientific and topical
subjects on caving. Unf'ortunately it didn'·t have the
following we would have liked but there must have been some
SUCCeSS out of it.
Now could I ask if there are any other positive "laYs the.t we
can help to create this interchange?
Ted Anderson.

One thi~g that came to mind out
of what Roly has said was this
business of field days and practical aspects of this, apart
from the lectures and what not. I have myself found in the
past that when you ask some scientific person to come along
and give a lecture on his particular field of activity, there
is often a lot of questions as to how we speleologists should
conduct ourselves in regard to this activity uhen vl.e are in a
S.~.S.S.:
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cave. v/hat Elery has said is that very often the chap
himself is very ignorant of the practical e;spects of caving
rulj~ay, and he finds he very often can't answer these
questions because he's not a\'Tare of what already goes on on
caving trips and in caves, and therefore can't very easily
make suggestions for improvement or otherwise. I think the
important aspect in this instance is to have field trips and
bring the person along, \'1hich provides the opportunity for
interchange both ways. It's very much better if the scientist
can see what vIe are doing, the way vre go about what we ar~
dOing and at the same time take the opportunity to point put
the errors and make useful comments. I think this practical
side of it is not only likely to produce better results but
it has the advantage of attracting possibly more of the
cavers along. I knoVl that S.U.S.S. have very often had
difficulty in getting sufficient numbers to this ,kind of
lecture because many feel they are just not interested in
this particular branch of science, whereas if they happened
to be on a caving trip anyway, there's a far better chance of
them picking up a bit of additional knovlledge.
The trouble vTi th the odd lecture that ;Ie hav~ had
in the past is that it's been isola ted - "re have
had only one on any particular subject in a year, perhaps
t\"O or three. There has been no follo\v-up to it, and the
lone man coming along hears a lot of stuff, some ,of ,,,hich he
finds interesting and some of whiqh goes over his head. ~hen,
because there is insufficient information he can put this to
no good use and in the due course of time, sometimes very
short, he forgetsi t all. So we're nO'Vl back to square oJ1.e
again. The scientist has gained nothing from the effort.he
has put into his lecture - except perhaps a cup of tea - so
'\le haven't achieved anything other than that time has paf?sed.
This is vlhy I suggest that the scientist, and we needn't be
tahard in our definition of "scientist": s:riy of you bl04es
ui th a B. Sc. and doing active' field 'work in a scientific·
fashion could look at yourselves im'lardly on this, and cQuld
gather under your wing a group of people and traih them. ·And
use them. Whilst you might find some cavers that are not
interested because they may have had insufficient experi~nce
or may be purely interested in the physical side of the Slport,
you ,{ill find some who are, and although a lot of tIlis is ~ust
going to flow off the backs of some people like water you re
going to get something back for your efforts. You're going
to get some value out of the workyoutve put into it, and
you "rill then be able to carry out your o,"n studies more
effiCiently. You can't, obviously, hope for a 100~ success
or even 50% but you are going to get some, "lhich is better
than none, "Thich you are getting at the moment.
RolX' vlebb:

\\
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9".t.enn Hunt, S.UoS.S.:

I Vlant to extend ,.;hat Roly has said
and "<'That Elery has said. Most people
have been ta~ing abou~ direct co-operation between the
scientist 811d the amateur. HOl'lever there are several cases
in which the amateur makes his casual observations on a cave,
records these, and the sCientist gets to know these through
society journals etc. ~'le can't l.A.nder estimate the importance
of this. For instance, S.U.S.S. was fortunate enough to have
for a member for a "rhile Ed. Ongley, a geomorphologist, and
John happened to take him into Serpentine Cave at Jenolan and
he' was so excited by the meandering of the passage that he
,,~ote a paper, and a very high powered paper at that.
But he
",asn't satisfied vrith just SerpeIitine, he then proceeded to
ask around amateurs to see if people could tel.l.h1!g where
further examples of this sort-of thing occurred, and he was
lucky in a couple of instances. I think that this indirect
fi+tering of information to the scientist from the casual
observer or amateur caver is very _important. So this business
of educating the ruuateur into observing certain features of
caves in ",hich scientists might be interested, or ,.,hat is more
important to then go and record these in trip reports or something like this. I think this is one of the main fields of
c~operation between the amateur end the scientist.
v

BQtY

Yes, you've touched on a subject \',1'hich I didn't
touch on and which I think is vital thoughrarsly
happens, and that is trip reports; and not just "vIe went there t
we "Vlent in, we came out, and the following people were present".
Tr~p reports to be of any use should be as detailed as possible
and should record everything you see whether you think it's
important or not. Sooner or later a scientist is going to
ne~d some information on a cave on a certain subject and he's
go~ngto delve through papers and,
lo-and-behold, he finds
ths.t you've written something of unique value to him. Whereas
otherwise -j,t~ just lost and ~'J'asted arid 'you have wasted your
time
except .that
yOU might
have· go.t a hit of exer~ise.
.
.
. '
.
.
~'T~bb:

,

ElEtry -Hamilton-Smith:

Perhaps if Ic.ould add another comment
here: there is a body called the Cave
Research Foundation in the-United States which is in fact a
pretty high-powered research organisation, but contains a
number of rank amateurs on Roly's definition, but nevertheless
they have turned out in the last few years an incredible amount
of really top-level scie.ntific work. They have a publication
which is very pertinent to the present discussion and \'1hich I
think any society who is interested in the research side of
things should see.
It's, I think, called "An Integrated
Cave ResearchPrograrnme". It outlines' the total field of
research possibilities in speleology in a very clear, simple
and useful way. It "lOuld be well wcrth looking at at society
level. These sort of publications don't seem to be readily
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available in Australia. There are three special bulletins
put out by this organisation and this, I think, is No. 2.

B21y

Webb:

As a suggestion, I think it would be a great idea
if A.S.F. were to organise the importation of a
quantity of booklets of this type vvhich are of great use, and
'\;\'"hich people don't knO\lT about, . and have them available to
people as and when they want them. It's the sort of invest-·
ment on vb ich 'Ive couldn t t very'well lose out.

**********
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SCOUTING

AND

CAVIl~

Dean Da Costa

*

The object of the Boy Scouts Association presenting a paper
at this conference is to make clear our reasons for promoting
cav1ngas an activity alid also indicate whore '\'le hope various ,
speleological soc~eties can-assist us.
It may be of interest to those present to learn a little of
the history of the Cave Exploration Group in South Australia
and its association with scouting•."
In 1954, Elery Hamilton-Smit~a Scout Commissione~ and
Captain J. M. Thomson prepared for a caving trip to the
Nullabor with a party of Rover Scouts. As a preliminary
"breaking.in" exercise, the group arranged a trip to
Curramulka Caves with another identity Dave Taylor. Further
trips to Curramulka were subsequently arranged by the Rovers
together with some Bushwalker Club members. As a result of
th~s, it'was decided to hold a.meeting at Boy Scout Headquarters attended by those interested parties such as
Dr. Rossfeld, Elery Hamilton-Smith, the Rover Crew, Bushwalkers an d university students. The Cave Exploration Group
(S.,A.) was formed at this meeting. Scouting people have
maintained an interest in this Group and I am sure a similar
interest is maintained by scouting with societies interstate.
The section of the Scout Movement which can benefit most from
c'aving activities is the Senior Scout Section ,v-hich caters for
boys aged between 15 years and 18 years. This is the age
where a boy is adventurous and is looking for challenging
activities. The scope for these today in the framework of
scouting is tremendous. Rock climbing, scuba diving, caving
and gliding are but a few. Throughout all adventurous
activities we are very mindful of our Associatiorrs aim which
is IIto develop gooc1 citizenship among boys by forming their
character - training them in habits of observation, obedience
and self-reliance - promoting their physical, mental and
sp:i,.ri tual developne nt". We try to achieve this aim by the
us~ of the Scout Method which, guided by adult leadership,
pr~sents activities largely in an outdoor setting which gives
the boy an opportunity to accept responsibility and acquire
competence, self, reliance, character and qualities of leadership.

*

Assistant District Commissioner, Senior Scout Section,
Boy Scouts Association (South Australian Branch).
Associate M::;mber Cave Exploration "Group (S.A.)
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Caving is an ideal "tool" for us to use in the Scout Method
since it presents situations which can develop most of the
characteristics .the Movement fosters. Competm ce and self
reliance certainly figure prominently in caving activities
and giva~the right guidance, character development comes from
an appreciation of natura). beauty and a desire to conserve
this beauty.
BasicaJ..:W', the caving which Senior Scouts wil;L be involved in
vdll be "sporting" caving as distinct from the more serious
"scientific l1 caving. .There is however, a place for more
serious caving in Scou:ting particularly in the field of
mapping. An example of this was demonstrated recently vJ'hen a
Rover Scout conducted a comprehensive and accurate survey of .
Sand Cave (S29) at Naracoo:rte for his Rover Project Badge and
the resultant map has received. high praise from experienced
Cave Group men. With the general increase in the education
standard of young people, the geological aspects of Cave
exploration also holds appeal for many boys.
However, it would still appear that the main motivation for
caving as· an activity is the sp;i.rit of· adventure and. this.has
unfortunately led some inexperienced young men into troubte.
III trained and sometimes. unsupervised groups have attempted
caving ,\<ii th unfortunate results. In an effort to combat this
in the field we are talking about, and also in a number of
other fields, it is the current policy of the Senior Scout
Section to approach outside experts for assistance.
\ii th the wide ra..'1.ge of activities available and the specialised

skills involved,' the Senior Scout Ipader cannot hope to be
expert enough to competently lead his troop .in, every activity.
The anSvier as' we see it is to approach groups and societies
vIho are well trained and experienced and either associate
ourselves with them on particular activities or else seek
their help in training our leaders. Taking caving as an .
example, it is realised that the training could not hope to
make a speleqlog~st of either the leader or the boy but it
itould make him aware of the factors involved, both in regard
to safety and conservation.

The sP9leol.ogica:).societies can assist us in a nUlllber of ways .
\J'i th mutual bene!i ts. Perhaps training could be given by the.
societies to our leaders up to the "sporting" caver level and
certain caves set aside for this type of a~tivity. PrOViding
these caves were non tourist but still challenging, the
adventurous spirit could be satisfied and caves which are of
scientific value could then be avoicled and thus .preserved for
fUrther study by the I1scientific" caver.
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At the present time, a large number of Senior Scouts are
involved in caving activities and most are being guided in
their caving by speleological society members. For example,
in New South v/ales an estimated 250 Seniors and Rovers vlent
o~ caving trips in 1968 and the speleo SOCiety ran six
speleologist Courses during the year. It is quite possible
many more boys than this were engaged in caving but due to
the area organisation, it is not possible to accurately assess
the total number. In South Australia, the interest is perhaps
even greater. We have been informed of at least 18 troops 'l:Tho
have been caving this year and the tot~l number of boys
represents 10% of our Senior membe rship.
.
This large number of people heading for traditional.
Sp~leologist territory must naturally concern all .societies
an<i, I can assure you it, also concerns us. vie realise that
excellent relationships have been established '\vi th landowners
and responsible Government departments by Societies and abuse
of privileges by uninformed groups could easily jeopardise
. these relationships. Consequently, vie feel it is in the
societic'S' interest to not only knowl',rho c ontemplates visiting
caves t~y have an interest in,.but also have some control
over ..Tho goes where.

Our movement is quite prepared to co-operate with all
.Speleological societi'es in this regard and consequently
wo~ld like consideration to be given ~o these suggestions.
If courses in cave safety, 'leadership and conservation could
be e,rranged by our Association for Scout Leaders and run by
speleo .societies members, the speleo society point of viel" in
regard to conservation etc. could be ·accurately presented.
A19ng vd th thjs, the societies could suggest sui table caves
for the type of activity which suits us thus avoiding to a
great degree the likelihood of jeopardising landow'ner
re~ationships.
With well informed leaders and, if the
occasion demE',nds it, speleo society volunteer guides, worthwh;lle caving can be undertaken. This could easily result in
a l.asting interest in speleology ih some lads. Although \,le
doptt anticipate our caving activities would make speleologists of anyone, we certainly encouragefu~y lad who shows
interest in it to join a society or group \vhen he leaves
Senior Scouting at 18 br even while he is still .a Scout.
Over the last t·wo years in· South Australia five new CEGSA
members have jOined as a result of scouting caving - not a
great influx·· but sufficient to indicate caving had enough
appeal for some to vTant to pursue it beyond the roouting
level.
.
In an effort to co-operate further '\·ri th speleo societies, the
movement is prepared to have a permanent liaison vii th them
end attempt to channelProceedings
all ofproposed
scout caving trips through
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it. This vould moan we ,·,ould advise the societies of dates
and loc~tions etc. ru1d be guided by your opinions as to th~
desirability or othenlise of the trip. In this wa:y, you, c~
exercise indirect control by either advising us of your
;
vTishes or advising landowners or government departments of
your ,fishes.

A combination of these things should produce an arrangement
l';hich would be to our mutual advantage - a challenging and
useful training medium for the scouts and an assurance of cave
conservation for speleo societies.
The Scout Proficiency badge system caters for a
Badbe, the requirements being:

Speleolog~st

(i)

Have taken part in at least five caving explorations
under the guidance of an experienced leader, comprising
a minimum of 20 caving hours. Produce log books of
exploration.

(2)

Discuss kit, including ropes and rope and metal ladders,
belays and belaying and personal kit including clothes,
boots, lights, food and best method of carrying food.

(3)

Show a kno\'lledge of normal safety precautions and of
rescue organisations in QV·m area. Demonstrate method of
removal of injured person~

(4)

Knovl the main principles of cave formation and describe
tvlO of the better knov·m systems.

(5)

Discuss geologic8.l e.nd mineralogical aspects of
fossilisation and formation of stalactites and stalagmites.

(6)

Dur,ir+g a caving exploration demonstrate:(a) Making the head of a rope la'dder fast,.
(b) HOi" to climb up and down 8. rope ladd.er not less than

25 feet long.
(c) How to join "tioJO lengths of rope ladder.
(d) HOvl to belay himself and 'l,vork a lifeline.
From this , it can be sec:m that although a high standard is
not required, the lad "rho does qualify for this is a fairly
useful caver. It is also realised that some of the requirements may not be very realistic and there are probably-some
obvious omissions. Perhaps the updating of this award could
be another helpful contribution by societies.
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It is probably worthl'1hile considering using Senior Scouts who
have qualified for this badge 8.S maj or expedition helpers.
Tbere is certain to be some support role these boys can
p~rform and \-rill add some meaning to tYieir caving.
I am
certain there is a role for these boys in activities such as
digging and mapping. A maj or expedition such as Mullamullang needs
a reliable support cre", and capable Sherpas. Boys trained
along the lines as suggested and given encouragement from
qualifiedspeleologists could fill the bill.
I

~ould

like to leave you "Ti th these thoughts.

Is there a place in caving activities for groups such
as ours on a sporting level initially?

Is there a place for selected Senior Scouts who show
a greater interest in caving than the average and
express a desire to do more serious work? .
, Finally, \vhat is our potential if \ve encourage Scouts
to go caving?

DISCUSSION·

Ian

WQO~, UrN.S.W.S.S.:
I'.d lik~ to ask you where you got
,
your information regarding the New
South Wales section. For example you state that in N.S..W. an
estimated 250 Seniors and Rovers went on caving trips in 1968
and the speleo societies. ran sixspeleologist courses. Which
sp~leo society in N.S. vI.?

Altp Hill, p.E.G,S,A g :

I must warn you Dean, Ian is on a

N.S.\'l. Co-ordina,tion Committee for

N.~.'a[ •.
~

12etp. Da Costi2;:

What I \vas going to do before I presented my
paper was me.ntion that I contacted my counterpart in each of the States and they sent.me informatiop.. The
information from N.S.\'l. was sent by a little better than my
co~terpart, he was the Headquarters Commissioner for Senior
SC9uts, Graeme Mitcham.
ran Woos!:

1'd like to point out that the scouts now seem to
think that they have now got enough information out
of the H.S.vl. SOCieties and they're now running their Own
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xraining trips and taking off into the wild blue yonder, and
not vlorrying about speleos any longer. vIe are getting the
reverse action to you people in South Australia where they're:
moving tovTards a society. Here theSc outs want .to get as
far avla:y as poss,ible from the societies.
Dean Da Costa:

If this is an official comment from N.S.W.

I' d certainly present this back to

Graeme 1-1i tcham. This is one of the purposes for which I was
told to come along here anyway: to find out whether there,
were any complaints and where the troubles were originating.
If this is general in N.S.W., that Scouts having got what
they want are then drifting away and going out on their o~
then this is contrary to what we intended the whole thing to
be. If it will do any good I will certainly relay ihis
information back.
Elery Hamilton-Smith:

I have a number of separate points
again. Firstly, I can remember
talking only a few years ago to Laurie Grenham of the New
Zealand Boy Scouts Association. He has been both a spel~o
and a Scouter in, I think,' every continent in the ,,,orld ~ow.
I can remember him making the comment that in every cont:l.nent
no group is in such disrepute or does so much harm to caves
as Scouts do. It strikes me that '-le I re very lucky that ~o
many positive moves are being made here by some of our own
societies and by the Boy Scouts Association. Although N. S. vi.
has had its problems, like Victoria has had its problemst
perhaps some other States too, very good progress has bern
made towards overcomi~ this. There has been some very ~lose
co-operation between the t"10 parties concerned. So II m'
particularly pleased with Dean's paper today as a pretty.
formal expression of the view~point of the Boy Scouts
.
Association and like Roly's_Ifeel it's a particularly pos;ltive
and valuable one.
'
,
~econdly, the information in the third paragraph is to my
memory basically correct. I can comment on the first tr~p to
C~rramulka which was a trip of six people, four of whom ~ere
Rovers or Scouters, ariother "Tas a very famous ex S. U.8.S;.
identi ty, Dav'id Pegum} who may be known to some of the 0ilder
members of S.U.S.S., at least by disrepute.
'

The next comment I would like to make is just to toss in a
few points on the badge requirements which might be of some
value as a starting pOint. The first of these is the
reference to rope ladders,i-J'hich is obviously an inheritance
from Britain. I doubt if any of us seriously countenanc,e
the use of rope ladders in Australia. Secondly, in sectp.on
(4) the choice of this word "cave formation" is a pretty'
unfortunate one. We have tend.ed to get rid of this word out
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of our ov"a. terminology and thinking, in that it's quite
a..mbiguous~
Some people use it as a term for decoration stalagmites and all that, and some people use it as a term,
and this is clearly the sense in i'Thich it is meant here, to
s:j.gnify the genesis of caves a...'1.d the patterns of origins vThich
d~velop.
So this probably needs to be replaced by a term such
a~ cave origin or cave genesis.
I personally see only two
m~jorom1ssions.
It's very easy to build this thing up of
course but it is quite unreal as it is bnsically an introduption to the game and I wouldn't like to see it built up
too much~ HOivever I would want to see the words "conservation"
an~ "ethics" make 8,U appearance in it some''lhere.
These are
quite fundamental.
Th~ last point, climbing up and down a ladder:
I think this
should al,,1ays be in terms of climbing up and down a free-fall
pi lch, and a pitch vvhere the ladder hangs against a ,,,all.
There's a very great difference ,I;Te all know, between these two
op~rations.

The last comment on this whole paper is that I w'ould .like to
see us look at this when the Federation Committee reconvenes,
to look at what in fact can be done in terms of follow-up
action by the Federation in an official way, and perhaps we
might even be able to have some discussion on this with Dean
i"1 hile he is he re.
Sec ondly , I hope tha t fr om that Comnii tte e
Nee,ting we vrill see copies of this paper get into the hands
of all societies, including the ones not personally and
directly represented here, and that it be drawn to their
attention for discussion at society level. I think it's a
very valuable step forward.
Andrew Spate, V.S.A.:

In Victoria recently, and in A.C.T.
some years ago, it has been said to me
that there is a serious breakdown in liaison between Headquarters and local groups. Is this. improving nowadays?

DeariDa Costa: I can· only speak for South Australia of course,
.
. but it is quite good in S .A. due to the HeadqUSrrters, Commissioner ",e have for Senior Scouts who makes it
hiS bUsiness to be in contact 'with the troops and with the
boys: they would 8.1most all knovT him personally. This is
almost impossible in other States where the number s are so
much greater.
!

Andrew Spate:
J~ean

Even the loc al distric ts don't seem to know
what their boys are doing.

Da Co~i~: I think this happens' in ' a voluntary organisation
.
. .."here a Scout Naster, say, decides to say "to hang
with Headquarters". There is nothing much 1-1e can do about it if
we don't hear about it.Proceedings
Ifof ;''le
do hear
it, ,.;ell, fair
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enough, we can deregister them or something like this. This
is our contribution to things, we can try to straighten out
our side of things -this is obviously an internal problem
we've got. If we can straighten this out we would like to
get your co-operation in the other side of things such as
advice on where we can go and so on.
Grant Gartrell:

One of the chief problems we have come
across is that we 'vould like to look after
the Scout groups but 've are s6 few in number and. they are so
many that we can't really make a significant contribution:all
at once. They are going to have to be patient with us. We
have found that if there is any attempt at helping scouts' out,
its not one or two sc outs, its the fifty or one hundred \'1hO
are suddenly very interested in coming alon& and obviously no
caving trip can be run on decent sort of lines with this type
of thing. Fair enough for a lecture, but not for a caving
trip. We got around this to some extent by changing the
Constitution so that the number of visitors coming on a trip
could be no greater than the number of members attending.·
This means that we can only keep a few of the scouts happy
I'ri thin the framevTork of our o\.,n organisation so it seems
natural that they would want to choof off by themselves ~y
way, they wouldn't have the patience to hang around for a few
years. If we can train scouts who come along and join th;e
Group and actually be bound by our O\'m Consti tution,&who can
go back and run their own trips under our Constitution,then we
are getting them to help themselves. Of course this
obviously breaks down if it grows too fast •
. Just to change the subject while l' m standing up, regarding
IIsporting" caving: I notice we have been changing this word
to amateur in one of the other talks however r think that
sporting caving is a valid type of thing and it is distinct
from this amateur sort of thing in science. Casteret was a
sporting caver and anyone lI.]'ho started caving from reading
Casteret and who holds his breath for three minutes and
plunges on single-handed into a syphon might get the wrong
idea of caving, but this does seem to be one of the ini tia;l
aims of caving as a recreation for scoute, the idea of t~ing
up caving as a scientific pursuit seems to be quite separate.
r think most of us do sporting cav.ing at the weekends for
relaxation, but while we are there \ve don't waste our time
completely (not ahTays), we try and dos omething useful while
we are engaged in the sport, and if we carry it on long
enough we get absorbed in these other interests and then when
you're too old for the sporting side you carry on with these
other things.
Dean Da Costa:

On your first point Grant, one of the things
that we hope to be able to do if ;"le could is
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to just train leaders to be competent to do cave leading ~~d
Gave safety,and if you people could p~t aside certain caves,
and I can think of a fe'l,'l off-hand down in .the South-East like
B.rown Snake Cave - I doubt '.'lhether anyone ,vould be using such
a cave for scientific purposes,so if we set our lads loose on
that to get rid of this e4uberanca and k e p t them a'\'1ay from
eny other cave of any value, would this take away the problem
at havi~g to supply cavers?
Grant Gartrell:

If I can just reply to that, I don't think
anybody, or at least I certainly wouldn't be
game to, •••• despite the nice way you said it, it does sound
like signing the death warrant of that cave in that particular
context. I don't think anybody would be game to do that.
Even if the cave at present is suitable for scouts to choof
through for a while it docsn't necessarily mean that it ,1111
always be so; there may qe something turn up.
Alan Hill:

I think Grant thinks your trying to knock a brick
out of our walls.
.

.

.

Elery Hamilton-Smith: ·Ithink this is a pretty realistic
suggestion, at least in some areas.
I ~on't think I would go along with Grant's statement in this
specific example, but in Victoria in particular we're ve,ry
luqky, we have got a few good, really interesting, little .
caV8S. that have been so wrecked
that no-one can do any more
to them; so, O.K., we can lin~ up such a group of caves for
this sort of thing •. Perhaps its more difficult in other
ar~as which haven't been bashed about Quite so thoroughly,
but neverthe~ess, I think the princ:i,.ple is a pretty .good one
beQause, sure, perhaps this means we give up five caves for
sPQrting caving and training - it is better than having the
whqle damn lot used in the same way -''1hich .is what ·is likely
to,happen if there's not some sort of cave classification.
system adopted for cave use. . This is in line "vi th conservation
po:j.icies.in other fields - classification is a recognised
prinCiple of conservation of all kinds now, and I think this is
therefore a suggestion that is well worth consideration. I think
on~ of the slight dangers here is that if you train a guy to be
a feader in one of these caves - OK -its not long before he
makes the transformation himself that he's a leader for cave~
stop. This I think would require pretty tight oontrol because
you canlt in a short time train an experienced sPElleol.ogist with
the judgement which is involved in taking a moderately raw party
into a tricky or dangerous cave. It's something.where one
develops judgement by experience not bya "pressur~. cookerll
course. So I would hope tha~ sure, this scheme would be
adopted, that it would be fairly tightly controlled, and that
the people 'l,lho were trained in this way would be encouraged to
also become speleos themselves and develop this kind of
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judgement through long experience. This would enable them,
where it was appropriate, to move off into other fields of
caving or other fields of cave leaders.
Mike Shepherd:

It is dangerous to make the distinction as I
think you have done here between caves of
scientific value and non-scientific caves. I think all caves
have some scientific value and if you do classify some as ~on
scientific it's more or less another way of saying "anythiM
goes l1 •

**********
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AUSTRALIAN

STAR

MOUNTAINS

CENTRAL NEW

GUINEA,

M,J. Shepherd

~PEDITION

1965-,=

*

The star Mountains form part of the main divide of New Guinea
close to the junction of the Papua/New Guinea border and the
West Irian Border. The Australian Star Mountains Expedition,
co~posed of six Europeans and seventeen natives, was the first
group to explore the eastern Star Mountains, and to climb the
highest peaks. One of its many aims was to gauge the
sp~leological possibilities of the area, which were expected
to be highly promising in view of the fact that the bulk of
th~ eastern Star Mountains is composed of a Miocene limestone
bed which is over 3000 feet in thickness. In addition, the
mountains receive an annual rainfall estimated to be 150-250
in~hes, and much of the drainage is subterranean.
Many limestone areas wi thsma:.l1:dolines l.vere seen in the foothills both to the north-east of the Star Mountains, and during
the rugged week's journey from Telefomin to the foot of the
mountains, but time and/or equipment was lacking for their
investi~ation.
The main limestone area in the mountains is a
pl~teau at about 9500' bordered by 3-4000' cliffs .~o the south and
the dividing range on the north. On the plateau a bed of
marlstones and mUdstones about 200' thick overlies the limestone, but the surface is interrupted by three huge dolines
up to nearly 300' deep and half a mile wide, and in other
places where the overlying impervious strata is thicker, by
polje-like basins. All of these features receive influx
streams. We had detected these massive dolines and basins on
air photographs prior to the expedition and had decided to
focus cave exploration in this area. Equipment was air-dropped
to the plateau and ,.ve examined all the maj or dolines and basins.
In no case did we discover any sizeable cave system, but vTe_
frequently encountered blockage of the influx passages by clay
or boulders. In one doline and in many basins the streams
simply terminated in muddy surface pools.
The highest part of the eastern Star Mountains, the Capella
Massif consists of lapies karst and is dissected by two major
sets of joints. Whilst scaling the peaks a number of shafts
(100 ft. plus) were observed. We examined several but found
them to be blocked with glaCial or periglacial material.

*

Sydney University Speleological SOCiety
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The main surface drainage feature on the' limestone is the
Krom River, a t~ibutary of the Ban River, which in turn is
part of the Digoel River system in West Irian. The Krom
River was dry for most of the five miles ~ its length which
we examined, but it was.seen that the river must flow at the
surface periodically. We descended a number of shafts alopg
the dry river bed, but again found no sizeable caverns.
'

,.,1

Our disappointment
th the caves was more than allayed by
the grandeur of the surface scenery 'IIlhich was both magnificent
and unusual; the route along the main divide in the vicinity
of the West Irian border must undoubtedly be one of the fj"nset
ridge walks in the world, with views to the Sepik lowlands in
the north and th~ Fly Basin in the south. It ie certain,
however, that eventually major cave systems 'tfill be discovered
in the Star Mountains, but it is possible that further caving
parties would be better rewarded if the,y concentrated upo~
following up efflux streams to whare they issue from the ~oot
of the limestone cliffs. The dense vegetation would render
the·task a difficult one, however. In retrospect, thie
writer would tend to expect the major effluxes to debouche
on ,the western boundary of the limestone near the K:rom/Ban
junction, about a mile from the vlest Irian border to the ~
south of the main divide. The expedition did not visit this
locality, but it would appear to be f~r more accessible than
the higher parts of the star r.1ountains. In addition, local
food would be available.
In spite of the rugged terrain, rigorous conditione for three
months, and serious setbacks with air drops, ,the expedition's
organization was remarkably smooth and all of our major
scient~fic and sporting objectives ·were aCl1ieved as planned.,
The main reasons for this,· which may ,serve as a guide for
future expedi ti~ns, are listed pelo'!;;: .
1.

The loyalty of our seve,nteen pe"rmanent na;tive carriers.
Thi$could be 'partly attributed to ~he fact that
Barry Craig, the expedition's anthropologist, had lived
in Telefomin f.or three years and knew the carriers
.
personally. Carriers would be indispensable for any but
a light-"Teight expedition ,\,7i th extremeLy limited obj'ectives. Ideally, an expedition should be flexiply
organised so that it is not totall~ dependent upon e~ther
carriers or airdrops but can fall back upon one if the
other fails.

2.

Barry Craig and John Huon could speak fluent PidginEnglish. It would be very unwise to attempt to run an
expedition in this area without at least one member being
able to speak Pidgin fairly well.
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3.

The local natives were generally friendly and co-operative
and "Then ''le arrived at a village ahvays provided us vIi th
shelter and food which we were careful to pay for in the
accepted local manner. Food was not available in the
uninhabited higher parts of the mountains and it was
necessary to periodically relay food by carrier line from
the foothill villages. We were able to communicate ivith
the local natives using our Telefomin carriers as interpreters. We had a good supply of trade goods with which
to buy food and labour.

4.

We provided our carriers with warm clothes for the higher
parts of the mountains and we also carried. t1oJ'O large plastic
fly sheets supplied to us by I.C.I.A.N.Z. The latter were
invaluable in view of the extremely high rainfall we
experienced. We carried a good medical kit and found
malarial suppressives invaluable to keep many of our
carri?rs in good health.

5.

Good i'laterproof outer-garments are essential at higher
altitudes i. e •. above about 6-7000 feet. Good boots are
also an advantage , although we '!.vore sandshoes at times.
Dunlop work boots sewn especially vTi th terylene stood up
to the conditions much be.tter than any other boots ltfe had.
Leather-soled boots tended to fall apart after a week or
so. Otherwise our choice of clothes did not appear to be
very important, although we found overalls to be particularly useful. We built spacious huts at our three
base camps. These helped to maintain our morale and were
necessary for our scientific work.

6.

In rugged country aerial photographs, if available, are
far superior to maps. The border area of New Guinea is
covered by a series of aerial photographs.

7.

We maintain that a minimum of four Europeans 8nd a
maximum of six or seven, would be the advisable size for
a trip of this nature. A party.with more than seven
members would be difficult logistically; more native
carriers would be needed, and local food is often in
limited supply.

**********
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E. Hamilton-Smith

ASIA

*

The caves of the Asian continent are li ttle-knovm and rarely
reported in the English.language speleological literature. I
'vas extremely fortunate, "(!J'hile in Asia for professional
reasons, to have some chance to meet with speleologists there
and to visit a few of the cave areas. This paper will briefly
outline some aspects of this visit and as a starting point for
fUljther enQ.uiry, 'tvill give some of the useful references to
literature.
Japan is the only Asian country with ,,,ell organised speleological societies as we kn~v them. The Speleological SOCiety
of Japan i<laS founded by Professor Nasuzo Ueno in 1954 and "TaS
the first of these. It is a scientific society, consisting
primarily of biologists and others concerned with the
scientific study of caves. The Japanese Association for
Caving is much more concerned vd th exploration and ,,,i th
developing techniques of exploration, "('Thile localised societies
exist in a number of areas, often associated "d th universities.
A groat deal of exploration and high standard cave survey has
beG!:~ accomplished.
So far some 700 caves are knoi,m, more than
500 of vThich have been subject to reasonably thorough mapping
and scientific study.
I was fortunate to be able to meet Prof. De"no, formerly
professor of Zoology at Kyoto University and nO"l Professor
Emeritu.s of that institution. His son, Dr. Shun-Ichi Ueno,
". currently secretary of the Speleological Society of Japan and
a world authority on Trechine beetles (many of which are
troglobitic in Japan) spent several days taking me to see the
Akiyoshi-dai Karst area, "\-tl ich is a truly remarkable area. We
were ·also accompanied by Kiyoshi Mizushima, \vho has led a number
.of expeditions in recent years gradually going deeper and
consistently extending the depth record for Japan.
The Akiyoshi-dai area is a karst plateau of about 130 sq. km.
in area, with extremely well developed karst landscape features,
including poljes, dol:1.11es, and lapiaz. The upper surface of the
plateau :b.as some 10,000 dJlinest Exploration so far has
revealed about 130 caves, but many more obviously remain to be
investigated. The area is largely conserved as a quasina-qional park a:l d the conservation of the park area caves is
ensured for all time, although the aroa outside of the park is
being exploited by quarrying. Several of the major caves,
notably Akiyoshi-do, a magnificent caYe of about 2 km., are

*

Victorian S~eleological Association & Cave Exploration
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open to public inspection, usually on a self-guiding basis.
Some It million tourists per annum pass through this one
cave alone, virtually all of vThom' are Japanese. The profits
from the development of these caves have financed the
erection and construction of a fully staffed science museum
on the plateau with an extensive research programme.
The Director of the museum, I~Ir. lsao Kawasaki, is a geologist
concerned '\vi th elucidating the geological history of the
plateau, "Thile the assistant director, Hr. Tadashi Kuramoto,
is a biologist ''1ho has been studying the life cycles of
troglobitic species found in the caves as well as some
preliminary bat investigations. Other researchers are
concerned vd th the palaentology and archeology of the area,
\'1hi1e the museum also carries out ecological studies of the
surface fauna and flora of the plateau. They have a small
but well equipped underground laboratory in a small cave
named Komori-ana. The museum has also done 8. great deal to
foster the exploration of the area and makes its transport,'
equipment and other f8.cili ties available to the speleological
societies.
This visit was one of the most pleasant three days of my
entire tour. Those ID 0 saw my photogrlJl)hs B.t the ASF
Conference '\vill appreciate the sheer beauty of the area;
biologists will appreciate th~ fascination of seeing dozens
of species of troglol)i tes, many of them in agglomerations of
. thOUSD....l1ds of individuals; but only those vlho have
e::qJerienced the real service of a Japanese Ryokan (hotel)
and the luxury of the bathhouse 'uill really appreciate these
aspects. I am convinced that the greatest improvement which
'\vould be possible in Australian caving (apart from bigger
caves) would be a Japanese bathhouse in every caving area~
f.1alaysia has no speleological organisation. as· such, but a
considerable amount of scientific research is conducted ~n
relation to the caves. I "ms only able to visit the fampus
Batu Caves on the outskirts of Kuala Lumpur, vlell-known to
most Australian cavers from the excellent film produced by
LiD Boo Liat and the :f.1a. lays ian film unit. It is tragic to
see the complete irresponsibility about conservation in this
country, lIhere not onl:'/, is the Batu ID8.ssif being gradually
mined away, but where nevl mining operations are developing,
apparently 'vi thout any restriction, in the nearby Templar
national park. Apart from Lim Boo Liat, all of those I met
'\yho ";1cre interested in the caves \vere English or American
'1:10rkers, many of them in Nalaysia on limited term stays.
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In ~hail~Xld., the fates conspired against me, in spi to of all
my efforts, and I 1.ras <p- i to unable to get to ony cave area :Bangkok itself fortunately offered some enjoyable substitutes.
However, I did meet Fred Stone, a member of NSS, who has walked
ovsr and caved under most of Asia. Fred showed me maps and
de~cribed to·me the fantastic karst plateau of S.E. Asia from Burma and Northern Thailand, across Laos, covering much
of Southern China, and tb.e northern fringe of Vietnam. This
area is typic2.1 tropical limestone with both towerkarst and
cockpit karst. Fred has entered caves in 1'lhich he has l.valked or run or SWUnl- for up to t've 1ve miles 1vi th no sign of an end
or diminution in the cave. Many of them are so immense that
one could drive through if one could only drive to them. (You
never canl). Unfortunately, much of this area is politically
inaccessible or unsafe at present. Evm those parts which are
accessible "lould demand of any expedition some really competent
lOyal organization of trrulsport and supplies and familiarity
witn local languages (usually tcbal) and customs, so it is
noli easy. Fred feels strongly that this area will ultimately
reveal caves ".1'hich will dwarf the present big caves of the
"rorld.
The Philippines also contrived very effectively to place their
best caves country in pretty inaccessible spots, so I only saw
the r·lontalban caves near Ivlanila. Here there seems to have been
no speleological interest at all. l-iontalb9..n reve$.led the
fascinating spectacle of a major storage dam constructed across
a gorgo in limestone - accelerated cave geneSiS, complete with
resurgences under quite a head of pressure~ One of the
engineors who accompanied me to the site was very interested
to hear that water would actually slowly dissolve limestone~.
The one cave entered was reputedly the famed bat cave of
MOIltalban - it \'lasn t t - and '''TaS primarily of interest in that
the floor "ms 'veIl layered \'ri th unexploded shells, cordite,
eta. On returning to surface, we reached the entrance. just
in time to see the bat flight from a cave some 150 ft. above
our heads - a seemingly solid stream of bats, some 50 ft. in
diameter and t\,IO miles in length.
.
Al though alhle to do ?ome caving in Ne~T Guinea, I 'vIill not
comment here on this~, as I cf'.nl1ot add anything of roal
significance to whatUhas e.lready been included in the A.S.F.
H9.ndbook.
To sum up - \'rith the ex<?eption of JapEUl, there is virtually
no speleological organisation; there is an increasing amount
of research in other COlli'ltries, but almost entirely by visitors;
there is incredible potential for both research and exploration,
but this ui11 require really good organization if i.t is to
achieve c.nything of note.
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Some References:
For Japan, see Ueno, M. (1964). The Present S~tuation of
Speleology in Japan, in Konan '\'lomens' . College Resea,rches
1:253-274, or Nicholas, G. (1966). Dr. f.1asuzo Uano and
Japanese Cave Biology, N.S.S. New~ ~:171-173. Most other
English language literature is confined to specialised
.
discussion of research work. The Speleological SOCiety of
Japan is now also greatly involved in studies of South Korea,
the results of which are being published regularly in the
Bulletin of the National Science MuseumQf Tokyo. Another
neighbouring area is that of Okinawa - see Rhodes, D. & J.
(1967), The Caves of Okinawa, N.S.S. News ~:127-133. A
recent paper which deals with part of the great karst are~ of
S.E. Asia and itThich contains an excellent bibliogrf.:'.phy
,
(mainly of Chinese, Russio.n, or other European languages) is
Silar, J. (1965), Development of Tower Karst of China and
North Vietnrun, N.S.S. Bull. ~:35-46. Malaysia is well
covered by Vol. 19, No. 1 of the Malayan .N~ture Journal which
is devoted to cave studies; Sarawak and Sabah are covered in
almost unbelievable detail in Wilford, G.E. (1964), The
Geolo~J of Sarawak and Sabah Caves, Bull. 6 .gf the Geolog~cal
Su~ey! Borneo Regi~f Malaysia.
For Indonesia, see, .
Balazs, D. (1968), Karst Regions in Indonesia. Karst-es
Barlangkutatas 2:3-61
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COMMITTEE MEETING
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF BUSINESS

TRANSACTED

D~legates or proxies were present from CSS, CIGSA, HCG, MBS,
NUSS, SSS, SUSS, TCC, UN~WSS, UQSS and VSA. XSS, NTaSS, ass
~d WASG were reported as unfinancial.
Apologies were
r~ceived from Iaa and WASG.

Newcastle Speleological Association was accepted by vote
into ASF, as were the Blue Mountains Speleological Club and
the National University Caving Club later in the meeting.
Th~ President in his report ~poke of the lack of activity in
ASf and in particular on the problems of communication between
th$ Executive and the member SOCieties, and an appeal was made
fo~ societies to keep the Executive informed.
The reports of
the Secretary and the Newsletter Editor also stressed this
lB4k of two-way communication.

Th~

Newsletter Editor also spoke on production problems
with the Newsletter, such as lack of equipment
and problems with post office registration. The Treasurer's
report indicated a reasonable trading s 11rplus for the year,
and the Handbook Editor reported that overseas orders for the
Handbook were starting to arrive.
as~ociated

A Conservation Standing Committee was formed with the
President as Convenor, "to examine overall conservation
po~icies at State and National levels, and determine the means
bywh1ch the ASF can make a proper contribution to Government
planning with maximum effect relative to ASF policies; to
determine the means which a sense of the prinCiples and
pr~ctice of conservation can be extended within all caving
so~ieties in Australia; and to act whenever and wherever
po~sible as a self-stimulating body using full authority of
th~ Federation".
Th~ Edle Smith Award for outstanding contributions to
Australian speleology was discussed, and rules for its implemertation were presented.

Discussion followed on the publication of "Australian
Speleology", and the problems arising from the publication
of a transcript of papers presented. This was finally
re$olved by including payment for the transcript in the
Conference fee and allowing" Australian Speleology" to
continue as a private publication.
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Conservation action included the naming of caves in the
Church Creek area (in danger of destruction due to mining)
after members of" the New South Wales Cabinet, together wi.th:::"~
supporting motions for the Colong Committee. The "Save
"
Texas"campaign wasa.lso supported by several policy motions.
The next Committee Meeting will be held in "Melbourne
." "
(January, 1970) and the next Conference in Hobart (December,
1970).
".
.
Elect±onsforvacant positions on the executive resulted in
the following"changes:
Secretary
Assistant Secretary
Newsletter Editor
Newsletter Manager

Eoward Dengate
AtholJ"ackson
Eval t Crabb
Norm Poulte.r

After an Executive budget meeting, the reconvened Commit~~e
meeting voted to purchase a Roneo duplicating machine for
use in printing the Newsletter.

HOWARD"DENGATE, .

Honorary Secretary,
.
~~lian Speleological Federatign
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ASFMEMBEBSHIP FOR

I". 'South

'W'~IS

1969

.d 4us"!iral ;Laa' Qg:ei tal, Tetti; ton

*~l\1e,Mo~t~ns' Speleolog:l.cal Cltib

,P.O.:so:x 37!
'
(BMSC)
.
'GLENBROOK. 277'3. '
Can.berra S'peleolog1oal Soc'iety (CSS)
P.O. Box 53°1_ '
.
CANBEBM 'CITY. 2601.
Bipland Caving Group (HCG)
P.O. Box 154,
LIYJU90k. 2170 ~ .
IIJawarra Speleological Society (ISS) ·p,.,O. B&x -94,
UNANDERBA. 2526.

ICempsey Speleological Society (KSS).
Metropolitan SPeleological Society

(MSS)
Nat'io~a.l>tiriive;t"sity ,Caving Club

(N'UOC)

,..,

".

,

Newcastle Speleological Association
(NSA)
Newpastle University Speleological
~ociety (NUSS)
Northern Tableltmd:sSpelaolog1cal
Society 'N!aSS)'
OratlgeSpele'6l'~S1cal Soeiety(OaS)

.
2 Albert Street,
"

QliI?SIl.' 2440.
P.O.- Box E120,
ST. JAMBS. 2000.
P.O. B,ox 4,
CANUIW\~ - 2~OO.
P.O. Box 86,
BROAPMEAPOW. 2292.
P.O. Box 4,
TIGHES HILL. 2297.
P.O. Box 376,
INVERELt. 2360.
22 William Street,
ORANGE. 2800.
P.O. Box 198,
BROADWAY. 2007.
J

. SydJley Spe leolog1.c al Soc iety (SSS )
Sydney

Speleological
(SUSS)
University of New South Wales
~peleological Society (UNSWSS)
Un1vers1t~

~oc1ety

Queensland

Box 35, The Union,
SYDqX UNIVERSITY. 2006.
Box 17, The Union,
Unive,rsity of N. S. W. ,
KENSINGTON. 2033

University of Queensland Speleological The Union,
Society (UQSS)
University of Queensland,
S~, LUCIA. 4067.
South Australia
c/o South Aust. Museum,
Cave Exploration Group (South
Australia) (CEGSA)
North Terrace,
ADELAIDE. 5000.

* Subject to modification of BMSC Constitution.
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Tasmani~

Tasmanian Caverneering Club (TCC)

G.P.O. Box 641G,
HOBART. 7001. .

Victor,a
Victopian Speleological Association'
(VSA)

G.F.O. Box 5425CC,
MELBOURNE. 3001.

Western Australia
Western Australian Speleological
Group (WASG) .

G.F.O. Box S1349,
PERTH. 6001.

l!XJCUTIVE . COMMITTEE
President
Vice-President
Secretary
·Assistant Secretary
Treasurer

Major Roland P. Webb,
c/o School of Signals,
BALCOMBE. Vic. 3935.
Andrew Spate,
Box 312,
QRBOST. Vic. 3888.
Howard Dengate,
c/o Ha~ury Agricultural Col.
RICHMOND. W.S.W. 2753.
Athol Jackson,
6 Hudson Avenue,
ROSTREVgfi. S.A. 5073.
~ohn' A. Noonan,
Flat 8, 78 Holden Street,
NORTH FITZROY.
Vic. 3068.
t _
Evalt Crabb
121 Hoxton ~ark Road,
LIVERPOOL.N.S.W. 2170.
Norm Poulter,
21 C~llins Crescent,
YAGOONA WEST.' N.S.W. 2199.
Peter Matthews,
0/0 P.O. Box 5425CC, G.P.O.,
MELBOURNE. Vic. 3001.
Graham Wallis,
20 Malvern Avenue,
EAST ROSEVILLE. N.S.W. 2069.
$ • _

Newsletter Editor
Ne~sletter Man~er

Handbook Editor
Librarian
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STANDING SUB-COMMITTEES
Bat Research

David Purchase,
c/o CSIRO Division of
Wildlife Research,
P.O. Box 109
CANBERRA' CITY. A.C.T. 2601.

Cave Safety

Lloyd Robinson,
67 Mt. KeiraRoad,
MT. KElRA. N.S.W. 2500.

Cave Nomenclature

Elery Hamilton-Smith,
P.O. Box 36 T
. CARLTON SOU~H.-Vic.
3053.
,

,

Conservation

Major Roland Webb,
c/o School of Signals,
BAICOMB....!. Vic. 3935.

N.S.W. Co-Ordination

Robert Hawkins,
285 Woolaware Road,
CRONULLA. N.S.W. 2230.

Delegate;s- International
Union of Speleology

Elery Hamilton-Smith,
P. O. Box 36,
CARLTON SOUTH. Vic. 3053.
(also A.S.F. Sec.'ex officio)
TRUSTEES

Joseph N. Jenhings',M.'A ..

School of Advanced
Studies,
.
Australian National University,
CANBERRA. A.C.T. 2600.

Batry p.• Moore, Ph.D.,.

Division of Entomology,
C.S.I.R.O.,
CANBERRA. A.C.T. 2600.
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